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Summary
Rapid growth of distributed systems stimulates many attempts to describe
precisely the behavior of concurrent systems. The target of the research is to
model complex systems, to automatically generate an executable code from
abstract models, and to check the correctness of concurrent systems. In this
thesis, a new concept of concurrent system verification is presented. The idea is
based on building a new version of CTL temporal logic (QsCTL) over
reachability graphs of systems defined by concurrent automata CSM.
The proposed method is addressed to verify control-dominated systems. Many
questions on concurrent system behavior may be asked easier in QsCTL than in
traditional CTL. An original algorithm CBS (Checking By Spheres) for
automatic evaluation of temporal formulas in this logic is presented. Another
algorithm of state space reduction is designed. The presented ideas are
implemented in TempoRG program, the element of the COSMA environment
developed in ICS, WUT. The purpose of COSMA is to integrate formal
verification methodology with concurrent systems design environment.
The formulated theoretical concepts are illustrated with several examples
concerning verification processes including quite complex industrial system.
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I.

VERIFICATION OF TEMPORAL PROPERTIES
IN CONCURRENT SYSTEMS

INTRODUCTION
I.1.

VERIFICATION OF CONCURRENT SYSTEMS

Designing any system we should assure its correct operation, which is usually understood
as the conformance with the specified requirements. This is especially important in the
case of safety-critical or mission-critical applications where the cost of errors is high
e.g. threat to human life, environmental pollution or economic losses. Advances in
technology give the possibilities of developing complex safety-critical or mission-critical
systems with distributed features. Proving correct operation of such systems is an
important problem, hence various verification methods have been developed.
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Methods of system verification may be divided into two general classes: „a priori‟ and
„a posteriori‟. In „a posteriori‟ methods, a working system is taken under verification.
The correction of detected errors is generally very expensive, especially if design errors are
identified in a system which is just ready-to-work. Typically, conclusions from
„a posteriori‟ verification are applied in subsequent versions of the system. Although the
final system should be heavily tested before applying in real environment, intensive
verification in the design stage should be performed to avoid serious malfunctions.
The verification by testing is a good example of „a posteriori‟ verification. To handle
testing of complex systems various system models are constructed. These models are used
for simulation or formal verification. It is important to note that the model is an abstraction
of the system and ignores some aspects, while highlights other ones. Therefore, in practice
several models of the system should be verified and final testing should be applied as well.
In „a priori‟ methods, a formal verification is used at the early stages of design. Many
examples of system designs supported by formal verification can be found in the literature:
microprocessor control [Burc90, Appe95], digital circuits [Kurs93, Boss94, Borm95],
protocols [Clar93, Dill92], interfaces [Camp95], railroad controller [Cich01], Deep Space
flight controller [Have00a]. The design process with verification support allows the
designer to avoid errors and to estimate the performance of used solutions in early stages
of the development. Therefore, errors do not propagate to next phases of the design.
The literature as well as author‟s personal experience from the implementation of several
systems clearly show that the formal verification is particularly important during the
development of reactive systems. In reactive systems the mode of operation is
continuously modified by means of signals from the environment, while traditional
„transformational‟ systems calculate their results from „static‟ input data, which do not
change during the execution. Reactive system responds by issuing signals to the
environment. Typical examples are operating systems and their microkernels, hardware
microcontrollers, embedded control systems, industrial automation equipment,
telecommunication systems. In such systems, the correct behavior is crucial and its
analysis is not trivial.
Reactive systems are typically built of hardware and software components, which operate
concurrently, share common resources and react to external events. The correctness of
mutual synchronization and cooperation seems to be the most important issue. Deadlocks,
livelocks, message loosing or duplication are commonly observed malfunctions [Holz99a].
5
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Errors in reactive systems often result from specific order of events or their coincidences,
and therefore classical sequential methods like debugging, testing and simulation can
hardly be applied here. The synchronization (cooperation) errors in the system may be
identified by such methods, but some errors may still remain hidden in the system. Thus,
the verification of reactive systems especially calls for formal verification methods that
guarantee finding all errors of a given kind.
The correctness of a verified system signified that an implementation of a system meets
the requirements imposed by specification of the system. Formal verification gives a proof
of correctness: formally verified system operates properly regardless of its input values.
Thus, consideration of all cases is implicit in a methodology of formal verification.
In addition to being theoretically sound, formal methods have been demonstrated to work
reasonably well in practice too [Gupt92, Clar96a, Clar96b, Clar99, Sach96, vanE97].
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In the literature, formal methods of system verification are divided into two general
approaches:
theorem proving,
finite state model checking.

I.1.1. Theorem proving
In these methods, the designer prepares a model of the system as a set of facts. Then the
requirements on the system are formulated as theorems in a given logic. A prover tries to
prove the theorems by means of axioms and rules of reasoning in the used logic and the
facts from the system. An automatic prover may be used which tries to find a sequence of
rules that lead to completion of the proof. If it fails, the designer is asked to deliver proofs
of some lemmas to move the prover from a dead point. The disadvantage of such approach
is that the designer must participate in the verification process. Moreover, some theorems
may stay not proved to be true or false because of incapability of the designer to help the
prover.
The theorem proving methods differ mainly in used logics. The following logics are most
frequently encountered in the literature on system verification:
first-order logic [Beat90, Floy67, Hoar69],
Boyer-Moore computational logic (a special form of first-order logic) [Boye84,
Bron89],
higher-order logic HOL [Cohn89, Gord89],
Gentzen logic [Abdu99].
The theorem proving systems have demonstrated to be very powerful and useful [Kurs93,
Gupt92]. The prover may be applied to show the correctness of various relations between
data objects and behavior dependences in a system under verification. However, theorem
proving has some disadvantages:
decidability problem: as a mathematical logic is the base of the prover,
a number of theorems cannot be proved at all due to the nature of the logic;
limited effectiveness: a proof often requires substantial human support to prove
several lemmas; a scope of theorems that may be proved depends heavily on
the designer‟s invention and creativity.
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lack of fault diagnosis: even if the designer gets the proof of an error in the
verified system, she/he may not identify the cause of the fault to correct it.

I.1.2. Model checking
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Model checking is based on the examination of a partial order finite state model of a
system under verification. The main advantage of model checking is that all problems
expressed in terms of finite state models are decidable (however the time or memory
requirements may be unacceptable in some cases). As the whole state space is examined,
model checking is called exhaustive verification. The other advantages of model checking
are:
easy automatization: well-known algorithms of evaluation and state space
reduction,
fault location: counterexamples produced in the case of negative result of
verification (the designer gets the sequence of actions leading to the error),
intuitive nature of the model: finite state models resemble the labeled statetransition graphs, well known to all computer professionals.
Among the disadvantages are:
complexity: unavoidable exponential explosion of states (however from 1980‟s
the ROBDD [Brya86, McMi92] representation is commonly used for analyzed
systems – it allows to verify systems of 1020 states and more [Burc92]),
finite models: a cost paid for full decidability is that only finite cases may be
verified (the evaluation is always performed for static, not parameterized
model); attempts were made to cover some infinite but very regular cases
[Kupf00, Graf97, Boua00]),
limited possibilities of data representation.
These features address model checking to verify control-dominated problems rather than to
data-dominated ones.
Various verification methods [Gupt92, Vard98] were developed on the basis of finite state
model checking; in literature they are divided into:
temporal logic [BenA83, Bose90, Burc90, Clar86, Clar89, Clar92a, Emer87,
Emer90, Lamp83, Mann81, Mann82, Mann84, Pnue77, Pnue85, Wolp86],
extended temporal logic [Clar92b, Wolp83],
mu-calculus [Koze83, Park81], which can be viewed as a generalization of
temporal logic (Hennessy-Milner logic with recursion is equivalent to mucalculus [Lars88]),
machine equivalence [Coud90, Deva88, Madr88]: the system under verification
and the desired property are expressed as Büchi automata and then an
equivalence between them is checked,
language containment [Büch60, Clar90, Kurs91, Wolp89]: it is checked
whether the language generated by the property-automaton is contained in the
language generated by the automaton of the system,
compositional model checking [Clar89, Puha00, Puha01, Valm96] in which
progress of a system is viewed as paths classified into several kinds, for
example paths ended by fail.
methods combining model checking with other verification techniques
[Bode00, Kurs93, Raja95].
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There are several model checkers often cited in literature, for example SPIN [Holz97],
SMV [Chan98], FormalCheck (COSPAN) [Har‟E96, Fisl97], the model checker associated
with PVS [Raja95]. Methods of temporal model checking are used in VLSI design and
protocols development. It is much harder to apply model checking to software, since there
are many constructs that cannot be directly converted to finite state models:
large range of program variables, from which only small subrange is actually
used,
procedure invocation,
procedure parameters,
process fork and join,
recursion,
pointers,
class inheritance and overloading, etc.
The methods addressed to software-based reactive systems are under intensive
development [Păsă01, Have00a, Have00b, Corb00, Harm94, Holz99a, Holz99b, Gode97,
Viss00b, Lerd01, Brat00]. In the author‟s opinion, verification should be applied since the
very first phases of software development. Therefore, in Institute of Computer Science,
WUT, the tools for temporal verification are deployed in the CASE environment for
reactive system design called COSMA [Cwww]. Model checking is attractive for this
purpose because of little theoretical background required from the user and fully automatic
operation.
From finite state methods, temporal logics were developed first. They are conceptual basis
for many other verification ideas such as mu-calculus or language containment. Generally,
a temporal logic is defined over a formalized state space called Kripke structure (definition
in Section III.1 and [Emer90]). Formulas in temporal logic contain modalities that express
some properties that are valid in specific states in future of a given state s [Emer90].
Modalities related to the past are possible [Penc96], but seldom used in model checking in
practice. Typical modalities used are (a formal definition will be given in Chapter III):
always – the property holds in the whole future of state s,
eventually – the property is inevitable in the future of state s,
until (binary operator) – the property holds until the other property is satisfied
in the future of state s,
next – the property is fulfilled in the state next to s.
Many approaches are known in model checking area [Gupt92], but none of them can be
directly applied to CSM specification formalism used in ICS, WUT (see Section II.2).
Therefore a new kind of temporal model checking was developed. It is based on temporal
logic called QsCTL (a new version of CTL logic; the formal definition is given in
Section III.2). The decision of taking CTL as the basis is motivated by the fact that the
verification using temporal formulas verification showed its usefulness in many projects
[Burc92, Kurs93, Clar93, Camp95, Cich01, Have00a] and it has especially wide
application in systems design.
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I.2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
For reasoning on the project features a theoretical framework is needed and a program
supporting it with effective algorithms is required. The main task of the author was to
elaborate a methodology of efficient temporal model checking based on CSM (Concurrent

State Machines [Mieś92a, Mieś92b, Mieś94]), which is the model used for specification
of systems in Institute of Computer Science, Warsaw University of Technology. The CSM
model is different from typical models in such a manner (coincidences, that recognized
methods cannot be directly applied.
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The main requirements for the developed methodology were:
R1 to build a verification methodology for the model based on coincidences1) of
actions (CSM, see Section II.2) rather than on interleaving, which is typically
used ([Holz97, McMi92, Bast00, Gert99, Wolp93]);
R2 to express behavioral properties not only in terms of a global system‟s state
space, but also in terms of individual components.
To resolve these problems:
new version of temporal logic should be constructed (tailored to the fact that the
CSM model is based on coincidences rather than on interleaving; the presence
of coincidences prevents from applying temporal logic defined for
interleaving);
new method of temporal formula evaluation should be defined, addressed to
CSM model and the new version of CTL temporal logic;
the (unavoidable) exponential explosion of state space size (Reachability Graph,
see Section II.2) should be controlled: state space reduction should be applied;
the results of verification (in the case of error occurrence) should be presented
to the designer by a fault identification tool as a counterexample, in easy-toanalyze form.
The developed verification methodology and algorithms have been implemented in a form
of TempoRG program (Chapter V) and incorporated into the COSMA software
environment for design of concurrent systems (see Appendix A). The usefulness of this
approach is illustrated in numerous examples including verification of some real-life
systems.
The thesis is structured as follows: basic concepts concerning temporal logics and CSM
model are presented in Chapter II. Chapter III defines QsCTL – a new version of CTL
temporal logic. In Chapter IV the original algorithm (CBS) for QsCTL logic formula
evaluation is presented. The program TempoRG (the element of the COSMA environment)
1)

In interleaving models exactly one of the components performs an action at a time, while a system based
on coincidences is closer to the behavior of real systems, in which actual parallelism takes place:
hardware controllers, multiprocessor computers, distributed system, protocols etc. The model based on
coincidences may be converted to interleaving model at the cost of inserting additional states [Mann82].
This approach was rejected in the author‟s work because of:
additional states have no physical interpretation which is the real problem for instance when
hardware circuits are modeled;
in real-time approach (which will be subject of future research of the author) no time stamps
may be assigned to additional states.
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that implements the new CBS algorithm, together with some practical examples of model
checking of real industrial systems, are presented in Chapter V. Chapter VI describes
a new state space reduction algorithm RCSM, tailored to the coincidental nature of CSM
model. An original method for automatic analysis of results of temporal model checking
(counterexamples) is presented in Chapter VII.
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BASIC CONCEPTS

In this chapter some basic notions are presented that give the background for the original
contribution of the thesis, described in the next chapters. First, typical temporal
dependences in computer systems are presented. Next, a brief description of the CSM
model is introduced. Then, typical categories of temporal dependeces in CSM systems are
discussed. Some examples of CSM systems illustrating typical behavioral dependences are
included: client-server, mutual exclusion and enforcement. Analysis of these dependences
is of “manual” manner, i.e. it consists in the inspection of state space displayed as a graph.
In real cases the designer can observe component automata (as they typically contain
several states each), but for the analysis of state space of a product of automata a model
checker is needed. This verifier should support asking questions in terms of component
automata which can be observed and then modified by the designer. Such a model checker
called TempoRG is developed by the author of this thesis (see Chapter V) in the COSMA
environment [Cwww]. The main features of the COSMA environment are addressed at the
end of this chapter and in Appendix A.
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II.1.

EXPRESSING TEMPORAL DEPENDENCES

Development of concurrent systems, especially in distributed environment, stimulated
many approaches to behavioral modeling of concurrent systems (for instance Statecharts or
State Diagrams [Embl88, Embl92, Hare87, Hare88, Rumb91, Shla88, Your89,
OMG99(UML)], SDL [Olse94, CCIT86], Estelle [ISO86], LOTOS [ISO]). Modeling
environments allow the designer:
to describe behavior of elements of the system;
to observe the effect of cooperation of system components;
to verify the correctness of concurrent systems;
to generate automatically an executable code from abstract models.
The design of concurrent system behavior includes expressing and checking behavioral
dependences between concurrent components. These dependences concern global features
of the system (as opposed to “local” features of processes, like termination property or
loop invariant). Among the typical temporal dependences referring to a “global
correctness” in terms of events there are the following ones:
deadlock freeness (in a deadlock a process stays in a state and cannot leave it),
livelock freeness (in a livelock a process progresses in a cycle of states –
the condition of leaving the cycle is always false),
starvation freeness (starvation is a malicious sequence of events that prevents
fulfillment of a condition of progress time after time, although the fulfillment of
the condition in the future is always possible),
liveness (vital actions for a process are executed infinitely often),
safety (a system avoids some prohibited, unsafe states),
synchronization features of concurrent systems:
o mutual exclusion (specific states of processes should not be visited
simultaneously),
o mutual scheduling (executing actions in distinct processes in a specified,
strict order),

11
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o preemption (terminating or suspending the given process when the more
privileged process requests some resource),
o arbitration with priority (more privileged process always gets a resource
before other processes even if they wait longer),
o enforcement [Czej98] (given action in a process causes another process to
perform a specific action in near future),
More complicated aspects of the system behavior can be also analyzed, for example the
dynamic reconfiguration of the system as the result of timeout occurrence. Other temporal
dependences may be defined in order to identify the requirements reflecting the specific
features of a given system under design.
In model checking we deal with the model
(of a system behavior) and the methodology of its
checking. Generally, in the finite state approach
a system behavior is modeled as Labeled

path
modality expressed in state
modality with path quantifier
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Transition System (LTS). The behavioral
description specifies the changes of current
system state in time (following the arcs of LTS,
see Section II.2). In contrast to many other
models known from physics or technology
(where various notions of time are assumed:
continuous, discrete, real, absolute, simulated,
etc), in finite state model checking, a progress
is determined by events occurring in a system
rather than by absolute time flow. Due to such
event-oriented approach, temporal model
checking is addressed mainly to the controldominated problems. Lack of data types and the
form of model specification make the finite state
verification of data structures and data flow
correctness hardly possible.
In “classical” temporal logic the questions
concerning absolute time (“real time”) cannot be
asked (such as time deadline reaching or
timeout). The specification and verification of
real-time systems is now intensively studied in
model checking approaches [Dill89, Demb01,
Trip96].

LTL

CTL

CTL*

Given the model of a system, its checking
Fig.II.1 Basic kinds
involves two elements: specification of
of temporal logics
requirements to be checked and the
methodology (possibly: incorporated in a form of algorithms) of determining if the model
fulfills these requirements. In this thesis it is assumed that the requirements are specified as
formulas of a temporal logic.

12
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Modalities are expressed in a temporal logic as temporal operators. Three main features of
a modality concern to what object the modality is expressed, to what direction in time it is
related and how the possible branches of behavior (time) are treated. In general:
the modality is expressed in the state (called starting state in this thesis);
the truth of temporal (modal) formula depends on fulfillment of arguments of
the temporal operator along paths (infinite sequences of occurrences of states
connected by transitions of LTS; the definition is given in Section II.2) in the
future of the state2);
the paths outgoing from the state may be quantified (a modality combined
with universal or existential path quantifier) or not.
Various temporal logics used in model checking differ in the manner how paths outgoing
from the starting state are quantified and how nested3) modalities are treated over paths
[Gupt92]. Fig. II.1 illustrates three kinds of commonly used temporal logics [Emer86]:
LTL – Linear Time Logic: paths are quantified only in starting state of
verification, modalities nest on individual paths (see LTL scheme in Fig. II.1,
a bunch of infinite paths outcomes from the starting state and nested modalities
are not quantified);
CTL – Computation Tree Logic: every modality must be combined with path
quantifier (see CTL scheme in Fig. II.1, every modality is combined with a path
quantifier);
CTL* – covers both LTL and CTL: nested modalities may be used with or
without the path quantification (see CTL* scheme in Fig. II.1, there are both
path-quantified and path-not quantified modalities).
QsCTL introduced in this thesis is a version of CTL, tailored to the specific features of
CSM and the COSMA environment.

II.2.

CONCURRENT STATE MACHINES (CSM)

In the Institute of Computer Science, Warsaw University of Technology, we use a model
known as CSM (Concurrent State Machines) to describe and analyze the behavior of
concurrent systems. A brief definition of CSM follows, formulated by the author of this
thesis. This description concerns only the features of CSM model that are relevant to the
model checking. The full definition of CSM automata with motivating examples and
extensive comments on their properties can be found in [Mieś94].
Definition II.1 (universe of symbols, signals, alphabets)
Let U denote a countable set of elementary (atomic) symbols. We call U
universe, and elements of U signals. We will use underlined words to
designate elements of U, i.e. x U, An alphabet is any finite subset of
signals A U.
■
Definition II.2 (Boolean formulas and functions)
For any signal x U there is an atomic Boolean formula x. Atomic
Boolean formulas referring to signals are always written using italic font4.
2)
3)

A temporal logic with modalities referring to the past is also possible.
Nesting is understood traditionally: nested (or inner) operator stands in the scope of the embracing (or
outer) one.
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A formula x is satisfied if a signal x occurs. A Boolean formula w is the
sequence consisting of atomic Boolean formulas x | x U and special
symbols false, true and +, *, ¬ (standing for constants and – respectively –
operators of Boolean algebra <{false, true}, , , ¬>5) with the
conventional rules for precedence and order of evaluation of operators and
conventional use of parentheses). We write sig(w) to denote the set of
signals occurring in Boolean formula w. Let W be the set of all Boolean
formulas w.
■
A formula w represents a Boolean function f such that for every set of occurrences of signals:
The formula w is satisfied iff the function f gives the value true
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From now on we will identify a formula w with its corresponding function f. We will use
special symbols and for constatnt functions: the value of is always false, the value of
is always true.
Definition II.3 (CSM automaton)
The CSM automaton is a 4-tuple
p =df < S, form, out, sinit >, 6)
where:
S is a finite set of states;
form: S S W is a function assigning Boolean formulas to pairs of
states; function form is assumed total, i.e. defined for all pairs
(s,s') S S (note that formulas and are valid values of the
function form); form is called transition function;
out: S 2U is a function assigning subsets of signals to states; the
function out is called output function; if x out(s) then we say that
the signal x is generated by state s;
sinit S is a unique initial state.
The CSM automaton is assumed to be transition-complete, i.e. for any
s S the disjunction of formulas for all pairs (s,s‟) S S is true:

+(s,s‟) S S form(s,s‟) =
where + denotes disjunction

■

As in the case of traditional finite automata, we usually think of CSM automaton in terms of
directed graphs. States s S are thus graph nodes, pairs (s, s') S S are directed arcs called
transitions. Function form labels these directed arcs with Boolean formulas w W. Usually
we reject arcs (s,s') such that form(s,s') = (they are called void transitions).

4)

5)

6)

The usage of underlined signals and occurrences of signals written in italics highlights the difference between
the name of a signal (underlined: x) and expressing the fact that the signal is being generated (italics: x).
For compatibility with the COSMA environment, the conjunction of signals‟ occurrences is denoted as *
(instead of ) or no symbol between signals. Disjunction of signals‟ occurrences is denoted as + (instead
of ). This notation is used by other authors as well, for example [Zhan95].
The symbol =df denotes equality by definition.
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Definition II.4 (alphabets of CSM automaton)
Let p = < S, form, out, sinit > be a CSM automaton.
1. Input alphabet INP(p) U is a set of all signals referred to in Boolean
formulas of the transition function form‟s range:
INP(p) =df (s, s') S S sig(form(s, s'))
2. Output alphabet OUT(p) U is a union of all sets of signals
generated in automaton states:
OUT(p) =df s S out(s)
3. External input alphabet EXT(p) U is a set of input signals that are
not generated by the automaton states and thus coming from the
environment:
EXT(p) =df INP(p)-OUT(p)
4. Total alphabet ALL(p) U is a sum of input and output alphabets:
ALL(p) =df INP(p) OUT(p)
■
There is no requirement for sets INP(p) and OUT(p) to be disjoint: signals may be generated
in states of an automaton as well as referred to in Boolean formulas on transitions in the same
automaton. Note that in the definition of the CSM automaton, input and output alphabets are
not directly specified. They can be calculated from the constituent functions of the CSM
automaton.
Definition II.5 (output formula)
Let s be a state of a CSM automaton p. A conjunction of all atomic
Boolean formulas referring to signals belonging to out(s) and negations of
all atomic Boolean formulas belonging to OUT(p)-out(s) is called output
formula ω(s) of the state s:
ω(s) =df (x

out(s)

x) * (y

where  denotes conjunction.

OUT(p)-out(s)

y)
■

Definition II.6 (successor state, succession relation)
Given a pair of CSM automaton states, (s,s') S S, state s' is a successor
of s iff:
form(s, s') * ω(s) .
The succession relation is denoted r. The fact that two states s,s‟ S are in
succession relation is denoted:
s r s‟
■
Note that some non-void transitions may lead to states that are not successors due to signals
appearing in output formula, for example if for the state s and its successors s1,s2 in
automaton p:
form(s,s1)=ab,
form(s,s2)= a+ b,
out(s)={a,b},
OUT(p)={a,b,c},
then s1 is a successor of s because form(s,s1)*ω(s) = (ab)*(ab* c) = ab* c , and s2 is not
a successor of s since form(s,s2)*ω(s) = ( a+ b)*(ab* c) = .
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Definition II.7 (reachability relation)
Reachability relation (denoted R) is a transitive extension of succession
relation r:
s r s‟ s R s‟
s R s‟ and s‟ r s” s R s”
■
Definition II.8 (reduced Boolean formula)
Let p be a CSM automaton, w W be a Boolean formula and X ALL(p).
We replace in w all atomic Boolean formulas x referring to signals x X
by symbol and all atomic Boolean formulas referring to y OUT(p)-X
by the symbol . The formula w' thus obtained is called reduced by X,
denoted w‟=w\\X.
■
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For example if OUT(p)={a,c,d} then the formula w=ab+ c+d reduced by the set {a,c} is
w‟=w\\{a,c}= b+ + =b+ + =b.
Definition II.9 (Reachability Graph)
The Reachability Graph (RG) of a CSM automaton is the automaton
restricted to states reachable from sinit:
RG =df < GS, form, out, sinit >,
where:
GS S is a set of all reachable states:
GS =df { s : s S sinit R s } { sinit }
all void transitions are removed (domain of form is restricted to
pairs of states belonging to GS),
domain of out is restricted to GS,
formulas on arcs leading out of a given state s are reduced by
the set out(s).
■
Definition II.10 (product of CSM automata)
Let P be a finite set of CSM automata
P={pi| i=1..n, pi = <Si, formi, outi, si,init>}. The CSM automaton
p = <S, form, out, sinit> is a product of CSM automata from P (denoted

p =df pi P pi which means p1p2…pn) if sets OUT(pi), i=1..n are
pairwise disjoint and:
S
pi P Si, ( pi P Si denotes Cartesian product
S1 S2 … Sn);
elements of S (composite states) are tuples of the form:
s =df (sj1, sj2, ..., sjn)
sinit S is a tuple containing si,init of all component automata
pi P:
sinit =df (s1,init, s2,init, ..., sn,init)
for any s S:
out(s) =df pi P outi(sji), sji Si,
for any pair (s,s') S S, s = (sj1, sj2, ... , sjn);
s' = (s'j1, s'j2, ... , s'jn):
form(s,s') =df  pi
16
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The algorithm of obtaining a product of CSM automata is given in [Mieś94]. The algorithm is
implemented in the COSMA environment (see Appendix A) using ROBDD representation.
Note that for a product p of CSM automata p = pi P pi,
INP(p) = pi P INP(pi),
OUT(p) = pi P OUT(pi),
EXT(p) = pi P INP(pi) - pi P OUT(pi),
ALL(p) = pi P ALL(pi).

■

Definition II.11 (CSM system)
A CSM system consists of:
set P ={pi i = 1..n} of CSM automata, with its product

p = pi P pi,
a (possibly infinite) set of infinite sequences of sets z EXT(p). ■
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A set z EXT(p) may be empty that means that no signal from the environment comes.
The Reachability Graph RG of the product of constituent CSM automata seems to be
a natural representation of joint behavior of the CSM system. The Reachability Graph may be
calculated for the product of automata as it is also a CSM automaton.
The semantics of RG of a CSM automaton is defined as follows:
Definition II.12 (current state)
Any single state chosen arbitrary from the set of reachable states GS is
a current state.

■

Definition II.13 (single step semantics)
Let P be a system of CSM automata, p be its product and GS be a set of
its reachable states.
1. Initially sinit is the current state.
2. For a given current state s GS and a given set z EXT(p), a state s‟ is
a possible new current state if:
form(s,s‟)\\out(s) z = .
3. If there is exactly one possible new current state then it is the new
current state.
4. If there are more than one possible new current states then a new
current state is taken from possible new current states in nondeterministic way.
■
Note that transition-completeness guarantees that for any set z EXT(p) there exists at least
one possible new current state.
The single step semantics is not sufficient to express behavior of CSM automata because
a fairness condition is imposed on the model.
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Definition II.14 (path, sequence)
Let GS be a set of reachable states of RG. A path
the infinite sequence of occurrences of states:

in RG is defined as

=df 0
…
1
2
where i GS; i , and for every i, i+1; i r i+1
The set of all states comprised in will be denoted States( ). A finite
fragment of a path will be called sequence.
■
Definition II.15 (Sets NEXCYC(s) and NEXEND(s))
For any s S:
1. NEXCYC(s) is a set of successors of state s from which s is reachable:
NEXCYC(s)=df {s‟ | (s r s‟) * (s‟ R s)};
2. NEXEND(s) is a set of successors of state s from which s is not
reachable: NEXEND(s)=df {s‟ | (s r s‟) * (s‟ R s)}.
■
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Note that any successor of s must belong to either NEXCYC(s)or NEXEND(s). At least one of
the sets NEXCYC(s) and NEXEND(s) is not empty because of transition-completeness.
Definition II.16 (fair path)
A path is fair if for any state s comprised in :
a) if NEXEND(s)= , then every successor of state s occurs in
infinite number of times;
and
b) if NEXEND(s) , then at least one successor of state s
belonging to NEXEND(s) occurs in .

■

From the point of view of the state s:
violation of the condition (a) causes that the automaton infinitely skips
a successor of s running through the cycles in RG;
violation of the condition (b) causes that the automaton visits states in some
cycles in RG infinitely often and never reaches states leading outside the
cycles. Fulfillment of requirements (a) and (b) will be called a fairness
condition for state s in path (i.e. every transition, which is ready to be
executed infinite number of times, must eventually be executed).
Definition II.17 (fair semantics)
The behavior of RG of CSM automaton is defined by the set of all fair
paths starting in sinit ( 0=sinit) over RG.
■
Note that in order to fulfill the fairness condition, all the sets of external signals
determining proper sequences in the path must occur. We impose even stronger condition
on the input of CSM automaton:
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Definition II.18 (fair external sequence)
Let P be a system of CSM automata, p be its product and GS be a set of
its reachable states. Let be an infinite sequence of pairs (s,z) | s GS,
z EXT(p). is a fair external sequence if the following condition
holds:
For any pair (s,z), if (s,z)
and NEXEND(s)= , then for every
z‟ EXT(p) a pair (s,z‟) occurs in infinite number of times.
■
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The intuition of fair external sequence is that every set z
state s.

EXT(p) may occur in any

The important features of CSM automata (from now on, CSM automata will be called
automata) used in temporal model checking are:
The system is a product of component automata.
Every component automaton has exactly one initial state sinit.
Arcs are labeled with Boolean formulas over input alphabet. If formula is
fulfilled, the arc may be followed.
Arcs leading form a state to the same state are allowed (they are called ears).
Automata must be transition-complete i.e. the disjunction of all formulas on
arcs leading out of a given state must be true.
Signals are generated in states (like in a Moore automaton), allowing a user to
observe behavior of a system in terms of signals.
Input signals (letters of input alphabet) come from output of automata and from
external world.
Input and output alphabets are not disjoint (an automaton generates signals for
itself of for other automata).
Special symbols can be used in formulas: -always true (a transition may be
always followed), -always false (a void transition).
If more than one of transitions leading out of a given state has fulfilled formula
– the transition is chosen in non-deterministic way.
All automata in a system perform always the transition simultaneously in
a lock-step manner (no external clock is required).
There is a simple formally defined algorithm for obtaining a Reachability Graph
of a set of component CSM automata – a new automaton that shows common
behavior of component CSM automata [Mieś92b]. RG illustrates the behavior
of the whole system as a response to external signals. The RG is a CSM
automaton just as component automata. The main principles of obtaining RG
from a set of component automata are as follows (see Def. II.10):
o states of RG are tuples constructed over of states of component automata
(one state from every component automaton);
o an arc between states in RG is obtained as a product of arcs of component
automata i.e. formula on arc of RG is a conjunction of formulas on arcs in
component automata;
o a set of signals generated in a state of RG is a union of sets of signals
generated in states of component automata.
From the system designer viewpoint, the following features of the above model should be
emphasized:

19
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The automata are “synchronous” (lock-step), i.e. they follow their transitions
simultaneously (as opposite to interleaving models, in which single component
executes a transition at a time); this is useful in specification of hardware,
software, co-designed (hardware/software) systems and protocols.
The lock-step principle makes the CSM model useful in time-independent
systems, where an order of events (rather than a synchronizing clock)
determines the behavior of the system. Although the transitions are executed
synchronously by component automata, an arc may loop from a state to the
same state, allowing an automaton to „stay‟ or „wait‟, as it does not change state
in consecutive steps. As a result systems with real asynchronism may be
modeled.
There is another aspect of “coincidence” in CSM model: any combination of
signals, both external and generated by the automata, may occur.
The combinations of signals are not “coded” as signals of new input alphabet of
a system. This feature allows expressing conditions on arcs of CSM automata
symbolically, as Boolean formulas over input alphabet of a system (a sum of
sets of output signals of all component automata and the set of external signals
addressed to component automata).
Arcs are labeled with Boolean expressions over input alphabet rather than with
single symbols. A signal being an element of an expression denotes the
affirmation (presence, active state) of a signal, while the negation of the signal
denotes the absence of a signal.
The only way to communicate and synchronize the automata is to send signals
between automata explicitely. There is no implied or separately given
dependence between component automata (e.g. there is no queuing on
interleaving of signals in data channels, no independence relation etc.).
Other graph models (such as Statecharts) may be easily converted to CSM
automata, as it was done in a design of a system controlling engineering
calculations [Mieś96, Matu01].
In concurrent systems, especially distributed ones, definition of states and their succession
makes a real problem. First, “granularity” of states may be various: execution of single
processor instructions, execution of procedures of a given abstraction level, etc. It is
difficult to define when a system is in a given state, because elementary actions last in time
and some actions may start after beginning and before ending of other actions (real
asynchronism, pipelining etc.). Additional difficulty in defining a state of distributed
system is physical distance between its elements and limited speed of communication.
In CSM model, all possible sequences of states of a system (precisely: its model) are
included in RG as paths in graph. Single transition is a product of transitions in all
component automata. The graph RG is good for this purpose, because it abstracts from
“local” logic of actions performed by component automata of the system. It takes into
account only signals sent between components inside the system and between components
and external world. A progress of system behavior is determined by signals generated in
output functions of states and sent by the environment. Every possible successions of
a given state are contained in RG, as arcs to successor states. Thus, RG contains all
possible scenarios of behavior of a system.
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II.3. EXAMPLES OF CSM SYSTEMS AND VERIFICATION
PROBLEMS
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Fig. II.2 shows an example system of two component automata CLIENT and SERVER
and Fig. II.3 contains the reachability graph RG of their product (the outputs of states are
not shown in the latter figure for readability). The state (req,answX) (on the right)
generates signals call and respX, because it is the product of req and answX in component
automata.
Labels on arcs (Boolean
expressions w W) are
Boolean conditions that
trigger transitions.
Indeterminism is allowed:
more than one expressions
may be true at the same time,
for example two arcs labeled
x lead out of the state
(A,idle) (to states (req,idle)
and (req,servX)). If x is
absent, the transition is
chosen randomly as both arcs
are labeled with true
formulas.

call* x
A

idle
answ
/resp

req
/call

answX
/respX

x

call

servX

serve
resp

SERVER

wait
resp

CLIENT

To calculate the expression
on the arc of RG,
the expressions on arcs of
component automata are taken in
conjunction (see Def. II.10). As an
example, take the arc leading from the
state (A,idle) (the superposition of states
A from automaton CLIENT and idle
from automaton SERVER) to the state
(req,idle) in RG or the product. The arc
leading form (A,idle) to (req,idle) has
the expression *( call* x), which is
a conjunction of on arc leading from A
to req in CLIENT and call* x on arc
leading from idle to idle in SERVER.
The expression *( call* x) reduced
by out((A,idle)) (neither call nor resp are
generated) is *( * x)= * x= x.
Of course, the conjunction of Boolean
formulas in component automata
reduced by out(s) may cause an “always
false formula” , such as for the arc
leading from (req,idle) to (wait,idle):
*( call* x) reduced by out((req,idle))

Fig. II.2 A client-server system
designed as CSM automata

x
A,idle
wait,
answ

x

A,
servX

req,
idle

x

wait,
serve

x

x

A,
answX
req,
servX

req,
answX

wait,
answX

wait,
servX

x
x
wait,
idle

Fig. II.3. RG of the product
of the system in Fig. II.2
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(call is generated, but resp not) is *(
(req,idle) to (wait,idle).

* x)= * x= . It results as a void transition from

z12

s34

1

3
s34

ac_s43
ac_s43

z12

1a

2b

2a

3a

/s34

/ac_s21

/s43

/ac_s34

s21

z21

ac_s34

ac_s21
ac_s21

4a

4b

/ac_s43

/s21

z43
s43

ac_s34

4
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2
z21 * s21

s43 * z43

Lf

Rg

Fig. II.4. Example of behavioral dependence „enforcement”
In all figures, labels of states
written in regular font are their
names. Signals generated in
states (if any) are written
underlined after a slash
character „/‟. For readability
reason, signals generated in
states may be placed outside
states, but near them.
Fig. II.2 models an example
system of CSM automata.
There are three processes:
SERVER, CLIENT and X
(the former two modeled as
CSM automata, the latter one
not modeled). The SERVER
performs a service for processes
CLIENT and X. Clients require
some services by issuing
signals call (CLIENT) and x
(X, modeled as a signal from
environment). The SERVER is
in idle state until it gets a signal

1

3

/ac_s2

/ac_s1

1a

3a

/s1

/s2

ac_s1

ac_s2

ac_s1

ac_s2

2

4

Lf

Rg

Fig. II.5. Mutual exclusion
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starting a service, then it performs the service (state serve or servX) and responds to the
caller (signal resp for CLIENT or respX for X).
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Fig. II.3 shows RG for the system of concurrent automata from Fig. II.2. For simplicity,
signals generated in states are skipped. A cycle in RG, in which the CLIENT automaton
waits for a service infinitely (despite the fact that the call signal was issued), is denoted
with double line arcs.
In [Czej98] an example of enforcement dependence expressed by means of CSM
automata is described. Reaching a state 1a in left-hand automaton (Lf, Fig. II.4) forces
a transition to state 3a in right-hand automaton (Rg). Similar enforcements are between
states 2a in Lf and 4a in Rg, and between states 4b in Rg and 2b in Lf. Such behavioral
dependences are achieved as follows. Lf stays in 1 unpredictable time, until an external
signal z12 is received. Then, Lf moves to 1a and requests Rg to move to 4 by means of
issuing signal s34. Upon receiving s34, Rg moves to 3a and sends an acknowledgment
ac_s34. Rg moves unconditionally to 4 and Lf upon the acknowledgment ac_s34 moves to
2. Similar situation is when Lf receives external signal z21 and causes Rg to move to 3.
The reverse situation happens when Rg
receives external signal z43 and causes Lf to
move to 1.
z12
z12
An example of mutual exclusion is shown
1,3
in Fig. II.5. Staying in states 2 in Lf and 4 in
1a,
Rg at the same time is prohibited. Lf stays
3
in 1 unpredictable time ( on ear). If Lf
2a,
2b,
4a
4b
reaches 1a, it sends a signal s1 to Rg, which
means “I want to move to 2”. Then, Lf waits
2a,
for acknowledgment ac_s1, which informs
z43 4b z21
that Rg is out of state 4 and Lf may move
2,
2a,
to 2 safely. Upon receiving ac_s1, Lf moves
4b
4 z21*
to 2. The situation when Rg wants to move
z43
1a,
from 3 to 4 is symmetrical.
z21*z43
z21*
3a
z43
2,4
Both examples (in Fig.II.4 and in Fig.II.5)
satisfy imposed conditions (respectively
enforcement and exclusion), yet they have
z21 * z43
both a deadlock error. In Fig. II.4 a deadlock
is in state (2a, 4b), and in Fig. II.5
Fig. II.6. RG of the product
a deadlock is in state (1a, 3a).

of the system in Fig. II.4

The deadlock may be easily identified in RG,
for example in Fig. II.6, which shows RG for the system in Fig. II.4. The deadlock is
a state with only one arc going outside it: an ear (shown as double arrow in Fig. II.6).
The error may be easily corrected, as described in [Czej98].

II.4. CREATING VERIFICATION ENVIRONMENT
Small systems like those presented in the previous section may be analyzed manually.
However, in real cases of systems consisting of thousands of states the manual inspection
of RG should be replaced by the automatic verification procedure. All features mentioned
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above (like enforcement, mutual exclusion, deadlock freeness and livelock freeness),
can be verified by means of temporal model checker. The design environment COSMA
[Cwww] is developed for the purpose of computer aided specification and verification of
concurrent systems. A large part of COSMA is related to concepts introduced in this thesis
(see Appendix A). In particular, the TempoRG model checker is implemented to verify
designed systems. Special attention is paid for expressing behavioral properties and
verifying them in terms of individual components (verification of global correctness based
on local features).
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The COSMA system calculates RG and evaluates formulas describing expected features of
the system. The questions of behavioral properties should be asked formally as temporal
formulas in QsCTL temporal logic, introduced in Chapter III. Some examples of temporal
verifications, including enforcement and mutual exclusion mentioned in Section II.3,
are presented in Chapter III. An original algorithm of temporal formula evaluation CBS
was designed (see Chapter IV). The TempoRG model checker (which implements the CBS
algorithm) described in Chapter V is the element of COSMA environment responsible for
evaluation of temporal formulas. The other important features deployed in TempoRG are
state space reduction (based on the original RCSM algorithm described in Chapter VI) and
result analysis (see Chapter VII).
The TempoRG program is now ready and working. It was used for verification of some
examples, and in verification of a real industrial system, which is described later in this
thesis (Section V.3). The current version allows the designer to verify quite large systems
(exceeding 1011 states). The program is in under continuous development and in the future
much larger systems will be verified.
In the COSMA environment, the program TempoRG accepts the specification of RG
calculated by the Product Engine. The second input of the TempoRG program is a stream
of temporal formulas supplied for verification (the full syntax of temporal formulas is
given in Chapter V). The output is presented to the designer as a Boolean result and
a counterexample in a case of negative result. The output will be passed to the planned
program called result analyzer (see Chapter VII and Appendix A).
The TempoRG program may also work in other than COSMA environments, provided that
the state space of a system under verification is described in XML [Bray98] text format
[Rata99b] or as a ROBDD data structure compatible with COSMA or converted to
COSMA input form.
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III. TEMPORAL LOGIC QsCTL
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In this chapter, a new temporal logic called QsCTL is introduced. This logic uses the
properties of RG of a system of concurrent automata. General assumption made for the
QsCTL logic is that it should support the specification of properties of a system in terms of
component automata. States of RG have two interpretations:
states of global space describing the net-effect of component automata
operation,
vectors of states of component automata describing contribution of individual
automata in the entire system.
This dualism can be referred to as “global reasoning basing on local features”.
Although temporal formulas are always expressed from the perspective of global states,
yet three elements are included in QsCTL for verification based on local features:
a new modality “next in automaton”, which allows for the observation what
happens when given component automaton leaves its current state (in contrast
to the “next” modality addressed to a global state and its successors);
set algebra defined over states of component automata as well as on global
states;
states of component automata used in temporal formulas as well as global
states; states of component automata are simply “projections” of global states
onto component automata.
The outlined features simplify expressing some properties in QsCTL (an example is
included in Section V.2).
A quite novel concept is inclusion of state quantifiers to QsCTL. They allow to ask
a question for a set of states having a common property; this property may be a result from
other calculations (may not be statically obtainable).
QsCTL is strongly related to the new algorithm for evaluation of temporal formulas (CBS,
Checking By Spheres), which is described in Chapter IV. The CBS algorithm may be used
for evaluation of CTL formulas that do not include state quantification and elements for
verification based on local features. Therefore it may be applied in verification systems
other than COSMA.

III.1. IDEA OF QsCTL
In this chapter, typical temporal logic will be presented first. Then a construction of Kripke
Structure, which is typical basis of temporal logic, will be introduced. It will be shown that
Reachability Graph of CSM automata is a ready-to-use Kripke structure. A temporal logic
will be defined over the Kripke structure: the syntax and the semantics of QsCTL, and
a useful notion of characteristic sets which will be applied in the definition of CBS
algorithm and some other purposes. Some examples of temporal formulas follow.
The definitions new in QsCTL (in comparison to classical CTL) are marked with a “bomb”
icon .
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Modal logics allow one to express many more properties in the world than traditional
Boolean logic. We often use modalities in everyday talk. For example if we take a Boolean
formula w, we may say:
I want to w.
It‟s likely to w.
It‟s impossible to w.
I think that w.
Yesterday w.
Sometimes w.
etc. The phrases preceding w are modalities. A widely used kind of modal logics is
topological logics in which the truth of a Boolean formula depends on a place in some
space (continuous or discrete).
Typically, temporal logic is used to express some behavioral dependences in concurrent
systems (related to possible sequences of events). In a temporal logic, a value of a Boolean
formula depends on a moment in time (a state) it is expressed at. In general, a temporal
logic may be defined over continuous or discrete time. In computer science, discrete nature
of time (determined by events) is commonly assumed, due to discrete nature of systems
(both software and hardware). In discrete time, discrete points in time are called states.
Discrete time logic may assume linear or branching time [Bast00, Gert99, Wolp93]. Some
verification systems use linear time logic (LTL, [Holz97]) and some use branching time
logic (Computation Tree Logic CTL [Chan98]). The difference between LTL and CTL
was described in Section II.1. In general, the temporal operators may refer to either past or
future of a state [Penc96]. In temporal model checking only future operators are used.
Modalities (temporal operators) concern the fulfillment of the arguments at various
moments in future (or past) of a starting state of verification. Typical such operators (in
“branching time” version of temporal logic – CTL) are AG (always on all paths) and AF
(eventually on all paths). Formal definition of these as well as other (including new)
operators is given in Section III.2. The definition of CTL is not given separately because
QsCTL is an extension of CTL. The CTL logic may be obtained by rejecting definitions
marked with the icon . Using the operators AG and AF we may construct a temporal
formula (now, informally) expressing dependence between two automata (Left and
Right), assuming that the automaton Left has the set of states {l1, l2} and the automaton
Right has the set of states {r1, r2, r3}:

AG ( in Left.l1

( AF in Right.r3 ) )

This formula may be read: always if the automaton Left reaches state l1, then the
automaton Right eventually reaches state r3. Formal definition of QsCTL will be
presented in Section III.2.

III.1.2.

Reachability Graph RG As Kripke Structure

Typically, a Kripke structure is a basis of any temporal logic. It is a structure to which
Boolean and temporal operators shall be added to form the whole logic.
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Definition III.1
(Kripke structure)
Let be an arbitrary set of atomic Boolean propositions. A Kripke structure is
a quadruple (S, s0, r, ) [McMi92, Jans98] where:
S is a set of states;
s0 is starting state of the structure;
r is a total succession relation (i.e. every state has a successor);
: S 2 is a function assigning a set of true atomic Boolean propositions
(s) to every state s belonging to S.

■
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The set S is the state space for verification. The state s0 S is the starting state for
verification. The set and the function are arbitrary in general (but not is QsCTL, see
Def. III.3A). Notice that a given state in Kripke structure must have at lest one successor,
but it may have more than one. This results from one of two reasons:
non-deterministic selection in the system,
concurrent processes acting in the system with unpredictable relative speeds.
Typically, a Kripke structure is constructed from components with an assumption that only
one component is performing an action at any time (actions of components of the system
are executed in interleaving manner only) [Gert99]. The model CSM is different in fact
that all automata perform single step simultaneously (in lock-step manner). Only external
and internal events cause progress of time: no implicit assumption on a clock or other
“hidden” synchronization in the system is taken.
The strong point of CSM model is that Reachability Graph (RG) is itself almost a Kripke
structure:
(a) Set of states S is the set of all states belonging to RG, denoted GS.
(b) The initial state sinit GS is s0 – the starting state of verification.
(c) Set of arcs of RG is treated as succession relation r (excluding some arcs called
“ears” – see later in this section). The relation is total in a sense of
Definition III.1, because RG is always transition-complete (component CSM
automata are always complete, therefore the product of automata is complete as
well [Mieś94]).
Even if given state is terminal, it is its own successor (a self-loop leading from this state
back to this state – an “ear”).
The only element that must be defined in addition to RG is a set of atomic Boolean
expressions , with its valuation in individual states (every atomic expression must have
unambiguous value: true or false in each state). Provided a set (s) is defined for every
state s, the evaluation of temporal formulas may be performed directly over RG. We
restrict the set of atomic Boolean formulas to the following two types, which have
unambiguous values and natural interpretation in RG:
(d1) The system of CSM automata stays always in one of its states. If the system
stays in a given state s, then the formula “the system stays in the state s” is
true. At the same time every formula “the system stays in the state si, si s “
is false. Boolean formulas of type (d1) have immediate mapping of their
values onto states of RG. The formula “the system stays in the state s” will be
denoted in s, see Definition III.3A.
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(d2) Every state of RG has a set of values generated (output function out).
If a given state s generates signals x and y, and the system stays in the state s,
then two Boolean formulas “x is being generated” and “y is being generated”
are true. Every formula “z is being generated” for z x and z y is false in the
state s. Boolean formulas of type (d2) have strict mapping of their values onto
states of RG.
The set will be restricted to formulas of type (d1) and (d2) only:
=df { in s | s GS}

{ x | x OUT(RG) }

■
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Note that the sub-structure “visible” from the perspective of any state si GS matches all
the requirements imposed on the Kripke structure (all elements are marked with the
index i):
Si={si} {sj|si R sj};
s0i=si;
ri=r (Si Si);
■
i: Si 2 .
Therefore any state si GS may be the starting state of a verification of a given property –
verification may be done “from the perspective” of any state.
Special feature of CSM model is the interpretation of self-loops or “ears”, i.e. arcs of an
automaton that lead from a given state back to the same state. Such an ear (s,s), labeled
with formula , means that the automaton remains in s if is true. If a state of RG has an
“ear” (RG is a CSM automaton just as its components), it may generate infinite sequences
of occurrences of the same state in paths in RG. Indeed, it is required in the case of
terminal state, because it is an obligation for every state of Kripke structure to have
a successor (the succession relation must be total). But in a case of other, non-terminal
states, the fact that a system may stay in a state (an ear) is unimportant as we have atomic
Boolean formulas restricted to (d1) and (d2). There are three kinds of “ear” in non-terminal
state:
“null ear” – an ear with formula (always false formula) – having reached
a state the system leaves it immediately;
an ear with formula – the formula is always true – the system may stay in the
state unpredicted time – even forever (in fact, considering a fairness condition
expressed in Section II.2 it must leave the state at last);
an ear with formula other
than or – the system
may stay in the state as
long as the formula on the
1
1
ear is true; otherwise it
must leave the state.
The state with an ear is in the
succession relation with itself –
2
3
2
3
a number of consecutive occurrences
of the state must be considered, but it
does not provide any useful
4
4
information of possible behavior of
the system. Therefore – all ears
except ears in terminal states
Fig. III.1 Removing “ears” from RG
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(“terminal ears”) are removed from RG for the purpose of verification. It is illustrated in
Fig. III.1.
In temporal logic, a formula on arc is not important, only the fact that the transition
represented by arc may be executed is essential. The formulas will be removed from arcs in
RG for the purpose of verification. The symbol RG― will denote an RG with nonterminal ears removed and without formulas on arcs.
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For the definition of modalities, the relations of succession (r), and reachability (R) in
RG―, should be defined first. They are already defined in Section II.2. We consequently
restrict the relations r and R by extraction of non-terminal ears. Also, for the purpose of
new modality “next in automaton”, a succession in automaton a (ra) relation will be
needed. Note that a “global state” s is defined as a vector of states of component automata
(s=(sa1, sa2, …), where a1, a2, … are the names of component automata). States belonging
to individual component automata are identified by their positions in the vector. Element
sai is a projection of the state s onto automaton ai, denoted s|ai=sai. If the state p of
automaton a is referred to beyond the context of the vector, it will be denoted a.p.
Definition III.2 (succession in automaton)
Let a be the name of an automaton. Two states s1 and s2 in RG― are
in „succession in automaton a„ relation ra (denoted s1 ra s2), if all the
following conditions are fulfilled:
s1|a s2|a and there exists an arc from s1|a to s2|a in automaton a;
there exists a sequence of states si1, si2, ..., sim such that s1 r si1,
si1 r si2, ..., sim r s2;
in the sequence above there is a number k such that for every n<k,
sin|a = s1|a and for every n≥k, sin|a = s2|a.
■
The relation ra concerns the situation in which the state s2 is not necessary a successor
of s1, but a projection of s2 onto a is a successor in automaton a of projection of s1 onto a.
Assume that RG in Fig. III.1 is a product of automaton a and some other automata. Let the
automaton a have states 1a and 2a, and projections of states of RG onto automaton a be:
1|a=1a, 2|a=2a, 3|a=1a, 4|a=3a. Examples or relations r, ra and R are:
1 r 2, 1 r 3, 2 r 1, 3 r 1, 3 r 2, 3 r 4, 4 r 4 (but not 1 r 1, as the ear is removed)
1 ra 2, 3 ra 2 (because states 1 and 3 have the same projection onto a), 2 ra 1,
2 ra 3, 3 ra 4 (but not 1 ra 3, as 1|a=3|a)
1 R 2, 1 R 3, 2 R 1, 3 R 1, 1 R 1, 2 R 4, 4 R 4
■
A path in RG― is defined similarly to a path in RG, with exception that the relation of
succession r used in the definition does not contain non-terminal ears. Fair paths in RG―
are defined in the same way.
Examples of paths starting from state 1 in Fig. III.1 are:
1,2,1,2,1,2,1,…
1,2,1,2,1,3,4,4,4,4…
1,3,1,3,1,3,1…
1,3,1,3,4,4,4,…
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There is no fair path containing only occurrences of states 1 and 2. The state 3 must occur
in every fair path, because it is a successor of infinitely often visited state 2, and transition
leading from 2 to 3 must be executed at last.
Any infinite sub-path of a path (starting from a state included in the path) is also a path.

III.2. DEFINITION OF QsCTL
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Having constructed a Kripke structure, we define new temporal logic QsCTL (the two
letters Qs denote symbolically state quantification). It is a typical fair CTL logic
(Computation Tree Logic [Emer90, Gupt92, Jans98, McMi92]), with some
enhancements:
State quantification. A state variable passes through a range of a quantifier and
the formula under quantifier is evaluated for every state in the range. It is
specially useful when a range is calculated, for instance as a set of states having
a common property (a formula s (CYC(s1)); - verifies if formula is true
in „cyclic‟ future of state s1; characteristic sets of a state will be introduced in
Section III.2.2)
Using state variables in formulas. A quantified formula includes a state
variable running through the range of the quantifier. This variable, may be used
inside quantified formula. A typical example is a question for deadlock; see an
example in Section III.3 (formula (4)).
Using states of component automata. Many questions may be easily
formulated using states of component automata instead of states of RG―
(see formulas (1) and (2) in III.3).
Characteristic sets. Characteristic sets are sets of states with common type of
reachability according to a given state s (for example past, future, past and
future, etc; the notion of characteristic sets will be given in III.2.2).
“Next in automaton” modality. The new temporal operator AXa allows asking
specific questions, for example counting how many times a signal is issued
(see formulas (5) in III.3).
Every temporal logic is tightly connected with an algorithm of evaluation of temporal
formulas. LTL (linear time logic) is connected with tableau method of evaluation [Jans98,
Holz97, Vard96]. This method is based on construction of an automaton implementing
a negation of checked formula and obtaining a product of a system under verification and
constructed automaton. Empty product gives positive result.
Evaluation of formulas in CTL is based on finding fixed point of a functional [McMi92,
Jans98]. It is bottom-up evaluation i.e. atomic formulas are evaluated first, then embracing
formulas etc., up to the most embracing formula. Every subformula must be evaluated for
every state.
Quantified state formulas are not allowed in classical CTL [Emer92, Gupt92]. It is so
because in bottom-up evaluation, sets of states satisfying atomic Boolean formulas are
obtained first. In such approach, for a state variable s a set of states satisfying a formula
depending on s cannot be obtained because the actual value of s is not known.
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In contrast to this, QsCTL involves the top-down evaluation algorithm CBS (based on
Checking By Spheres rule, see Section IV.2). This algorithm offers new possibilities:
Usage of state variables (running through a range of a quantifier and occurring
in in s Boolean subformulas);
Lazy evaluation: terminating the evaluation of a formula (or subformula) as
soon as the value becomes known (without continuing the evaluation, possibly
in very early stage);
Skipping evaluation of a subformula if its value does not affect the evaluation
of embracing formula.
The first feature allows state quantification, second and third may give substantial savings
in time of evaluation, but the actual savings depends on the system structure and formulas
(see the case study V.3)

III.2.1.

Syntax of QsCTL
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Syntax of temporal formulas is defined in QsCTL as in typical CTL temporal logic. In the
definition of CTL [Emer90, Jans98], state formulas and path formulas should be defined.
A state formula is a formula expressed for a state in RG―. A path formula is a formula
for a fair path in RG―.
Definition III.3 A (atomic Boolean formula)
(a) and
constant Boolean formulas (always false and
always true formulas)
(b) x
signal x is being generated (signal x appearing in
output function of a state)
(c) in s
staying in a state s GS (s - state or state variable)
(d) in S
staying in any state s S, S GS
(e) in a.p
staying in any state s, s|a=p
■
The phrase in S is a shortcut for in s1+in s2+…+ in sn, where S={s1,s2,…,sn}. The phrase
in a.p is a shortcut for in s1+in s2+…+ in sn, where the set {s1,s2,…,sn} is the largest set of
states having projection onto the state a.p in automaton a. (s1|a=a.p, s2|a=a.p, …,
sn|a=a.p).
In CTL a set of atomic Boolean formulas is neither defined nor restricted, the only
requirement is that every atomic formula must have unambiguous Boolean value in any
state of the Kripke Structure. Restriction of atomic Boolean formulas to the above set
(Def. III.3A) agrees with this requirement and is universal for verification of any CSM
system.
In CTL atomic formula in s, where s is a state variable, is not allowed. Also, in S may be
used only in a case when set S is statically obtainable. “Statically obtainable” means that
the set S may be calculated by the parser of temporal formulas, for example an enumerated
subset of GS. Both restrictions outcome from bottom-up evaluation.
Note. A signal from “environment” of a system of CSM automata cannot be
used as atomic formula z, z EXT(RG), because it has unpredictable value in
any moment. Yet the questions concerning an occurrence of a signal from
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“external world” may be asked if an additional automaton modeling the
environment is added to a system. Moreover, an influence of special sequences
of environment signals over the CSM system may be observed in this manner.
Now follows a definition of state formula and path formula. The definition is given in
the form typical in the literature [Emer90, Jans98]:
Definition III.3B (state formula, path formula)
state formula:
(a) atomic Boolean formula (see Def. III.3A);
(b) if and are state formulas, then * , + and
are state
formulas as well;
(c) path formula quantified on paths: A is a state formula;
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path formula:
(d) if and are state formulas, then formulas with modalities: X ,
Xa , G , F and Uw are path formulas.
■
In Definition III.3B the symbols denote:
*
Boolean conjunction (product),
+
Boolean disjunction (alternative),
Boolean negation (complement),
A
path quantifier “for all paths”,
X
modality “next”,
Xa modality “next in automaton a”,
G
modality “always”,
F
modality “eventually”,
Uw modality “weak until”.
The semantics will be given in III.2.3.

■

The definition of path formulas plays an auxiliary role in CTL (as well as in QsCTL). It is
used to group path quantifiers with temporal operators in pairs. In other words, a modality
and a path quantifier always form a pair in CTL: QM, where Q is path quantifier and M is
temporal operator. Path formulas are not used outside the Definition III.3B: the last
principle (d) causes that modalities cannot be nested without path quantification.
The formula AF AG (always eventually ) is valid, while formula AFG in invalid in
CTL. This is the difference between CTL logic (a basis of QsCTL used in this thesis) and
LTL logic which permits to nest modalities directly [Emer90, Gupt92, Wolp83, Jans98]
(the formula AFG is valid in LTL). In CTL, nesting of modalities requires quantifying
nested formula on paths.
A temporal formula spoken in a state s0 will be denoted as s0: . As QsCTL permits state
quantification, an appropriate definition for state quantification should be added. The
Definition III.4(c)is specific for QsCTL.
Definition III.4

(temporal formula)
(a) if s is a state or a state variable and
is a temporal formula;
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(b) if and are temporal formulas, then * , + and
are
temporal formulas as well;
(c) if is a temporal formula, s is a state variable and S is a set
formula (see Def. III.5) then s S; and s S; are temporal
formulas as well.
■
Note that starting state s in Def. III.4(a) may be an actual state or a state variable. Set S in
Def. III.4(c) need not be statically obtainable, for example it may be PAS(si) (Def. III.6).
From now on, Qs S; s: will denote any quantification, or .
In definitions III.3A(d) and III.4, a set of states S may be substituted by a set formula over
subsets of GS. Although a set algebra added to a temporal logic does not extend the
expressibility of the logic itself, yet it simplifies asking temporal questions (see example in
Section V.2 – formula (d3)).

Defining set formulas we use the following symbols:
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{s1,…}
| x1,… |
{a.p1,…}

~
, ,–

enumerated subset of GS,
set of states generating any signal from a given set {x1,…},
set outcoming from projection of a set of states Pa of automaton a:
{si; si|a=pj; j=1..n; Pa={p1,..,pn}; Pa Ga}; Ga is a set of all
states of component automaton a.
complement of the argument in GS,
have usual meaning in set algebra
■

Definition III.5 (set formula)
(a) valid set formulas:
{s1, s2, ..., sn}
| x1, x2, ..., xn |
characteristic set of a state s or a set S (see Def. III.6)
{ a.p1, a.p2, ..., a.pn}
(b) if A and B are set formulas, then ~A, A B, A B and A – B are
also set formulas
■

III.2.2.

Characteristic sets

Now, a useful construct of characteristic sets for a given state s will be introduced.
Characteristic set may be calculated for an actual state s or a state variable s running
through a range of a state quantifier. Characteristic sets are sets of states specific in their
reachability relation to s:
Definition III.6 (characteristic sets)
(a) Characteristic sets for a state s are the following:
{s}
a set containing state s;
FUT(s)
future of state s:
si GS; si FUT(s) iff s R si
(set of states reachable from s);
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PAS(s)

past of state s:
si GS; si PAS(s) iff si R s
(set of states from which state s is reachable);
CYC(s)
cyclic future or cyclic past of state s:
si GS; si CYC(s) iff (s R si) * (si R s)
(cycles containing state s: set of states reachable from s,
from which state s is reachable);
CYC(s)=FUT(s) PAS(s);
END(s)
ending future of state s:
si GS; si END(s) iff (s R si) * (si R s)
(set of states reachable from s, from which there is no
return to s);
END(s)=FUT(s)-PAS(s);
BEG(s)
beginning past of state s:
si GS; si BEG(s) iff (s R si) * (si R s)
(set of states from which state s is reachable, but to
which there is no return from s);
BEG(s)=PAS(s)-FUT(s);
NEX(s)
successors of state s:
si GS; si NEX(s) iff s r si
(set of all states that are in succession relation r with s);
THISa (s) “twins” in automaton a of state s:
si GS; si THISa(s) iff s|a = si|a
(set of all states that have the same projection onto
automaton a as s)
NEXa(s) successors in automaton a of state s:
si GS; si NEXa(s) iff (s ra si)
(set of all states that are in succession relation ra
with s).
(b) Characteristic set for a set S is the union of characteristic sets for all
states belonging to S (CHAR is any identifier of characteristic set and S
may be result of a set formula):
CHAR(S) =

s S

CHAR(s)

The following equations are always fulfilled for any GS and any s GS7):
BEG(s) = PAS(s) – FUT(s)
BEG(s) = PAS(s) – CYC(s)
END(s) = FUT(s) – PAS(s)
END(s) = FUT(s) – CYC(s)
CYC(s) = FUT(s) PAS(s)
GS = PAS(s) {s} FUT(s)
GS = BEG(s) {s} CYC(s) END(s)
GS = BEG(s) CYC(s) END(s)
if
CYC(s)
GS = BEG(s) {s} END(s)
if
CYC(s)=

7)

Computation of characteristic sets is easily algorithmizable, in the TepoRG program (see Chapter V)
the computation of the sets is based on the CBS rule (see Section IV.3).
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Semantics of QsCTL

Using the operators of temporal logic, one can express a formula which value depends on
truth of atomic formulas in a given state and its future. In the sequel, we will define
a fulfillment of state formulas ((a), (b) and (c) in Definition III.3B) in a state in RG―,
and fulfillment of path formulas ((d) in Definition III.3B) in fair paths should be defined.
As in the literature [Emer90, Jans98], necessary and sufficient condition w to fulfil:
a state formula in the starting state s0 GS
a state formula in the set S GS
a path formula in the fair path in RG―
a temporal formula in RG―
will be denoted respectively as:
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RG―, s0
RG―, S
RG―,
RG―

╞
╞
╞
╞

iff
iff
iff
iff

w
w
w
w

■

Semantics of temporal formulas will be defined as usually for CTL temporal logics, with
extensions involving operator Xa and state quantification.
Definition III.7A:
RG―, s0 ╞

iff

RG―, s0 ╞

iff

RG―, s0 ╞ in s

iff

RG―, s0 ╞ in S

iff

RG―, s0 ╞ in a.p

iff

RG―, s0 ╞ x

iff

fulfillment of atomic Boolean formula
(syntax Def. III.3B(a))
false
( s GS ;

(s)

does not belong to (s) for any
state s)

true
( s GS ;
(s)
belongs to (s) for every state s)
s=s0
( s GS ; in s
(s) in s belongs to (s) only)
s0 S
( s S; in S
(s) in S belongs to (s) for states s S
only)
s0|a= a.p
( s GS: s|a=a.p; in a.p
(s)
in a.p belongs to (s)
for states having projection onto state p
in automaton a only)
x out(s0)
(x belongs to a set of signals generated in state s0)
( s GS; x out(s); x
(s)
x belongs to (s) only
for states generating x)
■

Definition III.7B fulfillment of formula with Boolean operator
(syntax Def. III.3B(b) )
RG―, s0 ╞

iff

not

RG―, s0 ╞
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RG―, s0 ╞
RG―, s0 ╞

iff
iff

or RG―, s0 ╞
and RG―, s0 ╞

■

Definition III.7C fulfillment of quantified path formula
(syntax Def. III.3B(c) )
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RG―, s0 ╞ A

, 0=s0 ; RG―, ╞
( is fulfilled in all fair paths starting from s0)

iff

According to
a fairness condition,
only fair paths are
considered in
quantification. Path
quantification is
illustrated in
Fig. III.2
(considered paths
are marked gray;
we use general
quantification
only).

■

s0

s0

Fig. III.2 Quantification of paths

A path formula in CTL logic (and therefore in QsCTL) may have only one form: a state
formula with modality (syntax Def. III.3B(d) ).
Definition III.7D fulfillment of path formula
with X modality
RG―,

╞X

iff

RG―,

1

╞

0

…

s0

■

The “next” modality X signifies that a formula
holds in a state next to 0 in a path, i.e. in 1
(Fig. III.3, state fulfilling formula is marked gray,
value of in white states does not care).

1

Fig. III.3 Illustration of
formula X

Definition III.7E: fulfillment of path formula with Xa modality
RG―,

╞ Xa

iff

i, i

;

◄A►
i|a
0|a
and
j, j i ; (( k, k<j ; k|a = 0|a) *
◄B►
( k, k j, k i ;( k|a = i|a)* ◄C►
(RG―, k╞ ))◄D►

0|a

and

or
0|a ra

36
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;

i|a

=

0|a

◄E►
■
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The definition says that in every fair path starting from state s non-terminal in automaton a
◄A►, after a sequence of states having the same projection onto a as starting state s
◄B►, there must be a state having projection onto a successor of s|a in automaton a
◄C► and in this state the formula must hold ◄D►. Alternatively (for state terminal
in a), the path formula is true by definition ◄E►. In Fig. III.4 state fulfilling is marked
gray, while the value of in white states does not care. States 0 and 1 represent the case
◄B► (states having projection onto the same state p1 in a1 as starting state of the path 0)
while state 2 represents the case ◄C► (state having projection onto a successor p2 in a1
of starting state 0). States a1.p1 and a1.p2 are in ra1 relation.
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The modality „next in
automaton a‟ Xa signifies that
a formula holds in a state which
is in relation „next in automaton a‟
with 0. If the state s0= 0 is
terminal one, the formula is true by
the definition regardless of value of
formula .

0

1

(a1.p1,...)

Fig. III.4 Illustration of formula Xa1
(states shown as vectors)

s0

Fig. III.5 Illustration of
formula G

Definition III.7G: fulfillment of path formula
with F modality
iff

i, i

…
…

s0

The “always” modality G signifies that a formula
holds in every state occurring in fair path
(Fig. III.5, states fulfilling are marked gray).

╞F

(a1.p2,...)

(a1.p1,...)

Definition III.7F fulfillment of path formula
with G modality
RG―, ╞ G
iff
i, i
; RG―, i╞ ■

RG―,

2

; RG―, i╞

0

■

1

...

s0

The “eventually” modality F signifies that a
formula is satisfied in at least one state occurring in
fair path (Fig. III.6, state fulfilling is marked
gray, while all preceding states do not satisfy - they
are marked white).

i

Fig. III.6 Illustration of
formula F

Definition III.7H fulfillment of path formula with Uw modality
RG―,

╞ Uw

iff

i, i
or
i, i

;

(RG―,

i╞

;

(RG―,

i
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╞ )

and

j, j<i ; RG―,

j╞

)
■
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The “weak until” modality Uw signifies that
a formula holds in all states in fair path as
long as formula is not satisfied. However the
fulfillment of formula is not guaranteed8),
therefore two cases may occur (illustrated in
Fig. III.7):
the first case in which formula is
fulfilled in the future of s0 (black
state, while all its predecessors hold
and they are marked gray);
the second case in which holds
infinitely (all states are gray).

0

1

i

i+1

...

s0
0

1

2

3

...

s0

Fig. III.7 Illustration of
formula Uw

In addition to state formulas, quantified state formulas are valid temporal formulas in
QsCTL (Definition III.4).
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Definition III.8

(fulfillment of temporal formula)
(syntax Def. III.4)

RG― ╞ s0:

iff

RG―, s0╞

RG― ╞
RG― ╞ +
RG― ╞ *

iff
iff
iff

not RG― ╞
RG― ╞
or RG― ╞
RG― ╞
and RG― ╞

RG― ╞ s S;
RG― ╞ s S;

iff
iff

not RG―, S╞
RG―, S╞

■

A set S used in Def. III.8 may be a result of a set formula. Therefore, fulfilment of
a temporal formula with various kinds set formulas used should be defined:
Definition III.9

(fulfillment of a formula in set S)
(syntax of set algebra Def. III.5, characteristic sets Def. III.6)

The definition is devided into the sections responsible for atomic set formulas (a),
characteristic sets for a state (b) and for a set (c), and set algebra (d).
(a) atomic set formulas
RG―, {s1, s2, ..., sn} ╞

8)

iff

RG―, s1 ╞
and RG―, s2 ╞
and …
and RG―, sn ╞

It is guaranteed in the case of “strong until” modality, not used in QsCTL; see Section III.2.4.
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RG―, | x1, x2, ..., xn | ╞

iff

RG―, {a.p1, a.p2, ..., a.pn}╞

s GS ; ( (x1 out(s) implies RG―, s ╞
(x2 out(s) implies RG―, s ╞
… and
(xn out(s) implies RG―, s ╞

) and
) and

s GS ; ( ((s|a = a.p1) implies RG―, s ╞
((s|a = a.p2) implies RG―, s ╞
… and
((s|a = a.pn) implies RG―, s ╞

) and
) and

))

iff

))
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(b) characteristic sets for a state s:
RG―, {s0} ╞
RG―, FUT(s0) ╞
RG―, PAS(s0) ╞
RG―, CYC(s0) ╞
RG―, END(s0) ╞
RG―, BEG(s0) ╞
RG―, NEX(s0) ╞
RG―, THISa(s0) ╞
RG―, NEXa(s0) ╞

iff
iff
iff
iff
iff
iff
iff
iff
iff

RG―, s0 ╞
s GS ; ( (s0 R s) implies RG―, s ╞ )
s GS ; ( (s R s0) implies RG―, s ╞ )
s GS ; ( (s0 R s and s R s0) implies RG―, s ╞ )
s GS ; ( (s0 R s and not s0 R s) implies RG―, s ╞
s GS ; ( (s R s0 and not s R s0) implies RG―, s ╞
s GS ; ( (s0 r s) implies RG―, s ╞ )
s GS ; ( (s|a = s0|a) implies RG―, s ╞ )
s GS ; ( (s0 ra s) implies RG―, s ╞ )

)
)

(c) characteristic sets for a set S, for any characteristic set CHAR (S may be result of a set
formula):
RG―, CHAR(S) ╞

iff

s GS ; ( (s

S) implies RG―, CHAR(s) ╞

iff
iff
iff
iff

s
s
s
s

S) implies RG―, s ╞ )
S1 or s S2 ) implies RG―, s ╞ )
S1 and s S2 ) implies RG―, s ╞ )
S1 and s S2 ) implies RG―, s ╞ )

)

(d) set algebra:
RG―, ~S ╞
RG―, S1 S2 ╞
RG―, S1 S2 ╞
RG―, S1 – S2 ╞

GS ; ( (s
GS ; ( (s
GS ; ( (s
GS ; ( (s

The precedence of operators (shown from highest to lowest in the left column below) and
order of evaluation (in right column) are as follows:
Definition III.10:

(rules of precedence and order of evaluation)
Operator Precedence (highest
priority – evaluated first)
11
in
10
*
9
+
8
7
6

39

Order of
evaluation
right-to-left
left-to-right
left-to-right
left-to-right
left-to-right

■
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AX AXa
AG AF
AUw
~

5

right-to-left

4
3
2
1
0

right-to-left
right-to-left
left-to-right
left-to-right
right-to-left

To override the precedence or order of evaluation, parentheses
should be applied.

■

A table in Fig. III.8 summarizes the repertoire of temporal operators in QsCTL together
with examples of their usage and meaning of formulas expressed in natural language.
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Operator
AF
AG
AX
AXa
A( Uw )
s S;
s S;

Example formula
Meaning
Starting from s0, signal stop is inevitable
s0: AF stop
Starting from s0, signal error is never generated
s0: AG error
s0: x AX x If signal x is generated in state s0, then it falls down
in the next state
Signal x is generated as soon as the component
s0: AXFIRST x
automaton FIRST leaves the state s0|FIRST
s0:A( full Uw put) Starting from s0, signal full does not occur until a
signal put is generated (or full does not occur at all)
s GS;s:AF ins Every state is non-terminal (no deadlock occurs)
s GS;s:AG ins There is a terminal state (or a deadlock)

Fig. III.8 A table of operators and example formulas
III.2.4.

Set of modalities

Selection of modalities in a temporal logic is arbitrary and depends on properties that the
author of the logic wants to express (and verify). Typically, CTL contains two path
quantifiers: general A (defined syntactically in Def. III.3B, semantics in Def. III.7D) and
existential E (not used in QsCTL). To include quantifier E, in Def. III.3B(c) E should be
added and in Def. III.7D the semantics should be given [McMi92, Burc92, Clar99]:
RG―, s0 ╞ E

iff

, 0=s0 ; RG―, ╞
( is fulfilled in at least one fair path starting from s0)

■

Practical experience of author and the team of Distributed Systems Laboratory in ICS
WUT, confirms that typically an existential quantification (E) is hardly useful in
expressing properties of concurrent systems. In several serious verifications ([Mieś98a,
Mieś98b, Grab99, Dasz01a, Dasz01b, Grub01, Matu01], see also all temporal verifications
later in this thesis), only properties of a system with general quantification (A) are worthy
of checking (properties on all paths), while a behavior on a single path is rarely important.
For this reason, only universal quantification (A) is used in implementation of the logic.
Typical questions expressed in natural language are of type:
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“If a property is always satisfied ?” (deadlock freeness)
“If a desired event is inevitable ?” (proper reactions)
“If a given feature is held periodically ?” (invariants)
“If a given property is satisfied in a next state or in a next state of component automaton ?”
All behavioral properties above are desired on all paths rather that on a single path.
A temporal logic without existential path quantifier and with negation applied only to
atomic Boolean formulas is called ACTL [Gupt92, Gert99]. QsCTL uses only general
quantification, but negation may be applied to any subformula (including temporal
operators). Therefore, QsCTL is not ACTL. If a designer wants to apply existential
quantification of paths, he or she may use general quantification with negation.
The following equations may be helpful in expressing formulas with existential path
quantifier:
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s0: EX
s0: EXa
s0: EG
s0: EF

≡ s0 :
≡ s0 :
≡ s0 :
≡ s0 :

AX
AXa
AF
AG

■

In typical CTL logic the used set of modalities is: “always” AG, EG, “eventually” AF, EF,
“next” AX, EX and “strong until” AUs, EUs. Strong until Us differs from weak until Uw in
the fact that Us guarantees that the right-hand argument is fulfilled in the future of starting
state in a path, while for Uw the right-hand argument may not be fulfilled, in such case the
left-hand argument holds infinitely:
RG―,

╞ Us

iff

i, i

; (RG―,

i╞

and

j, j<i ; RG―,

j╞

)

■

In this thesis, weak until Uw is chosen because:
it is easily implementable, especially in a graph containing cycles, where there
may be cycles in which left-hand formula is infinitely true;
strong until with general path quantifier can be obtained in terms of operators
AUw and AF:
A( Us ) ≡ (A( Uw )) * (AF )
■
A new modality “next in automaton a“ AXa is added in QsCTL to support asking
questions in terms of component automata. For example, frequently there is a need to
check a property that some signals occur in pair (a “counting” property). It may be
expressed as “if an event x has occurred, then starting from next state it cannot happen
again until an event y occurs” (“events” are signals x and y). In other words, a number of
occurrences of y is equal to a number of occurrences of x or smaller by one. A new
operator Xa is useful for expressing such properties. In terms of RG―, the proper
expression is:
s0 : x

■

AX A( x Uw y)

If this property is expressed in terms of component automata (“if an event x has occurred,
then starting from next state in automaton a it cannot happen again until an event y
occurs”), usage of operator X is not correct. In component automaton a self-loop may be
executed, i.e. in two successive occurrences of states in a fair path i, i+1 the projection
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onto automaton a is the same ( i|a= i+1|a). In such a case, the second occurrence of event
x is actually the same event rather than another one. The property should be expressed
properly as the following expression:
s0 : x

■

AXa A( x Uw y)

An example of a property requiring the above scheme of asking questions is presented in
the sequel: Section III.3 (an example of verification of invariants in the client-server
system from Fig. II.2) and Section V.3 (verification of SIG protocol).
The formula s: ”is expressed” in a given state s (according to a Kripke structure,
s becomes a starting state of the structure for the while of evaluation). If the formula is
written without showing a state, it is evaluated for initial state of RG― sinit:
■

sinit:
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III.3. FREQUENTLY USED BEHAVIORAL DEPENDENCES
EXPRESSED AS TEMPORAL FORMULAS
z12

s34

1

3
ac_s43
ac_s43

z12

s34

ac_s21
ac_s21

1a

2b

2a

3a

4b

/s34

/ac_s21

/s43

/ac_s34

/s21

s21

z21

ac_s34

4a
/ac_s43

z43
s43

ac_s34

4

2
z21 * s21

s43 * z43

Lf

Rg

Fig. III.9 Illustration of „enforcement” – a copy of Fig. II.4
Behavioral dependences described in section II.2 in natural language, can be easily
expressed as temporal formulas. Recall the mutual exclusion between states 2 and 4 in the
system in Fig. II.4 (copies of Figures II.4 and II.5 are shown as Figures III.9 and III.10 for
the sake of reader‟s convenience):
AG

( in Lf.2 * in Rg.4 )

Formula (1)
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(never states 2 and 4 are visited at the same time). Formula (1) is equivalent to a pair of
formulas:
AG ( in Lf.2
AG ( in Rg.4

in Rg.4 )
in Lf.2 )

Formulas (2)

■

Another example is the enforcement in Fig. III.9 (dependences between states in pairs
(1a, 3a), (2a, 4a), (4b, 2b)), which may be expressed as temporal formulas:
AG ( in Lf.1a
AG ( in Lf.2a
AG ( in Rg.4b

(AF in Rg.3a ) )
(AF in Rg.4a ) )
(AF in Lf.2b ) )

Formulas (3)

■

The first formula reads “always whenever the Lf automaton reaches state 1a, the Rg
automaton inevitably reaches state 3a in the future”, and similarly for other formulas.
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We may ask for deadlock freeness using a question that is independent of particular names
of states (the question is general and may be asked for any system):
s GS; s: AF

in s

The meaning is: “there is an
escape from every state”. This
formula is false of course for
systems shown in Figs. III.9
and III.10, as both systems fall
into deadlock. The deadlock in
a system from Fig. III.9 was
shown in RG in Fig. II.6 (state
(2a,4b)). The system in
Fig. III.10 falls into a deadlock
in state (1a,3a), as the system
may move from this state only
after getting signal ac_s1 or
ac_s2, but none of these signals
may be generated.
Note that asking a question on
deadlock is difficult in
„classical‟ LTL and CTL logics.
In fact, a list of questions
should be specified: one
formula for every state of the
system s0..sn-1 (in CTL and RG
without „ears‟):
s0: AF in s0
s1: AF in s1
…
sn-1: AF in sn-1

Formula (4)

1

3

/ac_s2

/ac_s1

1a

3a

/s1

/s2

ac_s1

■

ac_s2

ac_s1

ac_s2

2

4

Lf

Rg

Fig.III.10 Illustration of mutual exclusion –
a copy of Fig. II.5

■
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For this reason, deadlocks are identified by means of separate, not-temporal procedures in
model checkers [Holz97, Have00b, Puha00]. However, in a „purely cyclic‟ system the
single formula sinit: AG AF sinit is sufficient for deadlock check. In QsCTL the formula
s GS; s: AF in s checks for deadlock in any system, not necessarily purely cyclic.
Some examples of other formulas containing state quantification are contained in
Section V.2.
Another category of dependence that may be expressed using temporal formulas is
invariant. Typically the invariant must be fulfilled in given states – in other states values of
variables confirming the invariant are “being calculated”. Invariant has the form of
Boolean formula:
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AG ( in Sn

Boolean formula )

where Sn denotes a subset of states of RG in which the invariant is to hold. It can be
expressed as a set Pn of states of a component automaton, in which the invariant is being
defined; it means that Sn is a set of states that have projection on states belonging to Pn.
Invariant may have the “match in pairs” form, for example in a system built on “clientserver” principle the invariant says that number of replies must be equal to number of
requests (Fig. II.2):
after the server is called, no new call is issued until the server replies,
after the server replies, no new reply is sent until new call appears.
AG ( call
AG ( resp

(AXCLIENT A( call Uw resp ) ) )
(AXSERVER A( resp Uw in call ) ) )

Formulas (5)

■

The first formula reads “whenever CLIENT issues the call signal, then starting from next
state in CLIENT no new call is generated until the signal resp occurs. The operator
AXCLIENT says “as soon as component automaton CLIENT leaves its current state”.
The phrase call represents all states in which the signal call is generated, i.e. a set
{(req,idle), (req,servX), (req,answX)}. Similarly, resp represents a set {(wait_answ)}.
The invariant holds, although the system does not work properly (the last call may remain
unanswered, as will be shown in Section IV.4.2).
Safety properties consist in avoiding states having a given, unwanted property. There may
be states representing buffer overrun, improper synchronization (two processes using
a resource simultaneously) etc. Typical formula is:
s0: (AG

in S)

where S is a set of states to avoid. Set S may be specified using a property of states (issuing
signals for example) rather than enumeration. This is because generally states in S should
be unreachable (the set S should be empty). Such an example can be found in [Dasz93].
A component automaton BUF (buffer) contains a state ERROR, which is entered in the
following situations:
signal put received when BUF is in FULL state,
signal get received when BUF is in EMPTY state,
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signals put and get received simultaneously.
It is the role of automata PROD (producer procedure) and CONS (consumer procedure) to
synchronize in a way to avoid entering the BUF automaton the state ERROR. The property
may be expressed:
AG

■

in BUF.ERROR

Indeed, the state ERROR of BUF in unreachable (it is not contained in RG―, therefore a
set BUF.ERROR is empty).
For concurrent system a typical requirement is liveness. If the system is purely cyclic, it is
live for sure, as there is a fair path from every state back to this state:
s GS; s: AG AF in s

Formula (6)

■
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In many systems there is an “initial part” of RG―, which is followed only once, and then
a system falls to the cyclic part. For such systems, a test for liveness should be asked in
two questions, first referring to initial part and second to the cyclic one (a set C).
s C ; s: AF in C
s C ; s: AG AF in s

■

The former formula says that for every state not belonging to C, the system must finally
fall into C. The latter one is identical to the previous verification, it checks if the system
stays forever in C (for any s the system returns to it infinitely).
As it was illustrated by some examples above, a strong point of QsCTL is that it provides
atomic Boolean formulas referring to local states of component automata (in a.p) and
a modality concerning succession in component automata (AXa). Using signals as atomic
formulas also supports efficient verification. State quantifiers allow the designer to express
general properties checked state-by-state using state quantifiers. Some general properties
may be checked using simply AG modality, yet some of them depend on starting state of
verification (see formula (4) checking deadlock freeness or formula (6) checking liveness).
Due to this, the designer can formulate requirements in terms of elements of component
automata (called local states) or sets of states having a common property rather than in
terms of specified global system states (states of RG). Several examples above show this
advantage.
The designer need not analyze RG― directly. For state spaces of thousands of states it is
rather impossible to observe it manually. The designer may express requirements she/he
demands by imposing formulas over local states of automata and run programs from
COSMA environment to generate RG― and evaluate formulas.
RG― is calculated from component automata, but states of RG― are still vectors of
states of component automata. The designer creates component automata and works in
terms of component automata. If an error is found, a malfunction of a component
automaton should be identified. Then, component automata should be modified and the
system should be verified once again. Asking questions in terms local states simplifies the
process of verification and removal of errors.
45
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IV. CBS: AN ALGORITHM OF EVALUATION OF
TEMPORAL FORMULAS IN QsCTL
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In this chapter a new algorithm for evaluation of temporal formulas is introduced.
The algorithm works over a reachability graph, represented either by a traditional data
structure (a list of states and a list of arcs of RG―) or as ROBDD (Reduced, Ordered
Binary Decision Diagram, Section IV.7). The input for the algorithm is a temporal formula
in QsCTL, and the output is a Boolean value of the formula.
Constructing evaluation algorithm we have to take into account the following important
issues:
A formula that is subject of evaluation may be (and typically is) constructed
from sub-formulas; the parsing tree of the formula is constructed before
evaluation (lexical and syntax errors are reported in this stage).
The evaluation process consists of steps concerning individual elements of the
formula (atomic formulas and operators9)).
The full evaluation of the formula requires visiting all the nodes in the parsing
tree in general (some subtrees can be skipped due to optimizations, this issue is
discussed in Section IV.5).
The algorithm acts in steps. Every step of evaluation deals with a single node
in the parsing tree. There are six kinds of nodes in QsCTL:
o state quantifier (
),
o temporal operator (AG AF AX AUw AXa),
o Boolean operator ( * +
),
o atomic Boolean formula (in s in S)
o set operator (~
),
o atomic set formula ({s,…}, {pa…}, |x,…|}.
In the construction of an algorithm, two aspects must be settled:
The rules for the evaluation of every individual subformula (containing single
operator).
The strategy of traversing the parsing tree (either bottom-up or top down).
In the top-down approach, the evaluation starts from the root of the parsing tree
(the top – most outer formula) and passes down the edges of the tree to the
bottom of the tree (the leaves of the tree – atomic formulas). The opposite
method would pass from bottom to top.
The important features of the proposed algorithm are the following:
For the evaluation of individual formulas the CBS rule (Section IV.2) is used.
It follows a top-down strategy while in the „classical‟ algorithm consisting in
examining the state space (known from literature, e.g. [Emer90, Jans98,
McMi92]) the evaluation proceeds bottom-up.

9)

Sometimes atomic Boolean formulas are not terminal in QsCTL: they contain expressions of set algebra.
The set formula is also a first argument of the state quantifier.
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Top-down evaluation has two important advantages:
It makes possible introducing state quantifiers to the logic (as the actual value
of state variables is known during the evaluation of in s-type atomic formulas),
Supports early termination of the evaluation as soon as the value of subformula
is determined.
State quantification is a key feature of the QsCTL itself and its advantages have been
discussed in Chapter III. Recall that the state quantifiers conveniently support the
formulation of a wide class of behavioral requirements, especially when used with
characteristic sets of some states. For example a question can be asked: is a given temporal
formula satisfied in cyclic future of a state ?
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„Early termination‟ of the evaluation of formulas may substantially save the verification
time. In Section V.3 an example will be presented, where (just due to the „early
termination‟) the total evaluation of two formulas having identical syntactical structure
differ by factor of more than 30. Unfortunately, the saving cannot be precisely and
quantitatively predicted, as it depends on the evaluated formula as well as on the shape of
RG―. However, it is possible that some regularities in RG― let estimate the time
saved. It should te subject of further research.
In this chapter, methods of reasoning on behavior of a system under verification are
discussed in general. Then, Checking By Spheres (CBS) rule: the most important part of
the new algorithm is presented. The algorithm for every temporal operator is shown using
characteristic sets and CBS rule. Next, the evaluation of complex temporal formulas is
presented. Several examples illustrate the operation of the algorithm. Finally, a time
complexity is analyzed.

IV.1. “CLASSICAL” METHODS OF THE EVALUATION OF CTL
FORMULAS
As it was said in Chapter III, QsCTL is basically the CTL, enhanced by the following new
features which are the original contribution of the author:
state quantification,
AXa modality.
Thus, one can expect that there is a wide class of temporal formulas in QsCTL (namely
just these ones in which neither AXa nor are used) that can be evaluated following the
traditional CTL way. For the purposes of such „classical‟ evaluation procedure (based of
finding the fix point of some functional), the CTL temporal operators AG, AF, AUw and
AX have to be defined first in a specific form. Below, this definition is recalled, partly
because it provides the precise definition of the same operators in our QsCTL as well,
partly because it would allow us to define precisely (and in the same way) the new QsCTL
operator, namely AXa.
Having defined all the QsCTL temporal operators (including AXa), we will show how the
traditional bottom-up evaluation procedure is carried on. It can be applied to all QsCTL
formulas except, of course, for the ones that make use of state quantification. However,
in order to exploit the full range of capabilities of the proposed QsCTL (including the state
quantification) in the next section a new algorithm (CBS) is proposed. It follows the top48
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down rule and can be applied to the evaluation of all QsCTL formulas. It can be used also
for the evaluation of any CTL formulas as well, as the conventional CTL supports only
a subset of QsCTL features.
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There are two “classical” methods of the evaluation of temporal formulas. First is based on
finding the smallest or largest fixed point of some functional, usually used to evaluate CTL
formulas. To perform this, a value of every temporal operator in a given state s should be
expressed as a Boolean combination (disjunction and/or conjunction) of formulas over s:
Boolean formulas that depend only on (s),
temporal formulas expressed form the perspective of successors of s
[McMi92].
Below, such formulas are given for all temporal operators in CTL. Recall that NEX(s) is
a characteristic set of all successors of state s, NEXa(s) is a set of successors in
automaton a (states having the projection onto successors of projection of s in
automaton a) and THISa(s) is a set of “twins” of state s in automaton a (states having the
same projection onto automaton a as s).
Definition IV.1
(temporal operators AG, AF, AUw and AX)
s0 : AG
iff s0: * si NEX(s0); si: AG
s0 : AF
iff s0: + si NEX(s0); si: AF
s0 : A( Uw ) iff s0: + * si NEX(s0); si: A( Uw )
s0 : AX
iff s0: si NEX(s0); si:

■

The explanation of these functions is as follows:
For AG operator, the temporal formula s0 : AG is true iff is true in s0 and
the formula AG holds recursively for all successors of s0.
For AF operator, the temporal formula s0 : AF is true iff is true in s0 or the
formula AF holds recursively for all successors of s0.
For AU operator, the formula is an alternative of two subformulas: the
temporal formula s0 : A( Uw ) is true iff:
o
is true in s0, or
o
is true in s0 and the formula A( Uw ) is fulfilled recursively in all
successors of s0.
For AX operator, the result does not depend on the value of in state s0.
The formula must be true in all successors of s0.
■
To define similar formula for a new QsCTL operator AXa let us define a new auxiliary
operator ATa, “this in automaton a”, in a similar manner as operators AG, AF, AUw, AX
(the operator ATa will be used for checking fulfillment of the nested formula in all states
belonging to NEXa(s0)):
Definition IV.2 (formula specifying auxiliary temporal operator ATa)
sn : ATa
iff sn:
*
si NEX(sn); (si THISa(sn) * si: ATa ) +
(si THISa(sn) )
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The definition of sn : ATa says that holds in all states reachable from sn having the
same projection onto automaton a as sn: it must hold in sn ◄A► and ◄B► in all
successors having the same projection onto automaton a ◄C►; for successors having
other projections the value of does not care ◄D►.
Now the operator AXa may be defined relative to state s0 and its successors:
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Definition IV.3 (formula specifying temporal operator AXa)
s0 : AXa
iff (NEXa(s0)= )
+
(NEXa(s0)
*
si NEX(s0);
(si THISa(s0) * si: AXa ) +
(si NEXa(s0) * si: ATa )
)

◄A►
◄B►
◄C►
◄D►
◄E►
■

The definition of s0 : AXa involves two cases:
either s0 is a terminal state in automaton a (NEXa(s0)= ) and in this case the
result is true independently of ◄A►,
or ◄B► s0 is not a terminal state in automaton a (NEXa(s0) ) ◄C► and for
its successors having the same projection onto automaton a the operator is
defined recursively ◄D► and for all its successors having projections onto
NEXa(s0) ATa must hold ◄E► ( must hold in si and in whole future of si
contained in NEXa(s0)).
Let us apply the rules for finding a fixed point of the expression for the operator AG.
The algorithm for formula AG is based on three steps:
1. Assuming that the formula AG is fulfilled by all states (the set TRU(AG )
will hold the fulfilling states).
2. Extracting from TRU(AG ) the states not satisfying .
3. Extracting from TRU(AG ) the predecessors of states from GS-TRU(AG ).
This step repeats until no state can be extracted. As the applying of the step (3.)
gives the same result, a fixed point is reached.
The illustration of operation of the algorithm is in Fig. IV.1 (the states satisfying are
marked gray):
1. All states are assumed to satisfy the formula AG (TRU(AG )=GS).
2. The states not satisfying (only state s3) are excluded from the set TRU(AG ).
Now, TRU(AG )={s0,s1,s2,s4}.
3. All predecessors of GS-TRU(AG ) (s1 in this
s3
case) are excluded form TRU(AG ).
3'. The previous step is repeated and s0 is
s4
s2
excluded from TRU(AG ).
3". An attempt to repeat the exclusion fails: no
s1
s0
new state may be excluded from TRU(AG ),
the final form of TRU(AG ) is {s2,s4}.
The evaluation comes bottom-up, thus the subformula
is evaluated first (it is assumed that this evaluation gives
false for s3 and true for all other states), ant then AG
50
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requires inspection if si TRU(AG ).
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Basing on the above specification of temporal operators, a traditional algorithm of
evaluation of temporal formulas can be applied [McMi92, Jans98] (finding a fixed point of
a functional). However it should be emphasized that in such an approach two important
features cannot be achieved:
state quantification is not allowed (due to bottom-up mode of evaluation,
atomic formulas are evaluated first, and the formula in s cannot be evaluated
without knowledge of the actual value of s),
every formula must be evaluated completely (with every subformula) and for
the whole state space; the evaluation must be performed in such a way, even if
analysis of near environment of a state could give unambiguous result.
The other “classical” method often used in verification of temporal formulas is based on
construction of an automaton that represents some temporal formula. It is called a tableau
method, used to evaluate LTL formulas [Jans98, Holz97, Vard96], but methods for CTL
and CTL* basing on alternating automata are poroposed as well [Kupf98, Viss97, Viss00a,
Vard98]. This approach is also a basis of modern verification methods like machine
equivalence [Madr88] and language containment [Wolp89]. In [Bier99c, Bier99d],
a construction of tableau is combined with top-down evaluation of LTL formulas, allowing
early termination.
If we construct the automaton such that its behavior follows the temporal formula,
which is a negation of desired property, then the product of the state space of the system
with this automaton should be empty. If the product is not empty, the conclusion is that the
system is not correct. This method can be treated as some version of “top-down”
evaluation, in contrast to the previous “classical” method. Yet, the tableau approach does
not allow for efficient evaluation of formulas with state quantifiers. To evaluate such
a formula ( s; ) using tableau method, one instant of the automaton has to be
constructed for every possible value of s. If more than one state variable is used, one
instant of shall be constructed for every element of a Cartesian product of ranges of
quantifiers (even if scopes of quantifiers do not overlap). This results in an enormous
growth of the size of the verified graph and makes the tableau approach practically
unfeasible.

IV.2. CONSTRUCTION OF SPHERES
The disadvantages of traditional evaluation algorithms (if applied to QsCTL formulas)
discussed in Section IV.1 provide the motivation for the construction of a new algorithm
for the evaluation of QsCTL formulas. This algorithm, (named CBS, Checking By

Spheres) is the original contributions of the author.
As it was mentioned previously, the new algorithm evaluates temporal formulas containing
“classical“ CTL operators (AG, AF, AUw, AX) as well as the new QsCTL operator AXa.
Also, it evaluates formulas with state quantification. The new algorithm supports asking
questions in terms of features of component automata. It is achieved by: the set algebra
included in the definition of QsCTL (Def. III.5), the usage of local states in formulas and
new operator AXa. Actually, the new CBS algorithm is implemented as a key part of
TempoRG – a model checker module in COSMA environment.
51
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In many cases much time savings may be obtained during the evaluation, as some
subformulas need not be evaluated for all states or even at all. In contrast to the tableau
method, a number of verification steps for two not overlapping quantifiers is determined by
a sum rather than by a Cartesian product of ranges of quantifiers. Moreover, subformulas
which are not dependent on state variables are evaluated only once. If a nested subformula
does not contain a reference to the state variable at all, the evaluation can be performed for
all states in the range of the quantifier at once. The details follow in next sections of this
chapter.
The CBS algorithm is based on Checking By Spheres rule and makes extensive use of
characteristic sets (defined in Section III.2.2). Generally, a sphere is a set of states
reachable by given number of arcs from s. Sphere SPH0(s) consists of the state s itself.
Sphere SPH1(s) contains successors of state s (other than s). Sphere SPHi(s) contains these
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s0

s0

s0

s0

SPH0
SPH1
SPH2
SPH3

a) construction
of spheres

b) cond1
evaluation
terminates

c) cond2
successors
to next sphere

d) next sphere
(SPH3) empty:
end of evaluation

Fig. IV.2 Checking By Spheres (CBS) rule
successors of states belonging to SPHi-1(s) which do not belong to „previous‟ spheres
SPHj(s), j<i). Thus, any sphere SPHi(s) contains states reachable from state s by i arcs,
excluding states belonging to spheres SPHj(s), j<i. Fig. IV.2 (a) illustrates the construction
of spheres. Spheres SPH0(s0)..SPH3(s0) contain respectively 1, 1, 3 and 1 states.

IV.3.

THE CHECKING BY SPHERES RULE (CBS)

During the evaluation, consecutive spheres are constructed step by step. There is a general
CBS rule of construction of spheres, which is parameterized for individual purposes
(evaluation of temporal formulas, calculation of characteristic sets etc.). In the
parameterization the following elements must be specified:
cond1 – a Boolean condition on which the process of constructing of spheres
terminates prematurely,
cond1res – a Boolean result (true or false) of operation if cond1 fires,
cond2 – a Boolean condition on which successors of states belonging to
SPHi(s0) are inserted into a next sphere SPHi+1(s0),
cond2res – a Boolean value assigned to the result (true or false) of operation if
a new constructed sphere is empty and cond1 did not occur yet.
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Given the above specifications, the rules for the construction of consecutive spheres are
determined as follows:
if the condition cond1 is true for a state sj in SPHi(s0) then the algorithm
terminates and the final result of the operation is determined by cond1res
(Fig. IV.2 (b), a state for which cond1 holds is marked gray). This situation is
referred to as the „early termination‟ and no new sphere is constructed,
otherwise, i.e. if the condition cond1 does not hold for a state sj in SPHi(s0),
and the condition cond2 holds, then the successors of sj are inserted into a new
sphere SPHi+1(s0) (excluding members of spheres 0..i, Fig. IV.2 (c), state sj is
stripped and its successors are chessboard-filled),
if a new sphere SPHi(s) is empty (Fig. IV.2 (d)) then the final outcome (true or
false) determined by cond2res.
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Note that in the case of a „normal‟ (rather than „early‟) termination cond1 does not hold for
any state in SPH0(s0)..SPHi(s0).
The implementation of CBS rule is given in a Pascal-like notation. Some additions to the
language were made:
a statement to search through a set SS (taking state by state form set SS)
for every e in SS do statement
(set SS must not change in a scope of the statement).
additional standard functions are assumed to be available:
o nex(s) – set of all successors of state s,
o pre(s) – set of all predecessors of state s,
o any(SS) – any element of set SS
■
{}are accepted.

Commonly used symbols of set algebra:

The function check_by_spheres which implements the CBS rule follows.
function check_by_spheres (s0:state): boolean;
var VIS,
(*visited states*)
SPH,
(*current sphere*)
NSPH: set of state;
(*next sphere*)
e,ee: state;
(*work variables*)
begin
VIS:= ;
SPH:={s0};
Repeat
NSPH:= ;
for every e in SPH do begin
VIS:=VIS
{e};
if cond1(e) then return (cond1res);
if cond2(e) then begin
for every ee in nex(e) – VIS
do NSPH:=NSPH
{ee}
end
end;
SPH:=NSPH
until NSPH= ;
return (cond2res)
end.
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The operation of the procedure is as follows. The set of visited states VIS is initially
empty ◄A►. Current sphere SPH is initially SPH0(s0) (containing starting state s0 only
◄B►; s0 is a parameter of the procedure). Then searching in spheres is performed
repeatedly ◄C► until next sphere is empty ◄L►. Next sphere is initially empty in the
beginning of every run of the loop ◄D►. Last, for every element of the current
sphere ◄E►:
set of visited states is enlarged by the chosen state e ◄F►,
if cond1 is true for the state e, the procedure stops with result
cond1res ◄G►,
if cond2 is true for the state e ◄H► then every successor of e not contained
in VIS ◄I► is inserted into next sphere NSPH ◄J►,
then NSPH is assigned to current sphere SPH (this operation increments the
index i of the sphere) ◄K►.
If the condition of early stop ◄G► did not occur, then the procedure ends with
cond2res result ◄M►.
It should be emphasized that the CBS rule in its basic form (as described above) and
characteristic sets are sufficient to specify the algorithm for evaluation of all temporal
operators except for AF operator. During checking by spheres an additional activity has to
be performed: if a cond2 is true for a state s but no successor of it may be inserted into the
next sphere (all successors are contained in spheres already built), then the state s is
inserted into set CSCS (Check Strongly Connected Subgraphs). If an empty sphere is
obtained at last, second CBS run starts in which SCS (Strongly Connected Subgraphs,
of course maximal ones are considered only) are searched for and checked individually.
Due to the fairness condition imposed (see Section II.2), only Ending SCS (ESCS - SCS
from which there is no escape) are considered. The details will be presented in the next
section (a part referring to operator AF).
The CBS rule in fact uses consequently the breadth-first search [Aho74], parameterized
with Boolean conditions cond1, cond1res, cond2 and cond2res. Characteristic sets are
obtained using the same CBS rule with parameterization conditions (cond1, … etc.)
individually defined. The contribution author is the formulation of the evaluation algorithm
in terms of the parameterization conditions of CBS rule for all cases except the case of
AF operator, and formulation of special case (using slightly modified CBS rule described
above) of AF operator. The breadth-first search is naturally implemented using ROBDD
[Brya86, McMi92, Jans98, Dasz00] representation.
The same CBS rule is used for calculation of characteristic sets, for example FUT
(calculation of other characteristic sets is given in [Dasz02b]):
function FUT (s:state): set of state;
var
SPH,VIS:BDD;
begin
SPH:={s}; VIS:= ;
while not SPH
do begin
VIS:=VIS
SPH;
SPH:=NEX(SPH)-VIS
end;
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return(VIS)
end;

Having formulated the general rule of Checking By Spheres, in the next section we present
the details of a new CBS algorithm of evaluation of temporal formulas in QsCTL. First,
a single step of the algorithm will be presented (evaluation of atomic Boolean formulas and
evaluation of a formula with single operator). Then the evaluation of complex formulas
will be specified. Some examples illustrate the operation of the algorithm.

IV.4. SINGLE STEP OF THE CBS ALGORITHM – RULES OF
EVALUATION FOR INDIVIDUAL OPERATORS
A single step of the algorithm involves evaluation of an atomic Boolean formula or
a formula with single operator, in a given starting state s0 (regardless of the manner of
evaluation of the arguments of the operator). The single step may also concern state
quantifier (although it is not related to a specific state s0). Rules for combining single steps
into the complete algorithm will be presented in Section IV.5.
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IV.4.1.

Rules for individual operators

Atomic Boolean formulas:

s0: x

s0: in s

s0: in S

s0: in a.p

Atomic Boolean formulas are restricted to formulas expressing the facts that are true or
false in individual state s0 of RG― (see Def. III.7A):
if a signal x is being generated in s0 (s0: x) (the signal x is present in output
function of the state s0);
if s0 is equal s (s0: in s);
if s0 is a member of a set S (s0: in S);
if s0 has a projection onto a state p of automaton a (s0: in a.p);
The fulfillment of all these formulas can be easily decided having RG― represented in
some data structures.

Boolean formulas:

s0:

s0: +

s0: *

s0:

s0:

A Boolean formula s0: (a formula with operators , +, *, , ) is evaluated in
a traditional way, for example s0: + is true if s0: or s0: (see Def. III.7B).

Formula s0 : AG
◄A►
◄B►
■

cond1 =
, cond1res = false,
cond2 = true, cond2res = true.
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A single state not satisfying in
single fair path causes the formula
to be false, therefore the condition
cond1=
early terminates the
s0
s0
evaluation with false result
prematurely ◄A►. All states in
all fair paths must satisfy , so all
successors of any state (not
included in spheres already
a) AG fulfilled
b) AG not fulfilled
calculated) are taken to next
(
(
sphere (cond2=true) ◄B►.
always
true)
in SPH2)
If next sphere is empty and cond1
has not occurred, then the
conclusion is that holds for all
Fig. IV.3 Evaluation of AG
states in the presence and future of
s0 and the result is true ◄B►. The illustration of evaluation of AG formula when it is
satisfied (a) and not satisfied (b) is shown in Fig. IV.3
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Formula s0 : AF
The general rules for AF case are the following:
1. Any state (encountered during the evaluation) for which the two following
conditions are held:
is not satisfied in this state, and
it has no successors to be included in the next sphere,
is inserted into the set CSCS. The set CSCS contains states that are possible
members of ESCS (Ending Strongly Connected Subgraphs). It will be tested
later if the members of CSCS are actually representatives of ESCS.
cond1 = false, cond1res does not care,
◄A►
cond2 = ¬ , cond2res = (CSCS= ).
◄B►
■
The formula must be true in every fair path starting from the state s0.
No condition causes early termination of CBS, therefore cond1res does not
care ◄A►. If a state s satisfies , then its future is not considered as the state s
is the expected state in every fair path running through it ◄B►. The result
(cond2res) depends on the presence of states in the set CSCS ◄B►.
2. If CBS terminates and CSCS= , it means that every fair path in the presence
and future of s0 contains a state satisfying and the algorithm finishes with
positive result.
3. Identification of ESCS (i.e. Ending Strongly Connected Subgraphs) inside
CSCS is based on the following observation. The state finishing a sub-path
containing non-repeating states is of one of three kinds:
state in „back-loop‟; the loop is included in Strongly Connected
Subgraph but it is not ESCS, as there is a transition leading outside
(A in Fig. IV.4),
state in „side branch‟ (B in Fig. IV.4),
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state in Ending Strongly Connected Subgraph ESCS (C in
Fig. IV.4).

B

A

C
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Fig. IV.4 Sub-paths with non-repeating states
Dashed arrow in Fig. IV.4 lead to already-visited part of RG―. Cases A and
B are ignored – they are not ESCS. For these two situations FUT(A)-PAS(A)
and FUT(B)-PAS(B) . The case C is ESCS and it is distinguished by the
condition FUT(C)-PAS(C)= .
4. For every ESCS the CBS rule is applied with:
cond1 = , cond1res = true,
◄A►
cond2 = true, cond2res = false
◄B►
■
The formula must be true in every fair path starting from the state s. Every
fair path in ESCS runs through all states included in ESCS (due to the fairness
condition, see II.2). A single state satisfying causes the formula to be true for
the whole ESCS, therefore the condition cond1= early terminates the
evaluation for given ESCS with result true ◄A►. Any state may satisfy ,
so all successors of any state (not included in spheres already calculated)
are taken to the next sphere (cond2=true) ◄B►. If next sphere is empty and
cond1 has not occurred, then the conclusion is that does not hold for any
state in the presence and future of s0 and the result of the evaluation for AF is
false ◄B►.

s0

s0

b) AF not fulfilled:
not satisfied
in at least one path

a) AF fulfilled: satisfied
- inside upper ESCS
- in every path leading to
lower ESCS

Fig. IV.5 Evaluation of AF (
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Fig. IV.5 illustrates evaluation of AF formula when it is satisfied (a) and not satisfied (b).
Significantly optimized version of this algorithm is implemented in TempoRG program.
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Formula s0 : A ( Uw )
In every fair path one of two
conditions must be fulfilled:
s0
s0
(a) if a subformula holds in
every state of the path,
the formula A ( Uw )
is satisfied;
(b) there is a state in the path,
a) AUw fulfilled
b) AUw not fulfilled:
in which the subformula
(
satisfied
(neither nor
is satisfied (if there are
satisfied in a path)
until
)
many states satisfying in
the path, then the first of
such states is taken into
Fig. IV.6 Evaluation of AUw
account); if for every state
between s0 and the state satisfying the subformula holds, then the formula
A ( Uw ) is true along this path.
Finding the first fir path in which none of the above conditions is fulfilled evaluates the
formula negatively.
cond1 = ( + ), cond1res = false,
◄A►
cond2 =
, cond2res = true.
◄B►
■
A single state satisfying neither nor “cuts” the
continuity of holding until (“continuity” means that
s3
holds state by state with no gap between them).
Finding such a state causes the formula to be false,
s4
s2
therefore the condition cond1= ( + ) terminates the
s1
evaluation with false result early ◄A►. A state s
s0
satisfying finishes evaluation for all fair paths running
through s, so successors of a state are taken to the next
Fig. IV.7 Example
sphere only when does not hold (cond2= ) ◄B►.
future of state s0
If the next sphere is empty and cond1 has not occurred,
then the conclusion is that the formula is true ◄B►.
Fig. IV.6 illustrates evaluation of AUw formula when it is satisfied (a) and not satisfied (b).
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state
Just as an example consider the evaluation of
s0
s1
s2
s3
s4
sphere
formula: s0:A( Uw ) for a system from Fig. IV.7.
SPH0
Assume that the formula is satisfied in every
SPH1
state, but formula is not satisfied in any state.
The formula s0:A( Uw ) is obviously true in such
SPH2
case ( holds forever). Checking By Spheres is
SPH3
shown schematically in a table (Fig. IV.8).
Fig. IV.8 Evaluation of
Unvisited states have gray background and visited
formula
with AUw operator
have white background. States that are candidates
to be inserted into the next sphere are marked by
a dot. If a dot is on gray background, it is inserted into a sphere (black dot). If a dot is on
white background, it is not inserted into the next sphere because it is visited (white dot).
All successors of states in current sphere are candidates to next sphere since in this case
holds in every state, while never. A row (sphere SPH3(s0)) with no black dot terminates
the evaluation.
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Formula s0 : AX
cond1 = (s NEX(s0) ) *
, cond1res = false,
cond2 = s ( {s0} NEX(s0) ), cond2res = true.

◄A►
◄B►
■

A single successor of s0 not
satisfying causes the formula
to be false, therefore the
condition
s0
s0
cond1=(s NEX(s0) )*
finishes evaluation with false
result prematurely ◄A►.
The state s0 and all its successors
a) AX fulfilled:
b) AX not fulfilled:
are considered, which causes the
(
satisfied
( not satisfied
condition cond2 ◄B►
in all
in a successor)
(successors of successors are not
successors)
considered). The second sphere
is naturally empty and if cond1
has not occurred, then the
Fig. IV.9 Evaluation of AX
conclusion is that holds for all
successors of s0 and the result is true ◄B►. Fig. IV.9 illustrates evaluation of AX
formula when it is satisfied (a) and not satisfied (b).

Formula s0 : AXa
cond1= (s NEXa(s0) ) *
, cond1res = false,
cond2 = ( THISa(s0) NEXa(s0) ), cond2res = true.
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A single reachable state
belonging to NEXa(s0) and
not satisfying causes the
formula to be false, therefore
s0
s0
the condition
cond1=(s NEXa(s0))*
terminates the evaluation
with false result prematurely
◄A►. All elements of
a) AXa fulfilled:
b) AXa not fulfilled:
NEXa(s0) must satisfy ,
(
satisfied
( not satisfied
which causes the condition
in all successors in a)
in a successor in a)
cond2 ◄B► (states not
belonging to
- “twins” in a
THISa(s0) NEXa(s0) are not
considered). If an empty
- successors in a
sphere is found and if cond1
has not occurred, then the
conclusion is that holds for
all successors in a of s0 and
Fig. IV.10 Evaluation of AXa
the result is true ◄B►.
Fig. IV.10 illustrates evaluation of AXa formula when it is satisfied (a) and not
satisfied (b).

State quantifiers
A formula containing state quantification (of a form s S; s: or s S; s: ) is evaluated
state by state running through a range the quantifier. In a case of general quantifier, finding
first state not holding finishes evaluation negatively, otherwise all states belonging to S
must be checked for . In a case of existential quantifier, finding first state holding
finishes evaluation positively, otherwise all states belonging to S must be checked for .
In the next two sections, two examples of evaluation of formulas will be presented.
The analyzed formulas contain AF and AG operators.

IV.4.2.

EXAMPLE 1 – Verification of Correctness of the „ClientServer” System Using Simple Formulas

Consider a system from Fig. II.2. As an example we will evaluate the formula describing
the requirement: “for every call of a server (signal call in Fig. II.2) a reply is eventually
issued (signal resp)”. The reachability graph is shown in Fig. II.3, for reader‟s convenience
copied as Fig. IV.11 with outputs of states preserved.
The requirement to be verified is represented by the following formula:
AG ( in | call | (AF resp ) )
Formula (7)
Recall that it is an abbreviated form of sinit: AG ( in S
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(AF resp ) ), and sinit=(A,idle).
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The above formula is not a simple one,
because the argument of operator AG
actually contains a nested formula.
Therefore we replace the above original
formula by three simple temporal
formulas, each referring to a state
which belongs to | call | (set of states
generating signal call: (req,idle),
(req,servX) and (req,answX)):
(req,idle) : AF resp
(7.1)
(req,servX) : AF resp
(7.2)
(req,answX) : AF resp
(7.3)■

x
A,idle
wait,
answ
/resp

req,
idle
/call

x

wait,
serve

x

x

A,
servX
A,
answX
/respX

req,
servX
/call

wait,
servX

x

req,
answX
/respX
wait,
answX
/respX

First, let us check the formula (7.1) for
x
x
(req,idle). It is the point (1.) in the
wait,
algorithm for AF: CBS procedure is
idle
applied:
SPH0((req,idle)) consists of
Fig. IV.11 RG for the system in Fig. II.2
(req,idle); cond1=false,
cond2=true (all not visited
successors: (wait,serve), (wait,servX) to SPH1((req,idle)));
SPH1((req,idle)) = {(wait,serve), (wait,servX)}, for all members cond1=false,
cond2=true (all not visited successors: (wait,answ), (wait,answX) to
SPH2((req,idle)));
SPH2((req,idle)) = {(wait,answ), (wait,answX)}, for all members cond1=false, for
(wait,answ) cond2=false (resp=true; successors of (wait,answ) not inserted to
SPH3((req,idle))), for (wait,answX) cond2=true (the only not visited successor:
(wait,idle) to SPH3((req,idle)));
SPH3((req,idle)) = {(wait,idle)}, cond1=false, cond2=true; (wait,idle) to CSCS;
SPH4((req,idle)) = Ø finishes CBS; set CSCS contains (wait,idle).
As point (1.) has finished with CSCS not empty, searching for ESCS (point 3.) and
checking in ESCS (point 4.)
follow.
call* x
For (wait,idle):
aresp
FUT((wait,idle))aresp idle
A
answ
PAS((wait,idle))=
answX
/resp
call
x
Ø; CBS starts;
/respX
SPH0((wait,idle))
ackr
ack
req
servX
consists of
/aresp
/call
/acall
(wait,idle);
serve
cond1=false,
acall
acal
cond2=true (not
l
resp
visited successor:
SERVER
wait
(wait,servX) to
resp
SPH1((wait,idle)));
SPH1((wait,idle))=
CLIENT
(wait,servX);
cond1=false,

Fig. IV.12 Corrected CSM system
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cond2=true (not visited successor: (wait,answX) to SPH2((wait,idle)));
SPH2((wait,idle))=(wait,answX); cond1=false, cond2=true but there are no states to
be inserted into SPH3((wait,idle));
The evaluation gives negative result for ESCS((wait,idle)), therefore the formula
(req,idle) : AF resp is false.
As a state for which resp is not true in future was found, the formula (req,idle) : AF resp is
false.
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Thus, just the evaluation of the first formula shows that the system shown in Fig. II.2 does
not work properly (the server does not respond to some calls sent by the client) as a result
of the lack of acknowledgments. Introduction of acknowledgments requires that the client
must keep the call (signal call), until the server acknowledges the call. We introduce the
signal acall for this purpose. Similarly, the signal aresp will acknowledge the signal resp.
The modified system from Fig. II.2 is presented in Fig. IV.12. The new RG for a system in
Fig. IV.12 is presented in Fig. IV.13.
Formulas 7.1-7.3 will be evaluated for the modified system. The set S consists of four
states {(req,idle), (req,ack), (req,servX), (req,answX)}. First, the formula:
(req,idle) : AF resp will be checked. CBS is applied:
SPH0((req,idle)) consists of (req,idle); cond1=false, cond2=true (all not visited
successors: (req,ack), (wait,servX) to SPH1((req,idle)));
SPH1((req,idle)) = {(req,ack), (req,servX)}, for all members cond1=false,
cond2=true (all not visited successors: (wait,serve), (req,answX) to
SPH2((req,idle)));
SPH2((req,idle)) = {(wait,serve), (req,answX)}, for all members cond1=false,
cond2=true (the only not visited successor (wait,answ) inserted to
SPH3((req,idle))), (req,answX) to CSCS;
SPH3((req,idle)) = {(wait,answ)}, cond1=true, cond2=false (resp=true; successors
of (wait,answ) not
inserted to
SPH4((req,idle))),
x
SPH4((req,idle)) = Ø
A,
idle
finishes CBS;
x
x
set CSCS contains
ackr,
answ
(wait,answX).
/aresp,
req,
idle
/call

resp

As CBS has finished and
CSCS is not empty, checking
in ending strongly connected
subgraphs follows. The only
member of CSCS is
(req,answX).
For (req,answX):
FUT((req,answX))PAS((req,answX))=
Ø; it is the member of
ESCS; CBS starts:

wait,
answ
/resp

x
req,
ack
/call,
acall

A,
servX
A,
answX
/respX

req,
answX
/call,
respX

x
req,
servX
/call

wait,
serve

Fig. IV.13 RG for CSM system in Fig. IV.12
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SPH0((req,answX)) consists of (req,answX); cond1=false, cond2=true (not visited
successor: (req,idle) to SPH1((wait,idle)));
SPH1((req,answX))= {(req,idle)};
cond1=false, cond2=true (all not
visited successors: (req,ack),
1,3
(req,servX) to
SPH2((req,answX)));
SPH2((req,answX))={(req,ack),
1,3a
1a,3
(wait,servX)}; cond1=false,
cond2=true; the only not visited
successor (wait,serve) to
1a,3a
SPH3((req,answX));
SPH3((req,answX))=
1,4
1a,4
2,3
2,3a
{(wait,serve)}; cond1=true,
cond2=true; the evaluation for
ESCS((wait,answX)) stops with
positive result;
No other ESCS is present which
finishes the evaluation of
(req,idle): AF resp with positive
result.

Fig. IV.14 Reachability graph

The conclusion for the other three states
for system in Fig. II.5
((req,ack), (req,servX) and (req,answX))
is the same, because a future of every of
these states is purely cyclic and the state (wait,answ) belongs to the future of every of the
states. The whole formula (a composition of four subformulas) is positively evaluated: for
every call the server sends a response.

IV.4.3.

EXAMPLE 2 – Verification of Mutual Exclusion

In this section the evaluation of a formula having a different structure from formula (7.1)
is presented. The formula (7.1) contains the atomic formula resp as the argument. Now,
a quite complicated formula is the argument of the temporal operator AG. The evaluation
is outlined in the table where rows represent spheres (states are in columns).
The formula (1) in section III.3 (mutual exclusion between states L.2 and R.4 in Fig. II.5)
is as follows:
AG ( in Lf.2 * in Rg.4 )
Formula (1)
■
The formula is not a
simple one, since it
contains other operators
in the scope of AG.
Yet we may “forget” of
this fact and treat the
subformula
( in Lf.2 * in Rg.4 )
as atomic because it
does not contain any

state
sphere

1,3

1a,3

1,3a 1a,3a

2,3

1,3

2,3a

SPH0
SPH1
SPH2
SPH3

Fig. IV.15 Evaluation of the formula (1)
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modality and therefore we may easily evaluate it manually for every state of RG―.
According to the algorithm, the formula ( in Lf.2 * in Rg.4) must be Checked By
Spheres for any state of RG― (as the whole graph is reachable from initial state). The RG
itself is presented in Fig. IV.14. Evaluation is illustrated as a table in Fig. IV.15. Black dots
denote inclusion states to spheres. Gray background denotes unvisited states, therefore dots
may stay on gray fields. White row (sphere SPH3(1,3)) does not contain any state, and
since no state satisfies the subformula (in Lf.2 * in Rg.4) until reaching SPH3(1,3), the
formula AG (in Lf.2 * in Rg.4) is true.

IV.5. EVALUATION OF COMPLEX TEMPORAL FORMULAS
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In Section IV.4 the single step of the CBS algorithm was specified (evaluation of atomic
Boolean formula and evaluation of a formula with single operator, regardless of its
arguments). Now, the rules for complex formulas evaluation will be presented.
The algorithm is based on building first a parsing tree of the formula, and then the
evaluation of subformulas represented by individual nodes of the tree in a proper order.
The shape of the parsing tree is strictly determined by the rules of precedence and the order
of evaluation for the operators taking place in the formula (see Def. III.10). Rules of
precedence specify the priority of operators: the operator with higher priority is embracing
and it is higher in the parsing tree (closer to the root, which is the most embracing
operator). The order of evaluation specifies which operator is embracing if two (or more)
operators of the same priority neighbor. In the following example the complex formula
embracing operator is marked with index (e), while the nested operator is marked with (n).
s0: +(e) +(n)
s0: ( +(n) ) +(e)
s0: AG(e) AF(n)
s0: AF(e) AG(n)
s0: A(AX(e) Uw(n) )
s0: AX(n) A( Uw(e) )
s0: A( Uw(e) A( Uw(n) ))
s0: A(A( Uw(n) ) Uw(e) )
■
If the path quantifier A was skipped (as in the input syntax of the TempoRG program),
then the last four formulas would have the following form:
s0: X(e) ( Uw(n) )
s0: X(n) Uw(e)
s0: Uw(e) Uw(n)
s0: ( Uw(n) ) Uw(e)

■

Having constructed the parsig tree, the actual evaluation may start. In general, the
evaluation may run bootom-up or top-down. Bottom-up evaluation is the rule for
“classical” algorithm [McMi92, Jans98]. It consists in finding sets of states in which
atomic formulas are fulfilled, then subformulas over atomic formulas are evaluated as
finding sets of states satisfying them and so on, up to the most embracing operator.
Top-down evaluation in CBS algorithm consists in starting from most embracing operator.
The arguments of the “current” operator are evaluated for states appointed by the operator
(for example in the case of AX operator – in the successors).
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For the purpose of evaluation a single, recursive function Eval is implemented. The
function is invoked with two parameters: a node in the parsing tree and a state for which
the evaluation is performed: Eval(node,state). The function checks the value in case
of terminal node or invokes itself recursively in case of non-terminal one.
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type state_pointer=^state_description;
state_description=record
signals:signal_pointer;
...
end;
node_pointer=^node_description;
node_description=record
left, right: node_pointer;
case operator:(term_state, term_signal,
{atomic Boolean}
Boolean_neg, Boolean_or, Boolean_and,
{Boolean}
AG, AF, AU, AX, AXa,
{modalities}
A)
{state quantifier}
of
term_state: (state_ptr:state_pointer);
term_signal: (signal_ptr:signal_pointer);
Boolean_neg: ;
Boolean_or: ;
Boolean_and: ;
AG:
;
AF:
;
AU:
;
AX:
;
AXa:
;
A:
(set_expr:set of states);
end;
function Eval (node:tree_pointer; state:state_pointer): boolean;
var result:boolean;
s:state_pointer;
begin
case node^.operator of
term_state: Eval:=node^.state_ptr=state;
term_signal: Eval:=elementof(node^.signal_ptr, state^.signals);
Boolean_neg: Eval:=not Eval(node^.right, state);
Boolean_or: Eval:=Eval(node^.left, state) or
Eval(node^.right, state);
Boolean_and: Eval:=Eval(node^.left, state) and
Eval(node^.right, state);
AG: begin
{define cond1(si,fi)=not Eval(fi,si);
cond1res=false;
cond2=true;
cond2res=true}
Eval:=check_by_spheres(state)
end;
AF: begin
{define cond1=false;
cond1res=false; {does not care}
cond2(si,fi)=not Eval(fi,si);
cond2res=CSCS= }
result:=check_by_spheres_AF(state);

65
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{a special version of CBS procedure is invoked
which stores states in CSCS according to point 1.
of the algorithm for AF operator}
if (CSCS= ) then begin Eval:=true; exit end
{point (2.) of the algorithm}
else begin
for any e in CSCS do begin
if FUT(e)-PAS(e)= then begin
{point (3.) of the algorithm}
{define cond1(si,fi)=Eval(fi,si);
cond1res=true;
cond2=true;
cond2res=false
}
result:=check_by_spheres_AF(state);
if not result then begin Eval:=false; exit end
{point (4.) of the algorithm}
end
end;
Eval:=false
end
end;
AU: begin
{define cond1(s,fi,psi)=not (Eval(fi,s) or Eval(psi,s));
cond1res=false;
cond2(s,psi)=not Eval(psi,s);
cond2res=true}
Eval:=check_by_spheres(state)
end;
AX: begin
{define cond1(si,fi)=(si in NEX(state)) and not Eval(fi,si));
cond1res=false;
cond2=true;
cond2res=true}
Eval:=check_by_spheres(state)
end;
AXa: begin
{define cond1(si,fi)=(si in NEXa(node^.aut,state)) and
not Eval(fi,si));
cond1res=false;
cond2=THISa(node^.aut,state) NEXa(node^.aut,state);
cond2res=true}
Eval:=check_by_spheres(state)
end;
A: begin
for any s in set_expr do begin
result:=Eval(node^.right,s);
if not result then begin Eval:=false; exit end
end;
Eval:=true
end
E: begin
for any s in set_expr do begin
result:=Eval(node^.right,s);
if result then begin Eval:=true; exit end
end;
Eval:=false
end
end end.
■
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Examples
A complex formula with overlapping modalities contains a temporal operator (inner
operator, AF in the example below) in a scope of another operator (outer one, AG in the
example below). The example of nested temporal formula is the following one:
■
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s0 : AG AF in s0

The formula checks if the future of the state s0 is
strictly cyclic (i.e. whether after leaving the state s0
there is always a way back to it). It is an example of
a temporal formula containing another, nested
temporal formula. The parsing tree is presented in
Fig. IV.16 (a). During the evaluation of the outer
(embracing) formula AG… ◄A►, the inner (nested)
subformula AF in s0 ◄B► must be evaluated “from
the perspective” of every state appointed by the CBS
rule for AG operator. In the considered example the
formula AF in s0 should be evaluated for s0 (sphere
SPH0(s0)), then for the successors of s0 (sphere
SPH1(s0)) and so on, according to the rules for
operator AG. These rules say that evaluation is
performed as long as states in consecutive spheres
hold the nested formula, AF in s0. If a state is found
that does not hold AF in s0 , the evaluation
terminates prematurely and no further evaluation of
the AG formula is performed. Otherwise, an empty
sphere terminates evaluation.

a)

b)

s0:

◄A►

s0:

AG

◄B►

AF

AF

◄C►

AG

in s0

◄D►

Fig. IV.16 Parsing trees
for the formulas:
a) s0: AG AF in s0
b) s0: AF AG

The other example (the parsing tree is presented in Fig IV.16 (b)) is:
■

s0 : AF AG
The subformula AG ◄B► should be evaluated for states determined by the algorithm
for operator AF ◄A►:
performing CBS algorithm in the future of s0 (and obtaining CSCS set):
step (1.),
checking the future of members of CSCS, finding Ending Strongly Connected
Subgraphs ESCS: step (3.),
checking members of Ending Strongly Connected Subgraphs ESCS: step (4.).
The described algorithm causes some ineffectiveness of evaluation (subformulas
unnecessarily evaluated, subformulas evaluated many times etc.). This ineffectiveness is
overcome by application of three optimizations:
lazy evaluation allowing some subformulas to be left unevaluated (this is
similar to “on-the-fly” evaluation of LTL formulas using tableau method
[Gert95]),
evaluation of subformulas for many states simultaneously,
preventing subformulas to be evaluated many times for the same states.
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Optimization I: lazy evaluation
The “lazy evaluation” rule is applied, which defers evaluation of some subformulas as long
as possible with the expectation that this evaluation will not be needed. It says for the cases
of individual two-operand operators:
Operator

+
*

A( Uw )

Rules of evaluation for individual state s
(in the case of AUw the state s is selected by the
CBS rule for the operator AUw)
, and if is false then
, and if is true then
, and if is true then
always and
, and if is false then
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The rule prevents evaluation of subformulas that do not influence the result that is already
known, and therefore accelerates the evaluation. The modification of the procedure is
presented in the case of operator AUw
AU: begin
{define cond1(si,fi,psi)=if Eval(psi,si) then false
else not Eval(fi,si));
cond1res=false;
cond2(si,psi)=not Eval(psi,si);
cond2res=true}
Eval:=check_by_spheres(state)
end;

◄A►
◄B►

■

The „lazy evaluation‟ rule is applied in rows ◄A► and ◄B►.

Optimization II: performing CBS algorithm for
multiple states
Two aspects arise in evaluation of complex formulas.
The first concerns evaluation of a nested formula for
a number of states selected by the outer formula (or state
quantifier). The second concerns repeating evaluation of
a given subformula for a given state for many times.
Note that in some cases the inner formula must be evaluated
for many states. For example the following formula may be
evaluated for a system presented in Fig. IV.14:
■

AG AF in (1,3)
The parsing tree is presented in Fig. IV.17. As no starting
state of evaluation is specified, the evaluation is performed
for the initial state sinit=(1,3) ◄A►. Let us name the
spheres in evaluation of the outer formula AG… ◄B►
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sinit:

◄A►

AG

◄B►

AF

◄C►

in (1,3)

◄D►

Fig. IV.17 Parsing
tree for the formula:
s0: AG AF in (1,3)
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by OSPH, and of the inner formula AF in (1,3) ◄C► by ISPH. The inner formula AF in
(1,3) must be evaluated first for OSPH0((1,3)) consisting of (1,3), then for OSPH1((1,3))
containing (1a,3), (1a,3a) and (1,3a). The evaluation of the inner formula starts for every
state in OSPH1((1,3)) respectively by ISPH0((1a,3))={(1a,3)}, ISPH0((1a,3a))={(1a,3a)},
ISPH0((1,3a))={(1,3a)}. The evaluation may start for all states belonging to OSPH1((1,3))
simultaneously, just forming a sphere ISPH0({(1a,3), (1a,3a), (1,3a)})={(1a,3), (1a,3a),
(1,3a)}. This results from the observation that during the evaluation of the formula
AF in (1,3) for every member of OSPH1((1,3)) separately, the most nested formula
in (1,3) ◄D► must be true on every fair path beginnig in the starting state of verification.
Note that these paths (and only these paths) are contained also in the future of the set
{(1a,3), (1a,3a), (1,3a)}.
The headings of the functions check_by_spheres (Section IV.3) and Eval (in the
beginning of this section) are changed slightly:
function check_by_spheres (s0:set of states): boolean;
function Eval (node:tree_pointer; states:set of states): boolean;
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and the main difference in body is that the sphere SPH0(s) is replaces by SPH0(S)=S.
The same rule may be applied for evaluation of a formula of the form s S; s: provided
that does not contain a reference to the variable s. The formula of the form s S; s:
should be converted to ¬ s S; s: ¬ .
When ROBDD representation is used in evaluation [Brya86, McMi92, Jans98], checking
for all the states in a set simultaneously is natural and accelerates the algorithm. This idea
is explained more precisely in [Dasz00].

Optimization III: A formula evaluated only once for a given state
Note that during the evaluation of complex formulas, for
some states the inner formula must be evaluated many
times. For example, during the evaluation (over the
system in Fig. IV.14) of the formula:

s P; s:

AG AF in (1,3)
P

which parsing tree is presented in Fig. IV.17, the state
(1,3) is a member of:
ISPH0((1,3)),
ISPH2((1a,3)),
ISPH1((2,3))
and so on (the notation ISPH is continued from .the
previous example). The most nested formula
in (1,3) ◄D► must be therefore evaluated many times
for the state (1,3). Luckily the evaluation of this formula
is very simple. However, in many cases the task may be
not so easy: inside the inner formula a temporal formula
may occur.
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AX

AUw

r

in s

Fig. IV.18 A parsing tree
for the formula:
s P; s:AX A(r Uw in s)
(dashed arrow – VRP pointer)
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To solve the problem, additional data structures should be inserted into a parsing tree of
evaluation. An example of the parsing tree for the formula:

s P; s:AX (A(r Uw in s))
is presented in Fig. IV.18. To every node of the tree, two sets are attributed:
CHKD – the set of all states for which the formula represented by the node was
evaluated,
HOLD – the set of states for which the formula represented by the node holds,
HOLD CHKD.
Initially, for all nodes the sets CHKD and HOLD are empty.
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The beginning of the function Eval (see the beginning of this section) modified to meet
the requirements of the optimization III is as follows:
function Eval (node:tree_pointer; states:set of states): boolean;
begin
Sc:=states node^.CHKD; Snc:=states ~node^.CHKD;
if states
node^.HOLD then Eval:=true
else if Sc
node^.HOLD then Eval:=false
else begin
case node^.operator of
{...as before but for set Snc only}
...
{include checked states to node^.CHKD}
{include states for which the formula holds to node^.HOLD}
end.

◄A►
◄B►
◄C►
◄D►

■

If the subformula represented by the given node is to be checked in a set S, then
inclusion of S in HOLD is tested first. If S HOLD ◄B► then the result is true without
further verification. Otherwise S is split into two subsets: SC=S CHKD and
SNC=S ~CHKD ◄A►. If SC HOLD ◄C►, then the result for the subformula is false
without any further evaluation. Otherwise, only SNC should be checked ◄D►. Checked
states are inserted into CHKD, and if the subformula is true then they are inserted into
HOLD as well. If the subformula is true for all states in SNC, then the result for the whole
S is true.
As for some cases it is useful to know for which states the nested formula holds
(for example to learn for which states the antecedent of the implication holds), a special
function is implemented to give this set
function Which_hold(node:tree_pointer; s:set of states): set of states;

■

For every node containing a variable s running through a range of a quantifier (the most
upper node in Fig. IV.18), a set of pointers to nodes where s is referenced is assigned.
These pointers are called Variable Reference Pointers – VRP. In the example, the VRP
pointer leads from the node where s is declared to the nodes containing in s subformula.
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EXAMPLE 3 – Verification of Correctness of the „ClientServer” System Using Complex Formulas

For the “client-server” system (Fig. IV.13), the following temporal formula was proposed:
AG ( in | call |

( AF resp ) )
Formula (7)

■
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The set | call | contains three states: (req,idle),
(req,servX), (req,answX). In Section IV.4.2, this
formula was converted to three simple temporal
formulas to avoid nesting of modalities:
(req,idle) : AF resp
(req,servX) : AF resp
(req,answX) : AF resp

■

sinit:

◄A►

AG

◄B►

◄C►

The complex formula (7) may be evaluated directly.
The operator in the outer formula is AG, therefore the
in
inner (nested) formula must hold in every state in the
◄D►
AF ◄E►
|call|
future of sinit, sphere by sphere. The parsing tree for
the formula (7) is presented in Fig. IV.19.
The evaluation runs as follows (the calling of
evaluation procedure for given node and specified set
resp ◄F►
of state will be denoted Eval(node,set), individual
steps are preceded by identification of nodes they are
performed in):
Fig. IV.19 Parsing tree for
◄A► The checking is done for
sinit: Eval(◄B►,{(A,idle)}).
the formula:
◄B► The evaluation starts for sphere
AG (in | call | ( AF resp ))
SPH◄B►0({(A,idle)})={(A,idle)}:
Eval(◄C►, {(A,idle)}).
◄C► Evaluating the implication: the node ◄D► is asked for which states
the antecedent is true: Which_hold(◄D►, {(A,idle)}). The result is empty.
◄C► The antecedent of the implication is evaluated for {(A,idle)}:
Eval(◄D►, {(A,idle)}).
◄D► During evaluation for terminal node ◄D►, the inclusion
{(A,idle)} | call | is tested (it is false, therefore
CHKD◄D►={(A,idle)}, HOLD◄D►= ).
◄C► In node ◄C► the conclusion is that subformula ◄C► is true without
checking ◄C►: CHKD◄C►={(A,idle)}, HOLD◄C►={(A,idle)}.
◄B► The evaluation starts for SPH◄B►1({(A,idle)})={(req,idle), (A,servX)}:
Eval(◄C►, {(req,idle), (A,servX)}).
◄C► Asking ◄D► for which states from {(req,idle), (A,servX)} the
antecedent is true: Which_hold(◄D►, {(req,idle), (A,servX)}). The result is
empty.
◄C► The antecedent is evaluated: Eval(◄D►, {(req,idle), (A,servX)}).
◄D► The inclusion {(req,idle), (A,servX)} | call | is tested: it is false;
CHKD◄D►={(A,idle), (req,idle), (A,servX)}, HOLD◄D►={(req,idle)}.
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◄C► Asking ◄D► for which states from {(req,idle), (A,servX)} the
antecedent is true: Which_hold(◄D►, {(req,idle), (A,servX)}). The result is
{(req,idle)}.
◄C► The consequent of the implication is evaluated for states where the
antecedent is true: Eval(◄E►, {(req,idle)}).
◄E► During the evaluation of ◄E► (which will be skipped in this example),
the formula AF resp is evaluated positively; truth of the formula for the states
(req,ack), (req,answX) and some other states is obtained as a side effect;
CHKD◄D►={(req,idle), (req,ack), (req,answX), (wait,servX), (wait,serve),
(wait,answ)},
HOLD◄D►={(req,idle), (req,ack), (req,answX), (wait,servX), (wait,serve),
(wait,answ)}.
◄C► The set {(req,idle), (A,servX)} is added to CHKD◄C► and HOLD◄C►:
CHKD◄C►={(A,idle), (req,idle), (A,servX)},
HOLD◄C►={(A,idle), (req,idle), (A,servX)}.
◄B► The sphere SPH◄B►2({(A,idle)}) is {(req,ack), (wait,servX), (A,answX),
(req,answX)}: Eval(◄C►, {(req,ack), (wait,servX), (A,answX), (req,answX)}).
◄C► Eval(◄D►, {(req,ack), (wait,servX), (A,answX), (req,answX)}).
◄D► The inclusion {(req,ack), (wait,servX), (A,answX), (req,answX)} | call |
is tested: it is false.
◄C► Asking ◄D► for which states from {(req,ack), (wait,servX),
(A,answX), (req,answX)} the antecedent is true gives result {(req,ack),
(req,answX)}, CHKD◄D►={(A,idle), (req,idle), (A,servX), (req,ack),
(wait,servX), (A,answX), (req,answX)}, HOLD◄D►={(req,idle), (req,ack),
(req,answX)}.
◄C► The consequent is evaluated for states where the antecedent is true:
Eval(◄E►, {(req,ack), (req,answX)}).
◄E► As {(req,ack), (req,answX)} is a subset of HOLD◄E►, the result is true.
◄C► The set {(req,ack), (wait,servX), (A,answX), (req,answX)} is added to
CHKD◄C► and HOLD◄C►:
CHKD◄C►={(A,idle), (req,idle), (A,servX), (req,ack), (wait,servX), (A,answX),
(req,answX)},
HOLD◄C►={(A,idle), (req,idle), (A,servX), (req,ack), (wait,servX), (A,answX),
(req,answX)}.
◄B► The sphere SPH◄B►3({(A,idle)}) is {(wait,serve)}:
Eval(◄C►, {(wait,serve)}).
◄C► Eval(◄D►, {(wait,serve)}).
◄D► The inclusion {(wait,serve)} | call | is false, therefore
CHKD◄D►= {(A,idle), (req,idle), (A,servX), (req,ack), (wait,servX), (A,answX),
(req,answX), (wait,serve)},
HOLD◄D►= {(req,idle), (req,ack), (req,answX)}.
◄C► Asking ◄D► for which states from {(wait,serve)} the antecedent is
true gives empty result.
◄C► The conclusion is that subformula ◄C► is true without checking
◄E►:
CHKD◄C►={(A,idle), (req,idle), (A,servX), (req,ack), (wait,servX), (A,answX),
(req,answX), (wait,serve)},
HOLD◄C►={(A,idle), (req,idle), (A,servX), (req,ack), (wait,servX), (A,answX),
(req,answX), (wait,serve)}.
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◄B► Spheres SPH◄B►4({(A,idle)})={(wait,answ)} and
SPH◄B►5({(A,idle)})= {(ack,answ)} are checked just as the sphere SPH◄B►4
(node ◄E► is not invoked because neither (wait,answ) nor (ack,answ)
belongs to | call |); in these steps the sets CHKD◄C► and HOLD◄C► are
enlarged by (wait,answ) and (ack,answ).
◄B► SPH◄B►4({(A,idle)})= which
finishes Eval(◄B► ,{(A,idle)}),
CHKD◄B►={(A,idle)},
sinit:
◄A►
HOLD◄B►={(A,idle)}.
◄A► In consequence, the result is true. ■

IV.5.2.

EXAMPLE 4 - Enforcement

AG

◄B►

For the “client-server” system (Figs. II.4 and III.9),
the following temporal formula was proposed
(see Section III.3):
AG ( in Lf.2a

(AF in Rg.4a ) )
Formula (3.2)

◄C►

■
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◄D►

The parsing tree for the formula (3.2) is presented in
Fig. IV.20.

in
Lf.2a

AF

in

◄E►

◄F►
◄A► The checking is done for sinit;
Rg.4a
CKHD◄A► is initially empty which causes
the evaluation of ◄B► for sinit:
Eval(◄B►, {(1,3)}).
Fig. IV.20 Parsing tree
◄B► The evaluation starts for sphere
for the formula (3.2):
SPH◄B►0(1,3)={(1,3)}:
AG (in Lf.2a
( AF in Rg.4a ))
Eval(◄C►, {(1,3)}).
◄C► Evaluating the implication: the node ◄D► is asked for which states
the antecedent is true: Which_hold(◄D►, {(1,3)}). The result is empty.
◄D► During evaluation for terminal node ◄D►, the condition
(1,3)|Lf= Lf.2a is tested (it is false, therefore CHKD◄D►={(1,3)},
HOLD◄D►= .
◄C► Evaluating the implication: the node ◄D► is asked for which states
the antecedent is true: Which_hold(◄D►, {(1,3)}). The result is empty.
◄C► The conclusion is that subformula ◄C► is true without checking
◄E►: CHKD◄C►={(1,3)}, HOLD◄C►={(1,3)}.
◄B► The evaluation starts for SPH◄B►1((1,3))={(1a,3)}:
Eval(◄C►, {(1a,3)}).
◄C► In implication, the antecedent is evaluated: Eval(◄D►, {(1a,3)}).
◄D► (1a,3)|Lf= Lf.2a is tested: it is false; CHKD◄D►={(1,3),(1a,3)},
HOLD◄D►= .
◄C► Asking ◄D► for which states the antecedent is true gives empty result.
◄C► Subformula ◄C► is true without checking ◄E►:
CHKD◄C►={(1,3), (1a,3)}, HOLD◄C►={(1,3),(1a,3)}.
◄B► The sphere SPH◄B►2((1,3))={(1a,3a)}; next steps follow as before.
◄B► The same is for SPH◄B►3((1,3))={(2,4)}.
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◄B► The evaluation starts for SPH◄B►4((1,3))={(2a,4),(2a,4b),(2,4b)}:
Eval(◄C►, {(2a,4),(2a,4b),(2,4b)}).
◄C► Eval(◄D►, {(2a,4),(2a,4b),(2,4b)}).
◄D► The inclusion {(2a,4),(2a,4b),(2,4b)} {s | s|L=L.2a} is tested: it is
false.
◄C► Asking ◄D► for which states from {(2a,4),(2a,4b),(2,4b)} the
antecedent is true gives result {(2a,4),(2a,4b)},
CHKD◄D►={(1,3),(1a,3),(1a,3a),(2,4),(2a,4),(2a,4b),(2,4b)},
HOLD◄D►={(2a,4),(2a,4b)}.
z12

s34

3

1
s34

ac_s43
z12

ac_s21
ac_s21

ac_s43

2b
/ac_s21

1a
/s34
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Fig. IV.21 Modified CSM system (enforcement).
◄C► The consequent is evaluated for states where the antecedent is true:
Eval(◄E►, {(2a,4),(2a,4b)}).
◄E► During the evaluation of ◄E► (which will be skipped in this example),
the formula AF in Rg.4a is evaluated negatively; (CSCS={(2a,4b)} does not
satisfy in Rg.4a); CHKD◄E►={(2a,4),(2a,4b)}, HOLD◄E►= .
◄C► CHKD◄C►={(1,3),(1a,3),(1a,3a),(2,4),(2a,4),(2a,4b),(2,4b)},
HOLD◄C►={(1,3),(1a,3),(1a,3a),(2,4),(2,4b)}; as in the set of call
{(2a,4),(2a,4b),(2,4b)} not all states satisfy subformula ◄C►, the result is
false.
◄B► CHKD◄B►={(1,3),(2a,4),(2a,4b)} (the last two as a side effect of
evaluation), HOLD◄B►= , the result is false.
◄A► In consequence, the result is false.
■
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In [Mieś96, Czej98] is shown, how to get
rid of a deadlock from a system like the
one in Fig. II.4. In the corrected system
acknowledgments are generated “for any
case”: signal ac_s21 generated in state 2a
and signal ac_s43 generated in state 4b
(they are useful to “pull out” the system
from state (2a,4b)). The modified system is
shown in Fig. IV.21. Double circles
indicate states in which additional signals
are generated. Fig. IV.22 shows RG for the
corrected system.

z12
z12

1a,
3

1,3

2a,
4a
z43

2a,
4

2b,
4b
2a,
4b
z21*
z43

z21

2,
4b

1a,
z21*
z21*z43
3a
Reachability relation in the new RG is
z43
different. Now, RG― is purely cyclic,
2,4
i.e. for every state s, FUT(s)=CYC(s),
END(s)= . The only strongly connected
z21 * z43
subgraph is the whole RG―, and
therefore the inner formula should be true
in at least one state of RG―. It is
Fig. IV.22 Reachability Graph
sufficient to evaluate the consequent of the
for system in Fig. IV.19
implication for any state, for which the
antecedent holds. The consequent must be satisfied in at least one such state.
The evaluation is similar to that in Section IV.5.1 and gives result true.
Thus, the enforcement is assured and the deadlock-free system is proved to be designed
properly.

IV.6. CORRECTNESS OF THE CBS RULE
The truth of atomic formulas and subformulas with Boolean and set operators is defined in
traditional way (see Defs. III.7A, III.7B, III.8-III.10). The algorithm evaluates those
subformulas directly according to the definitions and the proof is not required. Therefore,
only the proof of correctness of the CBS rule (single step of the evaluation) is needed
(thruth defined in Defs. III.7C-III.7H). In this chapter, a proof for the operator AF is
presented as an example (the most complicated case). The full proof is contained in
[Dasz02a].
Lemma IV.1. In a Kripke structure, all paths beginning in s0 and only these paths are
contained in presence and future of state s0:

(

|

0=s0

States( ) ) = ( {s0}

FUT(s0) ).

Proof
1.

(

States( ) ) ( {s0} FUT(s0) ), i.e. all paths beginning in s0 are
contained in presence and future of state s0. This results from the following
observarions:
Any path such that 0=s0 contains such states that 0 r 1, 1 r 2, etc.
The reachability relation R is a transitive extension of the succession relation r
|

0=s0
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(Def. II.7), therefore all states

i,

i>0 are reachable from

0:

(s0 R s)). As FUT(s0) contains all states reachable from s0
(Def. III.6), it contains States( ) in particular.
s States( )

2.

((s=s0)

(

| 0=s0 States( ) )
( {s0} FUT(s0) ), i.e. every state in presence and future
of state s0 belongs to a path beginning in s0. This results from the following
observarions:

As FUT(s0) =

s GS s0

R s from definition (Def. III.6), therefore either s=s0 or a

sequence may be found s0
s1
...
sn
s such that s0 r s1, s1 r s2 ... sn r s.
Such sequence is a beginning sequence of a paths starting in s0 from the definition
of a path (Def. II.14).
■
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Lemma IV.2. In a set of spheres SPH0(s0), SPH1(s0), ... there is a sphere SPHi(s0)
which is empty.
Proof
1. Set GS of all states of RG― is finite.
2. For every state s reachable from s0 (s0 R s) there is a finite sequence of distinct
states (every state in the sequence occurs in it exactly once)
s0
s1
...
sn, sn=s, si sj dla i j, at most n=|GS| (when all states of
RG― are comprised by the sequence).
3. In RG― at most |GS| spheres may be constructed, and the sphere SPH|GS|+1(s0)
is empty for sure (there is no state to be inserted into SPH|GS|+1(s0)).
Lemma IV.3. There is always a fair path in a Kripke structure.
Proof
As the succession relation in Kripke structure is total, and as the number of states in Kripke
structure is finite, there must be an Ending Strongly Connected Subgraph (ESCS, see
Section IV.3). A path which after some finite sequence falls into this ESCS and then visits
every state inside the ESCS infinitely often is fair.
Lemma IV.4. Every finite sequence seq = s0
least one fair path in a Kripke structure.

s1

...

sn is a prefix of at

Proof
As the succession relation in Kripke structure is total, and as the number of states in Kripke
structure is finite, there must be an Ending Strongly Connected Subgraph (ESCS) in the
future of sn. Therefore, a path that contains the sequence seq, a sequence leading from sn to
ESCS and then visits every state inside the ESCS infinitely often is fair.
Theorem IV.1. The CBS rule evaluates QsCTL formulas over RG― correctly.
The proof will show that the part of the CBS algorithm for a given operator really
identifies the situation of truth or falsity of the formula in the starting state s0 (Defs. III.7C
- III.7H).
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Let i/ denote that the formula is satisfied in ith state of the path beginning in s0, and
let i/
denote that the formula is not satisfied (similarly s/ and s/ ). Let i/ k, k>0
denote i/
of the path

i+1/

...
starting from state

i+k-1/

. Let

i/

denote that

is satisfied in all states

i.

Proof
The proof is presented only for operator AF as an example (the most complicated case).
The formula s0: AF is satisfied if in presence and future of the state s0 every fair path has
the form:
0/

or

0/

k

k/

k+1/

1/

The symbol denotes that the formula

has any value, true or false in a given state.
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The formula s0: AF is not satisfied if there is at least one fair path of the form:
0/

a) Every fair path in RG―falls into some ESCS (starting from a state belonging to
ESCS all states in the path belong to this ESCS) basing on fairness condition.
b) If given ESCS contains at least one state s/ , then the state s/ is comprised in
every fair path falling into this ESCS (basing on fairness condition).
c) If all states belonging to given ESCS are of type s/ , then every fair path falling
into this ESCS should contain a state s/ in a sequence preceeding falling into
ESCS.
d) The conclusion from b) and c) is that fair path 0/
can be identified only iff
there exists a sequence comprising only states s/
( 0/ k), leading to ESCS
containing only states s/ . The first stage of searching for such fair path is as
follows (using CBS rule, see the algorithm for AF):
d.i)
if in a sphere SPHi(s0) there is a state sj/ , then all its unvisited successors
sm/
(not contained in spheres SPH0(s0)...SPHi(s0)) are inserted into sphere
SPHi+1(s0);
d.ii) as a conclusion, all states s/
reachable from state s0 are contained in
constructed spheres (from d.i by induction on the sphere number, using
lemma IV.2 to stop the induction);
d.iii) in particular, spheres comprise states sj/
(in sphere SPHi(s0) ) for which
no successor is inserted into the next sphere SPHi+1(s0), since all successors
are already inserted into spheres SPH0(s0)...SPHi(s0). Such states are stored
in CSCS set;
d.iv) set CSCS contains states of type A (in Fig. IV.4; SCS, but not ESCS),
B (common future with already visited states) and C (ESCS). Basing on a)
and d.iii) SCS contains representatives of every ESCS comprising only states
s/ , reachable from s0 by a sequence 0/ k.
e) Checking which states belonging to CSCS are representatives of ESCS.
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Consider a state sc CSCS. If it is a case A or B (Fig. IV.4) then the past of sc does
not contain the whole future of sc, therefore FUT(sc)-PAS(sc) . In case C the
future of the state sc is completely contained by its past, so FUT(sc)-PAS(sc)= .
f) Checking if ESCS represented by state sc contains s/ .
Consider nonempty sphere SPHi(sc), and a state sj in it. Basing on d.ii) there is
a sequence s0/ k
sc/ . For i=0 we have sc/
because sc CSCS. For i>0 at
least one predecessor of the state sj in sphere SPHi-1(sc) satisfies s/ , otherwise the
state sj would not be inserted into SPHi(sc). Assume q=sc.
f.i)
sj/ , i>0 – the state sj expands every sequence q/ i running through
predecessors of the state sj in SPH0(sc)...SPHi-1(sc) (and possibly in
SPHi(sc) ) by 1 state not satisfying , giving in result q/ i+1 (there is at
least one such predecessor of the state sj); for sm contained in SPHi(sc) being
predecessors of sj we may assume sm/ , because:
if actually sm/ , then sj/
expands by 1 state a sequence q/ i
running through sm/
and sj/
(as for predecessors in spheres
SPH0(sc)...SPHi-1(sc) ),
if sm/ , then this fact will be detected during the analysis of the sphere
SPHi(sc); for the state sm/ the value of in its successor is void and
does not change the result of checking given ESCS for containing s/ .
sj/ , i>0 is an element of a sequence q/ i
for all
i/
i+1/
predecessors sm/
in spheres SPH0(sc)...SPHi(sc). If such a path exists, then
such a fair path exists.
In case f.i) every successor of the state sj:
either belongs to spheres SPH0(sc)...SPHi(sc) and it was already analyzed
(it expands the sequences running through by 1 state),
or belongs to the sphere SPHi+1(sc) and will be analyzed after the analysis
of the sphere SPHi(sc) is completed.
In case f.ii) the condition cond1=true occurs, therefore the considered ESCS
contains at least one state s/ .

f.ii)

By the induction on the sphere number one of two cases occur:
there exists a sequence q/ p
p/ which is found during the analysis of
the sphere SPHp(s0), if another such path has not been found before.
The sequence found is a part of at lest one fair path starting from s0
(lemma IV.4) (and perhaps some paths that are not fair). As cond1=true,
the result of the evaluation is cond1res=false which denotes that ESCS
contains s/ ; next ESCS should be analyzed (if it is last ESCS then the
evaluation finishes positively),
all sequences analyzed in spheres have the form q/ k ( q=sc), and the
successor of every state sj/
is a state sm/
which gives the conclusion
/
for
every
path
(including
fairs
paths,
and
there are such for sure –
q
lemma IV.3). The lemma IV.2 guarantees termination of the evaluation in
a finite number of steps (there exists such p that SPHp(s0)= ), the result of the
evaluation is cond2res=true which denotes that ESCS does not contain s/ .
The evaluation is finished negatively (there exists a fair path 0/
with
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beginning sequence 0/ q
sc/ k, and the future of the last state in the
sequence consists only of states belonging to ESCS, every of them s/ ).
Lemma IV.1 guaranees that using CBS all paths are checked and no state outside these
paths is considered

■

The full proof (for all operators) is contained in [Dasz02a].

IV.7. SYMBOLIC VERSION OF CBS ALGORITHM
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There are two general directions in modern model checking. The first is based on explicitly
represented state space: on-the-fly checking in which the state space is being constructed
during the avaluation. As much of the state space is calculated as is required for
verification Two main techniques are used: local model checking – evaluation of formulas
for single state [Verg93] and top-down model checking in [Bier99c, Bier99d] (CBS rule is
similar to the latter, except it is used for CTL).
The second approach uses symbolic representation (for example ROBDD [Brya86]), where
the whole state space is searched for every subformula of temporal formula [McMi92].
A state space is storeed as a BDD tree causing compact representation and fast evaluation.
Some approaches were done to integrate symbolic representation with on-the-fly
evaluation, for example tableau-based LTL methods [Bier99c, Bier99d] or symbolic
methods for CTL and LTL using checking satisfiability of Boolean formulas
(SAT: [Bier99a, Bier99b, Will00, Penc02]). In this section, construction principles of
symbolic version (based on BDD representation) of the CBS algorithm are presented.
This algorithm evaluates CTL formulas in time proportional to the length of a formula and
the size of state space (see Section IV.9). Both canonical (ROBDD) and non-canonical
representation of state space is possible [Will00].
The CBS (Checking By Spheres) algorithm is described in Section IV.4 in explicit state
space version. The CBS rule acts like Breadth-First Search [Aho74] and therefore it is
implementable using BDD representation (where a next-state relation is represented as
a Boolean formula). The state quantification is skipped as it cannot be implemented
symbolically in general (is state variable is used inside a scoppe of state quantifier).
The symbolic version of CBS algoritm is presented here, and the next section presents
on-the-fly evaluation by means of incremental representation of RG―.
The evaluation is performed on a parsing tree. Every node is representing a single operator
or atomic Boolean formula.
The nodes of the parsing tree have the type TREE:
type

TREE=^TREENODE;
TREENODE=record
oper: (op_or,op_and,op_not,op_AG,op_AUw,op_AX,op_AF,op_AXa)
CHKD:BDD;
{set of states for which
the subformula was evaluated}
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{set of states for which
the subformula was positively evaluated
(HOLD
CHKD) }
{left argument (+ * AUw)}
{right argument ( + * AUw AX AG AF AXa)}

end;

A variable being a pointer to BDD tree representing a Boolean formula is of type BDD.
The representation of Reachability Graph (RG) in BDD is described in [Krys02].
The evaluation is performed using the variables:
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RG:BDD points to the tree representing the Reachability Graph (precisely
RG―) coded as a Boolean formula,
s0:BDD is the starting state of evaluation (it may be the initial state sinit),
the root of parsing tree is ROOT:TREE,
for all terminal nodes in the parsing tree ^.CHKD is initially equal to RG and
^.HOLD is calculated.
The general scheme of the function evaluating a formula (treated as a node in parsing
tree) for a set S is as follows:
1. If S is a subset of HOLD then return true ( is true in all already checked states, and
only these states are considered).
2. If S has a common part with CHKD–HOLD then return false ( is false in some
already checked states).
3. The step 4. or 5. is executed only if neither 1. nor 2. holds. Only SNC=S-CHKD is
considered is steps 4. and 5.
4. Executed for Boolean operators:
the procedure tries to conclude the result without looking at SNC (for example
for the + operator, if left^.CHKD
right^.CHKD cover SNC then the
result is true if left^.HOLD
right^.HOLD cover SNC);
if SNC must be checked, the formula is evaluated for appropriate arguments
state by state, causing early termination if a state is found for which the
Boolean formula does not hold.
5. Executed for operators checked by spheres (temporal
operators):
for every sphere SPH if it is a subset of HOLD then
the evaluation stops with result true (for example for
the operator AG if a sphere consists of states for
which AG holds, then it holds for all states visited
starting from S);
if the sphere SPH has a common part with
states holding
CHKD-HOLD then the evaluation stops with result
state not holding
false (for example for the operator AG if a sphere
consists a state for which AG does not hold, then
starting state
it does not hold for a state belonging to S);
if none of the above holds then the rest of evaluation
Fig. IV.23 Evaluation
is performed for SNC=SPH–CHKD, following the
CBS rule;
of AG (false)
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if the formula is checked for a set of states and the result is false, then two
optimizations may be applied:
o checking if the negation of the formula is true and if so then inserting
the whole set S to CHKD but not to HOLD (generally, checking the
negation of the formula should be applied using other algorithms than
CBS, to avoid checking state by state);
o if the set contains at least two states then check the formula for one of
these states to enlarge CHKD for future savings (it preserves the time
complexity, see Section IV.9).
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Two examples of evaluation of formulas are illustrated in
Figs. IV.23 and IV.24 (case AG). False evaluation
(Fig. IV.23) finds a sphere where at least a single state does
not hold . False evaluation finds only states holding in the
future of the starting state (which may be a subset of RG―
if the starting state of evaluation is not an initial state).
The skeleton code of the symbolic algorithm for the case of
operator AG is given below. Sets of states are store in
synbolical BDD structure, and operations ,-, , ,
are calculated symbolically over BDD. Complete algorithm
is given in [Dasz02b].

states holding
initial state
starting state

function Check (S:BDD; :TREE): boolean;
Fig. IV.24 Evaluation of
var
SC,SNC,SPH,VIS:BDD;
AG (true)
begin
if S
^.HOLD then return(true);
{ is true in all already checked states,
and only these states are considered}
SC:= S
^.CHKD; {SC - already checked in S}
if not (SC
^.HOLD) then return(false);
{ is false in some already checked states}
SNC:= S - ^.CHKD;
{otherwise check the rest of S; SNC - not checked in S}
{the part specific to the operator comes here}
op_AG: begin
{check sphere by sphere, S first}
SPH:=S; VIS:=F;
while SPH
do begin
VIS:=VIS
SPH;
if SPH
^.HOLD then begin
^.CHKD:=OR( ^.CHKD, S);
^.HOLD:=OR( ^.HOLD, S);
return(true)
end;
SC:= SPH
^.CHKD;
{SC - already checked in SPH}
if not (SC
^.HOLD) then return(false);
{ is false in some already checked states}
SNC:= SPH - ^.CHKD;
{otherwise check the rest of SPH;
SNC - not checked in SPH}
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if not Check(SNC, ^.right) then begin
{possible modification:
check for one state in SNC,
insert to CHKD and if true then to HOLD}
{possible modification: check
for all
states in SNC, if so then insert to CHKD}
return(false)
end;
SPH:=NEX(SNC) - VIS
{it is optimization:
the future is taken only for SNC}
end;
return(true)

end;
…
end;
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IV.8. INCREMENTAL REPRESENTATION OF

RG―

The algorithm CBS presented in Sections IV.4 and IV.5, and the symbolic version given in
Section IV.7 work on complete global state space of CSM automata RG― (obtained
using the algorithm described in [Mieś94]). Incremental representation of a state space is
based on calculating as much of the global state space as it is necessary to evaluate
a temporal formula. Such an approach is used in on-the-fly evaluation methods,
for example in “bounded model checking” methods using SAT procedures (checking
satifiability of Boolean formulas) to calculate the Boolean value of a formula representing
a single path in a state space and a fragment of temporal formula [Bier99a, Bier99b,
Penc02] and “local model checking” [Bier99c, Bier99d]. The method presented here is
based on checking set of successors of a given set of states (Breadth-First-Search) rather
than on analysis of sequences (which is typical in methods using SAT).
The type BDD – used to store Boolean functions representing RG― and sets of states –
is defined in BDD library. It is treated as stadard type in implementation of symbolic CBS
algorithm (see section IV.7). As the CBS algorithm is based on inspection of consecutive
“spheres” in the future of starting state (or set of starting states), incremental representation
is based on the construction of “global spheres” – sets of states distant from the initial state
sinit by given number of transitions. If a state s belongs to the recent global sphere
calculated so far, then the next global sphere must be calculated to obtain a set of
successors of s. Therefore, we must know how many global spheres were calculated.
Global variable DEP:natural is equal to the number of recent “global sphere”.
For any set of states S used in evaluation of a temporal formula, we must have the largest
distance from sinit of states belonging to S. For this purpose the type BDD is now compound
of two fields: pointer to BDD structure and depth of already-elaborated BDD structure
(largest distance from sinit of states belonging to S):
type

BDD=record
struct:BDDpointer;
depth:natural
end;
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The field depth is used in operations on sets of states:
Function calculating an intersection of sets of states (conjunction of Boolean formulas
representing these sets in fact): AND(S1,S2:BDD):BDD – depth of result is
minimum of appropriate depths of arguments (it is a “safe” approximation, since the
intersection may exclude states most distant from the initial state in both arguments).
Function calculating a sum of sets of states (disjunction of Boolean formulas
representing these sets in fact) OR(S1,S2:BDD):BDD – depth of result is maximum
of appropriate depths of arguments.
Function calculating a difference of sets (for Boolean functions S1 and S2 representing
these sets – a function calculating S1* S2 in fact): DIF(S1,S2:BDD):BDD – depth
of result is equal to depth of S1 (it is a “safe” approximation as in the case of AND).
Function calculating a complement of a set (negation of formula representing this set in
fact) NEG(S:BDD):BDD – this case requires calculation of full state space (but if
NEG(S) is a scope of a state quantifier, it may be calculated incrementally, see later in
this section).
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The incremental representation is used as long as we do not have the full state space
(an empty global sphere informs of this fact). Global variable COMPLETE:boolean is
assigned true if the whole Reachability Graph is calculated.
Now we may show the sheme of the function NEX, which evaluates successors of a set of
states (the basic function of CBS):
function NEX (S:BDD): BDD
if COMPLETE=true then return the set of successors of S, calculated using
BDD function.
if COMPLETE=false and S.depth<DEP then return the set of successors
of S, calculated using BDD functions; assign
result.depth:=S.depth+1.
if COMPLETE=false and S.depth=DEP then construct BDD for the next
global sphere if it is empty then COMPLETE:=true else increment DEP;
return the set of successors of S (calculated in new state space, enlarged with
a new global sphere); assign result.depth:=S.depth+1.
In the example of Figs. IV.23 and IV.24, only a part of state space must be calculated.
In Fig. IV.23 the last “global sphere” that must be calculated is the one containing the state
not holding (white circle). In Fig. IV.24 the “global spheres” constituting the future of
starting state (gray circle) must be calculated (black area).
The calculation of PAS(S) (used in evaluation of AF) is specific because it is based on sets
of predecessor of states rther than on successors. This cannot be done on “global spheres”
because there is no “initial state” for construction of spheres. Note that we calculate
FUT(S)-PAS(S), therefore it is not important if we concern exactly PAS(S) or a set PAS‟(S)
corresponding to PAS(S), but possibly containing inaccessible states also (form sinit). Also,
we need a global set GlobRev that contains all states for which predecessors were
calculated. The function PREV that calculates predecessors that construct PAS‟(S) will be
called PREV’:
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Function PREV’ (S:BDD): BDD
if COMPLETE=true then returns the set of predecessors of S (complete graph
allows to calculate the predecessors exactly).
if COMPLETE=false than split the set S into two subsets:
Sdone=S GlobRev and Snot_done=S-Sdone. The function constructs
BDD for the predecessors of Snot_done and calculates the predecessors of
Sdone using BDD functions. The set GlobRev is enlarged by Snot_done.
In purely cyclic RG, the future and the
past of any state is the whole RG―.
Therefore, asking questions with AF
operator concern ESCS which is equal to
RG― and incremental representation
may be useless (if the steps 3. and 4.
of the algorithm are executed). In such
cases - for example in protocol
verification - it is reasonable to “cut off”
the graph to single session. It can be
done by modification of a main
automaton of a protocol, see Fig. IV.25.

IDLE

WORK

IDLE

WORK

As the set GlobRev may be much
END
larger than RG―, and it may contain
many more “reverse spheres” than
RG―, it is reasonable to alternate
calculation of one global sphere and one
Fig. IV.25 “Cutting off”
reverse sphere for given set S. If the
the protocol
variable COMPLETE becomes true, then
the calculation of reverse spheres stops because fully calculated RG― contains the future
and the past of any set S.
In the version of the algorithm not based on incremental BDD representation, the state
space is fully calculated and the sets CHKD for every atomic formula are obtained. Using
incremental representation, the sets CHKD and HOLD for all atomic Boolean formulas
may be calculated while “global spheres” are calculated. When the next sphere is obtained,
it is added to CHKD sets for all atomic Boolean formulas. Then, the sphere is divided into
two subsets relatively to every atomic Boolean formula (it is easy since atomic Boolean
formulas in QsCTL are restricted to two forms: staying is a state or generating a signal, see
Section III.1.2). The subset of a sphere satisfying is added to ^.HOLD.
If a set of states S being a range of a quantifier is used in the formula, one of two cases
occur:
the set S is enumerated using explicit names of states in RG―; in such case as
many “global spheres” must be calculated as is required to cover the set S,
the set S is given in a form relative to the features of component automata
(for example staying in a state on component automaton, generating a signal);
there is a difficulty in application of the described technique because the full
state space must be searched to ensure that the set is complete.
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In the latter case, the state space may be calculated incrementally and the fragments of S
being subsets of consecutive global spheres may be taken to evaluation separately.
If negative evaluation is concluded, no new global sphere needs to be calculated.

IV.9. TIME COMPLEXITY OF THE CBS ALGORITHM
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Simple formulas. Let RG― have N states and M arcs (in worst case, when a graph is
a clique, M=N2). The Checking By Spheres rule is used in every case of the algorithm.
During the analysis of a sphere, successors of states form the next sphere. The arcs of
RG― are followed during the construction and checking of spheres. Therefore
a complexity is O(N+M), result is identical as in a traditional algorithm [McMi92]. There
are algorithms that evaluate formulas quicker [Verg93], but for a single state only.
The complexity O(N+M) is theoretically best for evaluation of CTL for a set of states
(usually: for all states) [Clar99].
Complex formulas – overlapping scopes of operators. As in traditional algorithm,
nesting of formulas (both Boolean and temporal) multiplies the complexity for single
operator by the number of operators G in the formula (O((N+M)*G)). Although sometimes
evaluation of a subformula is invoked many times (if it is a subformula of the outer
formula), the optimization III prevents evaluation of a subformula many times
(see Section IV.5).
State quantifiers. Generally, a set being a range of a quantifier must be calculated during
the evaluation of the formula (for example, FUT(s)). If there is a quantifier which state
viable is not used inside the scope of the quantifier, it adds one pass through states and
arcs, therefore the complexity is multiplied by N+M as for ordinary (Boolean and
temporal) operators. If state variable is used inside the scope of the quantifier, then the
values of subformulas in states, stored in parsing tree, must be “forgotten” each time s
changes its value (see Section IV.5, Variable Reference Pointers). The complexity must be
multiplied by N (checking state by state in the set, calculating the set in the same time).
If state quantifiers overlap (there is an inner quantifier in the scope of the outer one),
in worst case any pair of values of state variables must be taken (a Cartesian product).
This leads to complexity O((N+M)*NL*G), where L is the largest depth of quantifier
nesting (only quantifiers that have state variables used in quantified formulas are
considered).
Potential advantages. Excluding state quantifiers, the algorithm has the complexity equal
to tha classical one O((N+M)*G). However, in many practical cases (see Section V.3),
the CBS algorithm reduces the time of evaluation, as the parts of the formula may be
skipped and some states may be omitted during evaluation, e.g.:
Only a part of full state space is often examined during evaluation of formulas
(the evaluation terminates as soon as the result is unambiguously calculated).
Some subformulas need not be evaluated at all or for specific states (for example
while checking the formula A( Uw ) when is true, or while checking the
formula
when is false, the value of formula is not important).
Although savings resulting from early termination may be substantial, they cannot be
predicted because they depend strongly on the shape of RG― and values of atomic
Boolean formulas in states. The form of the checked formula is also important.
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The usage of ROBDD representation gives additional savings, both in memory needed
(RG― and all sets applied in evaluation represented as Boolean functions) and in the time
of evaluation (operations on sets of states are in fact combinations of Boolean functions).
The savings cannot be predicted, but generally ROBDD representation performs best
(i.e offers best savings) then there are some “regularities” in RG―: subgraphs with
similar structure have typically commons parts in representation.
For the cost of the complexity O((N+M)*NL*G), the designer is offered the new possibility
of temporal model checking: usage of quantified state formulas that simplifies asking many
questions. The complexity may be too large fir a given case, but the problem concerns
every finite-state methods (except the NL factor). If the usage of state quantification causes
unacceptable time complexity, the designer should try to ask the questions without usage
of state quantifiers.
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The optimization is especially important in this context. On the other hand, the model
checking should be applied together with decomposition techniques. It is the subject of
further research.
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THE PROGRAM TempoRG

V.

Temporal model checking in COSMA environment is used to check behavioral properties
of the system under verification. The designer constructs component automata, and the
COSMA system allows her/him to verify the properties in terms of component automata.
Constructs of the new modality (AXa), atomic formulas (a.p and x) and sets of states of
component automata support this process. The COSMA system elaborates RG― and
checks the temporal formulas over elaborated RG―. The designer need not neither
observe nor inspect RG― manually.
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The model checker TempoRG was elaborated by the author of this thesis as a part of the
COSMA 2.0 environment [Dasz98]. The TempoRG program reads RG― prepared by
Product Engine (see Appendix A) and builds the data structure representing the state
space of the system under verification. The verification consists in evaluation of questions
asked by the designer in the form of temporal formulas and presentation of results in
a form convenient for fixing identified errors (the syntax in presented in Section V.1).
If the verified system does not behave properly, the TempoRG program outputs the critical
tree (see Chapter VII) to support the analysis of false result. The designer makes changes
in component automata and repeats the verification process.
First real system verified was an Alternating Bit Protocol (ABP), one of building block
of the system for data transmission using SMS messages in GSM network [Dasz98d].
The transmission is very expensive and every saving is important. The verification
concerned the correctness of some changes in the rules of the ABP protocol. The checking
process is presented in Section V.2.
The author of this thesis led the team of designers which developed SIG, a SCADA system
for industrial plant monitoring. The system was designed without support of formal
verification. Yet after some time of exploitation of the SIG system, an attempt was made to
verify the protocol used in SIG. It is an example of checking a real, large system.
The results of verification are presented in Section V.3.
Several other verification made by collaborators of the author and the students of ICS
WUT are described briefly in Section V.4.

V.1. OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM: INPUT AND OUTPUT
The syntax of TempoRG input is defined in BNF fom.
Syntax of a “logical” line (composed from several “physical” lines):
line
line
line
...
line
line

[// comment] &
[// comment] &
[// comment] &
[// comment] &
[// comment] [#]

■

(max. 10 lines)
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Syntax of formulas:
<number> ::= 0..9 |
<number> 0..9
<identifier> ::=
A..Z |
a..z |
<identifier> A..Z |
<identifier> a..z |
<identifier> 0..9 |
<identifier> _
”<any string>”
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<simplified identifier> ::=
A..Z |
a..z |
<simplified identifier> A..Z |
<simplified identifier> a..z |
<simplified identifier> 0..9 |
”<any string>”
<signal> ::= <identifier>
<state> ::= <identifier>
<state in automaton> ::= <simplified identifier>
<state variable> ::= <identifier>
<set> ::= <identifier>
<automaton> ::= <identifier>
<element> ::=
<state> |
AUT_<number>.<state in automaton> |
<automaton>.<state in automaton> |
<state variable> |
<signal>
<set factor> ::=
[~] <set> |
[~] FUT ( <state> ) | [~] FUT ( <state
[~] PAS ( <state> ) | [~] PAS ( <state
[~] CYC ( <state> ) | [~] CYC ( <state
[~] END ( <state> ) | [~] END ( <state
[~] BEG ( <state> ) | [~] BEG ( <state
[~] '{' <element> {, <element>} '}'
[~] '|' <signal> {, <signal> } '|'
[~] ( <set formula> )
<set component> ::=
<set factor> {AND <set component>}
<set formula> ::=
<set component> {OR <set formula>} |
<set component> {SUB <set formula>} |
<set component> {XOR <set formula>}

variable>
variable>
variable>
variable>
variable>

<factor> ::= [!] <signal> |
[!] in <state> |
[!] in <state variable> |
[!] in <set> |
[!] in AUT_<number>.<state in automaton> |
[!] in <automaton>.<state in automaton> |
[!] ( <formula> )
<component> ::= <factor> {* <component>}
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<impl element> ::= <component> {+ <impl element>}
<iff element> ::= <impl element> {=> <iff element>}
<argument> ::= <iff element> {<=> <argument>}
<single argument formula> ::=
<argument> |
G <single argument formula> |
F <single argument formula> |
N <single argument formula> |
AUT_<number>.N <single argument formula> |
<automaton>.N <single argument formula>
<temporal formula> ::=
<single argument formula> {U <temporal formula>}
<formula> ::=
A <state variable> {elof <set formula>}; <formula> |
E <state variable> {elof <set formula>}; <formula> |
<state> @ <formula> |
<state variable> @ <formula> |
<set> @ <formula> |
<temporal formula>
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The meaning of used symbols is explained in the following table:
Input syntax
~
OR
AND
SUB
XOR
!
*
+
=>
<=>
G
F
N
<automaton>.N
U
A
E
elof
<state> @ <formula>
<set> @ <formula>

Meaning
~ (complement)
(union)
(intersection)
– (set difference)
symmetric set difference
(Boolean negation)
* (Boolean conjunction)
+ (Boolean disjunction)
(implication)
(iff)
AG
AF
AX
AXautomaton
AUw

s:
S:

If a most embracing formula has the form <temporal formula> then it is assumed
<state> @ <temporal formula> where <state> is the initial state of RG.
The question on states fulfilling a formula (or not) has a following syntax:
<value in all states> ::=
? [}-->] <state variable> [elof <set formula>] ; <formula>
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<true in states> ::=
? + [}-->] <state variable> [elof <set formula>] ; <formula>
<false in states> ::=
? - [}-->] <state variable> [elof <set formula>] ; <formula>

■

The meaning of questions is collected in the table:
Question
? s; <formula>
?+ s; <formula>
?- s; <formula>

Meaning
a value of formula for every state in RG
states for which formula holds
states for which formula does not hold

The phrase }--> causes critical trees to be generated for every state in displayed list
(regardless of the result: true or false).
The question of a sequence of states from the initial state of RG to a given state:
■

<sequence to state> ::= }--> <state>
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The command line invoking the TempoRG program:
TempoRG RG=<file containing RG> Q=<file containing formulas>
A=<output file> PROJECT=<project file> SYNTAX=CXL

■

Input of the program may contain three sections (the last one is obligatory, but may be
empty):
Section [AUTOMATA] which allows the designer to assign names to automata
(they have only numbers in output of Product Engine), for example
FIRST=AUT_1.
Section [SETS] which allows the designer to give names to sets (it is useful
especially when a set is used many times), for example
FUTSEND=FUT(|send|) defines a set containing the future of the set of
states generating signal send.
Section [FORMULAS] which may contain several types of formulas to
evaluate:
o temporal formulas with the syntax: <formula>,
o question what is the value of the formula in every state of the system:
?s; … (syntax <value in all states>),
o question which states hold the formula: ?+s; … (syntax
<true in states>),
o question which states do not hold the formula: ?-s; … (syntax
<false in states>),
o in all questions “which states” (?s, ?+s, ?-s) the scope of search may
be restricted: ?s elof <set formula>; …,
o generation of sequences leading from the initial state of RG to every state
of the list of states obtained using “which states” question (?s, ?+s,
?-s); the question mark should be followed by a “sequence arrow”:
}-->, for example ?+}-->s; …,
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o generation of a sequence leading from the initial state of RG to a specified
state: }--> <state> (syntax <sequence to state>).
Having the [FORMULAS] section processed, the program waits for next formulas that may
be written manually in the window of the TempoRG program.
The program gives result of every formula (--> TRUE or --> FALSE) (in the case of
„?‟ formulas – a list of states satisfying or not satisfying the formula) and evaluation time
(hours/ minutes/ seconds/ hundredths of second).

V.2. CASE STUDY 1 – ALTERNATING BIT PROTOCOL
slost
send0
send1

s_0
s_1

SEND
CHANNEL

rt

st
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SENDER
a_0
a_1

RECEIVER
ACK
CHANNEL

ack0
ack1
rlost

Fig. V.1 Structure of the ABP system
The structure of the system under analysis is shown in Fig. V.1. It consists of four
components (automata):
SENDER and RECEIVER represent two parties (sides) of the protocol;
two unidirectional channels for transmission of messages and acknowledgments
(both called „packets‟); the channels may loose transmitted data; distorted
packets are rejected and treated as lost.
Every side of the protocol switches between two phases called „0‟ and „1‟. The number of
phase is included in packets transmitted as a phase indicator. The SENDER sends
messages one by one as long as it gets an acknowledgment with the same phase number as
in the sent message. Getting the right acknowledgment switches the phase of the
SENDER: from „0‟ to „1‟ or from „1‟ to „0‟. The RECEIVER waits for a message
containing a correct phase indicator („0‟ or „1‟) in a phase with opposite number (it waits
for a message „0‟ in state „1‟ and reverse). If the RECEIVER gets correct message,
it sends an acknowledgment with the phase indicator matching the last message received.
The RECEIVER sends acknowledgments one by one as long as it gets a message with the
phase number opposite to its phase. Getting the right message switches the phase of
RECEIVER.
Packets may be distorted and then they are rejected and treated as non-existent. In a real
system, the content of a message is separated from the header and both are equipped with
control, redundant data. The phase indicator is contained in the header and therefore the
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header is controlled very precisely. Any distortion of the header that changes the phase
indicator and leaves control data correct, leads the protocol to general malfunction.
SENDER
SEND1
/send1

SEND0
/send0

a_0 *
(st + a_1)

RECEIVER

a_0
SWAIT0

a_1

RINIT

a_1 *
SWAIT1 (st + a_0)

a_0
* st
* a_1

s_0

s_0

ACK1
/ack1

ACK0
/ack0

s_1 *
(rt + s_0)

s_1

s_0
RWAIT0

RWAIT1

s_1
* rt
* s_0

a_1
* st
* a_0

SENDCHANNEL

s_0
* rt
* s_1

ACKCHANNEL
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send0
* send1
+ slost

ack0
* ack1
+ rlost
RIDLE

SIDLE
send0
* slost

SEND_0
/s_0

s_0 *
(rt + s_1)

ack0
* rlost

send1
* slost

ACK_0
/a_0

SEND_1
/s_1

ack1
* rlost

ACK_1
/a_1

Fig. V.2 Alternating Bit Protocol (ABP)
In the model, signals send0 and send1 represent messages issued by the SENDER, and
signals ack0 and ack1 represent acknowledgments issued by the RECEIVER. The signals
s_0, s_1, a_0 and a_1 represent the same packets transmitted by an appropriate channel
successfully. The signals slost and rlost represent unpredictable events from the
environment, which cause a packed to be lost (or distorted and treated as lost). Signals st
and rt represent occurrence of timeout (produced by watchdog clocks not shown here).
Receiving the timeout signal causes the SENDER or the RECEIVER to transmit the last
packet once again.
CSM models of the above components are shown in Fig. V.2. The automaton SENDER
issues a message „0‟ (send0) and then waits for acknowledgment „0‟ (a_0): it is the
„0‟ phase of SENDER. If SENDER gets an acknowledgment other than „0‟, or if send
timeout appears (signal st), SENDER sends the message „0‟ once again. If SENDER gets
a „0‟ acknowledgment, it changes its phase to „1‟ and starts to send a message „1‟ (send1).
The situation in phase „1‟ is symmetric.
The RECEIVER waits for a message „0‟ (s_0) in phase „1‟. If RECEIVER gets a message
other than „0‟, or receive timeout appears (signal rt), it issues the acknowledgment „1‟
(ack1, for previous message „1‟) once again. If RECEIVER gets a message „0‟, it changes
its phase to „0‟ and sends an acknowledgment „0‟ (ack0). The situation in state „0‟ is
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symmetric. There is an exception for initial state: RECEIVER does not send an
acknowledgment „1‟ until it gets first message „0‟ from SENDER.
Two automata: SENDCHANNEL and ACKCHANNEL model communication channels
between SENDER and RECEIVER. These channels may admit faults: both messages and
acknowledgments may be lost. The SENDCHANNEL gets messages „0‟ (send0) or „1‟
(send1), but it may transfer them to RECEIVER (s_0, s_1) or lose. Losing a message is
modeled by external signal slost. The ACKCHANNEL models a communication channel
for acknowledgments: it gets ack0 or ack1 and it sends a_0 or a_1 respectively iif external
signal rlost is not active. If rlost is active then the automaton does not produce neither a_0
nor a_1 which model losing of an acknowledgment.
Applying temporal model checking, we will show that the protocol may be simplified by
eliminating timeouts in SENDER or RECEIVER automaton. In the model it means that
either st or rt signal is removed (no transition is labeled with a formula containing removed
signal), without loosing of correctness. Yet withdrawing both timeouts causes that the
system does not behave correctly, as will be shown later.
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VERIFICATION OF THE ABP PROTOCOL
Verification of ABP consisted in the evaluation of several temporal formulas addressing
various aspects of the protocol‟s behavior. Of course, it is the protocol designer who has to
define these requirements. She/he should have a reasonable insight into the analyzed
behavior as well as an experience and imagination. Un-asked questions will remain
unanswered.
The formulas are written in notation defined in Chapter III, and in input format of
TempoRG program. The form of input and output is described briefly in the introduction to
this chapter.
a) test for deadlock freeness. If from any state there is an arc to another state – there is no
deadlock.
s; in s (AF (in s))
A s; in s => (F ! (in s))

(a)

--> TRUE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/11

b) test for liveness. If the protocol reaches a given state (except for the initial state RINIT
of RECEIVER), then it must eventually return to this state in the future. To ask this
question, a set of states Aft_INIT (states that do not have RINIT as projection on
RECEIVER) shuold be defined in [SETS] section.
[SETS]
Aft_INIT=~{RECEIVER.RINIT}

Now the quection may be asked in terms of the set Aft_INIT:
s Aft_INIT ; in s

(AG AF in s)

(b)

A s elof Aft_INIT; in s => (N F in s)
--> TRUE
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Evaluation time is 00:00:00/22

c) test of a feature corresponding to „liveness” for states in Aft_INIT. It is natural that
some beginning states support initial conditions of the system and. Such states are visited
in initial sequences of the system and they are never visited again. Therefore, the
“liveness” condition does not apply. Instead, we ask if the system falls into the cyclic part
of the protocol inevitably after the initial part. In our example, the initial part consists of
states having projection onto RCEIVER.RINIT. The set of these states is simply
a complement of the Aft_INIT set.
s Aft_INIT ; in s

(AF in Aft_INIT)

(c)

A s elof ~Aft_INIT; in s => (F in Aft_INIT)
--> TRUE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/11
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d) test if every message is eventually transmitted through a channel. First let us check
whether every message transmitted as send0 eventually passes through the
SENDCHANNEL. Note that any message transmitted by the SENDER as send0 has to
eventually enter RECEIVER as symbol s_0, even if it is lost by the channel and several
retransmission attempts are necessary.
AG send0

(AF s_0)

(d1)

G send0 => (F s_0)
--> TRUE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/05

The formula is true, but the conclusion from its evaluation is misleading. It is a result of
“naive thinking”: the signal s_0 may be sent in the next “cycle” of the protocol while
preceding send0 has been lost forever.
The formula that seems to better verify the correct sequence of signals is the following:
“neither signal send1 nor s_1 is issued after send0 as long as signal s_0 is not issued”):
AG send0

(A(( (send1 + s_1)) Uw s_0))

(d2)

G send0 => ((!(send1 + s_1)) U s_0)
--> FALSE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/00

The formula is false! Unfortunately it is still naive thinking even in a correct protocol: not
every signal send0 must be converted to s_0. Indeed, it may happen that the SENDER
transmits send0, which is immediately converted into s_0 and passed to RECEIVER, but
the acknowledging message a_0 is delayed by the ACKCHANNEL. Then (as a result of
a timeout) the SENDER may re-transmit the same message once again (or even several
times), but when the acknowledgment eventually comes, these multiple copies should be
ignored) Multiple copies of an original message “do not deserve” to be converted into s_0.
Therefore it is not true that in the correct protocol any send0 must be followed by its s_0.
The right formula that verifies if every signal send0 reaches its destination follows:
s

{|a_1|} {SENDER.SWAIT1}; AX send0

(A(( (send1 + s_1)) Uw s_0))

(d3)

A s elof {a_1} AND {SENDER.SWAIT1} ; N send0 => (!(send1 + s_1)) U s_0)
--> TRUE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/00
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Where {|a_1|} denotes a set all states of RG― which generate signal a_1, and
{SENDER.SWAIT1} denotes a set on all states of RG―, which have the state SWAIT1 as
a projection on automaton SENDER.
This formula really verifies a proper sequence of signals. It can be read “for every state
sending message send0 for the first time, the message s_0 must reach its destination before
a message send1 is issued (or converted to s_1)”. In CSM model it is not possible to
specify, “how many times” the automaton stays in a state. It is only said that the automaton
lasts in a given state as long as a formula on the “ear” is true. Therefore, a condition
“sending for the first time” must be specified as a sequence: a preceding state not issuing
the signal, and then the state when the signal is generated. In this case a preceding state to
a state issuing send0 is the state having SWAIT1 as projection on SENDER. If in this
predecessor state the signal a_1 is received, the next state in automaton SENDER is a state
generating send0. An exception is initial situation, in which there is no predecessor of
a state sending send0. For this case a special formula is prepared, concerning state RINIT
of automaton RECEIVER:
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s {RECEIVER.RINIT} {SENDER.SWAIT1};
AX send0 (A(( (send1 + s_1)) Uw s_0))

(d4)

A s elof {RECEIVER.RINIT} AND {SENDER.SWAIT1} ; N send0 =>
((!(send1 + s_1)) U s_0)
--> TRUE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/00

&

Symbol „&‟ denotes the continuation of a formula in the next line.
The formulas similar to (d3), verifying if signals send1 (d5), ack1 (d6) and ack0 (d7) reach
their destinations are as follows:
s

{|a_0|} {SENDER.SWAIT0}; AX send1

(A(( (send0 + s_0)) Uw s_1))

(d5)

(A(( (ack0 + a_0)) Uw a_1))

(d6)

(A(( (ack1 + a_1)) Uw a_0))

(d7)

A s elof {a_0} AND {SENDER.SWAIT0} ; N send1 => ((!(send0 + s_0)) U s_1)
--> TRUE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/00

s

{|s_1|} {RECEIVER.RWAIT1}; AX ack1

A s elof {s_1} AND {RECEIVER.RWAIT1} ; N ack1 => ((!(ack0 + a_0)) U a_1)
--> TRUE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/00

s

{|s_0|} {RECEIVER.RWAIT0}; AX ack0

A s elof {s_0} AND {RECEIVER.RWAIT0} ; N ack0 => ((!(ack1 + a_1)) U a_0)
--> TRUE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/00

The last formula checks if the signal ack0 send “for the first time” after the state
RECEIVER.RWAIT0 reaches the SENDER. Tt is necessary to check a similar property
after the state RECEIVER.RINIT:
s

{RECEIVER.RINIT}; AX ack0

(A(( (ack1 + a_1)) Uw a_0))

A s elof {RECEIVER.RINIT} ; N ack0 => ((!(ack1 + a_1)) U a_0)
--> TRUE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/00
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e) test for proper sequences of signals. Next, set of formulas is designed to verify proper
sequences of signals issued by individual automata. The sequences form “main loops” of
the automata, (after send0 always send1 must occur, etc.), as opposed to “waiting loops”
in which a sigle signal is send time after time. The formulas (e1, e2) test the main loop of
the SENDER, while the formulas (e3, e4) test the main loop of the RECEIVER:
SENDER

RECEIVER
SEND1
/send1

SEND0
/send0

a_0 *
(st + a_1)

a_0

a_1

SWAIT0

a_1 *
SWAIT1 (st + a_0)

a_0
* st
* a_1
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RINIT

s_0

s_0

ACK1
/ack1

ACK0
/ack0

s_1
s_1
* s_0 RWAIT1

s_0

s_0
*
s_1
RWAIT0

s_1
* s_0

a_1
* st
* a_0

s_0
* s_1

Fig. V.3a Protocol ABP1 - modified ABP with no timeout in RECEIVER
SENDER

RECEIVER
SEND1
/send1

SEND0
/send0

a_0 *
(st + a_1)

a_0

a_1

SWAIT0

a_1 *
SWAIT1 (st + a_0)

a_0
* st
* a_1

ACK1
/ack1

ACK0
/ack0

s_1
s_1
* s_0 RWAIT1

s_1
* s_0

a_1
* st
* a_0

s_0

s_0
RWAIT0 * s_1

s_0
* s_1

Fig. V.3b. Protocol ABP2 – simplified ABP1
AG send0

(AF send1)

(e1)

G send0 => (F send1)
--> TRUE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/06

AG send1

(AF send0)

(e2)

G send1 => (F send0)
--> TRUE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/00

AG ack0

(AF ack1)

(e3)

G ack0 => (F ack1)
--> TRUE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/05
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(AF ack0)

(e4)

G ack1 => (F ack0)
--> TRUE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/00

As the sequences of signals are valid, it shall be tested if the signals are separated by
proper acknowledgments: “after send0 is send, send1 is not issued until a_0 arrives”,
etc. (e5-e8):
AG send0

(A(( send1) Uw a_0))

(e5)

(A(( send0) Uw a_1))

(e6)

G send0 => ((!send1) U a_0)
--> TRUE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/06

AG send1

G send1 => ((!send0) U a_1)
--> TRUE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/00
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AG ack0

(A(( ack1) Uw s_1))

(e7)

(A(( ack0) Uw s_0))

(e8)

G ack0 => ((!ack1) U s_1)
--> TRUE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/00

AG ack1

G ack1 => ((!ack0) U s_0)
--> TRUE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/00

This finishes the verification of the basic version of ABP (Fig. V.1). To sum up we can say
that (with respect to requirements (a) through (e)) the system under analysis is proven to be
correct.
On the other hand, the design process always involves the attempts to simplify or optimize
the system‟s behavior. The designer may wonder, for instance, if the timeout mechanisms
(with all their timers etc) are actually necessary for both SENDER and RECEIVER.
VERIFICATION OF THE PROTOCOLS ABP1 AND ABP2
The first modification of ABP consists in removing timeout mechanism from RECEIVER.
A modified RECEIVER is shown in Fig. V.3a – protocol ABP1. After the modification,
transitions from two states of RECEIVER: RINIT and RWAIT0 both lead to the same state
ACK0 with identical expressions (s_0). Basing on this observation the states RINIT and
RWAIT0 may be merged into one new state RWAIT0, which is the new initial state
(Fig. V.3b – protocol ABP2).
The protocol ABP1 fulfills the correctness conditions as for the protocol in the basic form
(a-e). For simplified version ABP2 the condition (d4) should be changed, as there is no
state RINIT in RECEIVER.
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(d4‟)

{RECEIVER.RWAIT0} {SENDER.SEND0}; A(( (send1 + s_1)) Uw s_0)

A s elof {RECEIVER.RWAIT0} AND {SENDER.SEND0} ; (!(send1 + s_1)) U s_0
--> TRUE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/00

The test for liveness (b) and (c) should be changed as well, because according to previous
definition the set Aft_INIT is a full set (no state RINIT). The formula (bc‟) substitutes (b)
and (c).
s ; in s

(bc‟)

(AX AF in s)

A s; in s => (N F in s)
--> TRUE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/11

SENDER
SEND1
/send1
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SEND0
/send0

a_0
* a_1

RECEIVER

a_0

RINIT

a_1
SWAIT1 * a_0

a_1

SWAIT0

a_0
* a_1

s_0

s_0

ACK1
/ack1

ACK0
/ack0

s_1 *
(s_0 + rt)

s_1

s_0
RWAIT0

RWAIT1

s_1
* rt
* s_0

a_1
* a_0

s_0 *
(s_1 + rt)

s_0
* rt
* s_1

Fig. V.4a Protocol ABP3 - modified ABP with no timeout in SENDER
SENDER
SEND1
/send1

SEND0
/send0

a_0
a_0
* a_1 SWAIT0

a_0
* a_1

RECEIVER

a_1

ACK1
/ack1

ACK0
/ack0

s_1 *
(s_0 + rt)

a_1
SWAIT1 * a_0

s_1
RWAIT1

s_1
* rt
* s_0

a_1
* a_0

s_0 *
(s_1 + rt)

s_0
RWAIT0

s_0
* rt
* s_1

Fig. V.4b Protocol ABP4 - corrected ABP3
The answer is positive for all questions (a,bc‟,d1-d3,d4‟,d5-d8,e1-e8). Thus it is proved
that timeout may be safely removed from RECEIVER.
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VERIFICATION OF THE PROTOCOLS ABP3 AND ABP4
Now we will verify if timeout may be removed from SENDER. The modification of ABP
is shown in Fig. V.4a – protocol ABP3. This system is incorrect, as RECEIVER checks
the timeout waiting for every message except the first one. If first „0‟ message is lost,
a negative reply „1‟ will not be issued. This leads to a deadlock.
Indeed, test for deadlock (a) is negative.
s; in s

(AF

(in s))

(a)

A s; in s => (F ! (in s))
--> FALSE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/00

After the negative result, the TempoRG program outputs the “critical tree” (simply critical
sequence in this case), which is a sequence of states leading from the starting state of
verification to the erroneous state (the explanation of the form of critical trees is contained
in Chapter VII):
F:
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ERROR SWAIT0_RINIT_SIDLE_RIDLE

This feature of the TempoRG program is often very useful in identification of the reason of
the error. Now it does not help, because the sequence comprises a single state. Thus the
designer may ask for the list of all states not holding the required property.
?- s; in s => (F ! (in s))

(„?-„ denotes asking for states not satisfying a formula that follows). The program
TempoRG points on the state:
--> NOT FULFILLED FOR STATES:
SWAIT0_RINIT_SIDLE_RIDLE

The deadlock appears when SENDER is in state SWAIT0, RECEIVER is in state RINIT,
and both communication channels are in neutral states (SIDLE and RIDLE). It is exactly
the situation in which the first message is lost.
The protocol may be corrected by modification in RECEIVER so that it waits with
timeout for every message, including the first one. In ABP4 (Fig. V.4b), the state RWAIT0
becomes the initial state (state RINIT is removed). This fixes the problem. The protocol
ABP4 does not include RINIT state in RECEIVER, therefore the questions should be
asked as for the protocol ABP2 (a,bc‟,d1-d3,d4‟,d5-d8,e1-e8). Positive answers are found
for every formula except one. It is interesting to observe that a question of liveness (bc‟)
gives negative answer:
s ; in s

(bc‟)

(AX AF in s)

A s; in s => (N F in s)
--> FALSE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/06
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The negative answer is caused by a sequence of states occurring only in the “initial
sequence” and never executed again. Yet the protocol works correctly, which results from
answers to other questions (a,d,e). States forming this “initial sequence” should be found:
?- s: in s => (N F in s)

The program returns negative evaluation for states:
--> NOT FULFILLED FOR STATES:
SEND0_RWAIT1_SIDLE_RIDLE
SWAIT0_ACK0_SEND0_RIDLE

SENDER
SEND1
/send1

SEND0
/send0

a_0
a_0
* a_1 SWAIT0
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RECEIVER

a_1

RINIT

s_0

a_1
SWAIT1 * a_0

a_0
* a_1

s_0

ACK1
/ack1

ACK0
/ack0

s_1
* s_0

s_1

s_0

RWAIT1

s_0
RWAIT0 * s_1

s_1
* s_0

a_1
* a_0

s_0
* s_1

Fig. V.5a Protocol ABP5 – modified ABP with no timeout at all
SENDER
SEND1
/send1

SEND0
/send0

a_0
a_0
* a_1 SWAIT0

RECEIVER

a_1

a_0
* a_1

ACK1
/ack1

ACK0
/ack0

s_1
* s_0

a_1
SWAIT1 * a_0

s_1
RWAIT1

s_1
* s_0

a_1
* a_0

s_0

s_0
RWAIT0 * s_1

s_0
* s_1

Fig. V.5b Protocol ABP6 - simplified ABP5
These two states should be treated similarly to states having state RINIT as projection on
RECEIVER in the basic version of the protocol. The set Aft_INIT will contain all states
belonging to RG― except states described above (~ denotes the complement of the set):
[SETS]
Aft_INIT=~{SEND0_RWAIT1_SIDLE_RIDLE,SWAIT0_ACK0_SEND0_RIDLE}

s Aft_INIT ; in s

(b‟)

(AX AF in s)

A s elof Aft_INIT; in s => (N F in s)
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--> TRUE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/05

s Aft_INIT ; in s

(c‟)

(AF in Aft_INIT)

A s elof ~Aft_INIT; in s => (F in Aft_INIT)
--> TRUE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/00

The form of questions (b‟) and (c‟) is identical to the form of (b) and (c), but note that the
set Aft_INIT is defined differently.
The answer to questions (a,b‟,c‟,d1-d3,d4‟,d5-d8,e) is positive. It proves that timeout may
be removed from SENDER.
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VERIFICATION OF THE PROTOCOLS ABP5 AND ABP6
It is rather obvious that a protocol without any timeouts at all (no negative
acknowledgments in a case of losing a message or positive acknowledgment) cannot work
properly. Yet let us check this property by formal analysis of RG―. Modified SENDER
and RECEIVER are shown in Fig. V.5a – protocol ABP5. The protocol cannot work –
loss of any signal (either message or acknowledgment) leads to a deadlock – first formula
(a) is false. The removal of the state RINIT from RECEIVER as in the protocols ABP2
and ABP4 (Fig. V.5b – protocol ABP6) does not repair the situation – the solution is still
wrong.
s; in s

(AF

(in s))

(a)

A s; in s => (F ! (in s))
--> FALSE
Evaluation time is 00:00:00/00

Thus, we have proved that negative acknowledgments have to be sent after a timeout by at
least one partner of a protocol: by SENDER or RECEIVER, or by both.
It should be emphasized that all the analysis of the protocol was done without any
knowledge of RG―. The analysis in every version was performed in terms of component
automata (even numbers of states and arcs in RG― were unknown).

V.3. CASE STUDY 2 – THE SIG PROTOCOL
In ICS WUT, an industrial system SIG (also known under ESS shortcut) has been
developed since 1996 [Mieś98c, Grab98]. The system is designed for plant monitoring in
company management network (office network). In the system, a quite complicated
application protocol is used between real time data base and a graphical client. Although
the protocol was designed intuitively without formal specification, an attempt was made to
re-design it using CSM formalism, and to verify the behavioral correctness of the protocol.
The first verification was performed just for the test of COSMA environment and the
TempoRG program in the environment. Second and third were serious verifications, done
to ensure the designers that the protocol is safe and reliable. In the third verification,
exmples of formulas with AXa operator are presented. The fourth verification preceded the
design stage of a version of SIG protocol with redundant paths of messages.
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First verification. A simplified model of the protocol was prepared and checked first
[Grab99, Gron99] just for exercise target. Yet even this limited verification was useful
since the verification showed that a possibility of a deadlock occurs after some specific
sequence of events. The deadlock has never been observed, but the risk was real. The
protocol was corrected in accordance to the new, proper specification. In time of this
verification, the size of state space that might be checked by the very first version of
TempoRG program was limited to 3MB of memory for data structures (extended DOS
program).
Second verification. After re-drawing the program in new environment (Win32), the
possibility arose to verify large spaces. Although the full protocol cannot be checked yet
(it will be possible soon, after applying ROBDD representation [Dasz00]), the size of state
space of one side of the protocol (the client side) is small enough to be checked. The
RG― of 21 automata consists of about 8000 states and 26000 arcs. The sequence of
establishing the connection between server and client was verified. Typical questions were
asked:
if the system is deadlock free,
if after idle state, a connection is inevitable,
if after connection is established, a future disconnection (idle state) is
inevitable,
if after connection is established, all processes important to the protocol will be
informed of this fact,
if after connection is established, data will be transferred
if the request for password is being sent only as long as a password is invalid,
if the request for password is not sent again till the end of connection if the
password is valid.
The results of verification are not very interesting to persons not involved in the project,
because all answers are true [Grab99]. In the verification about 20 expressions were
evaluated. The maximal memory usage while checking was less than 16MB.
During verification, the CBS algorithm showed its strong point (early termination of
calculations). Evaluation of a following formula:
AG in SockSock.not_connected

(AF in SockSock.connected)

took less than 1 minute. Verification of quite similar formula:
AG in SockSock.connected

(AF in SockSock.not_connected)

took more than half an hour (33‟18”) on the same computer.
Third verification. More precise model of the SIG protocol was prepared. The main
difference lays in refining the model of phases of establishing the connection. The model
consists of 25 automata with full state space over 1011 (a Certesian product of sets of states
of component automata). The reachable part (RG―) consists of over 14000 states and
over 32000 arcs. About 20 formulas were evaluated, all positively. The evaluation of all
formulas took about 4 hours.
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The interesting aspect of the verification concerns the usage of AXa operator. The SIG
protocol on the CLIENT side is divided into five groups or automata (for organizational
reasons):
SOCKET – responsible for
COnConnect1
cooperation between the phases of
the protocol (ProtVer, Password,
Vars, Values),
IDLE
ProtVer –negotiation of the version
COnConnect1
of the protocol,
CCSAck
Password –identification of a user,
Send_
Vars – specification of variables
Prot_Ver
which will be subject of monitoring,
/CProtVer
Values – transmission of the data.
In every phase of the protocol there is
a signal that initiates the phase. In ProtVer
CCSAck
On_
group it is the signal CProtVer in automaton
Conect_Ack
ProtVerOnConnect, see Fig. V.6. In the
/COn
other groups there are signals: CPass in
Connect1
automaton PasswordOnSignal, CGVar
Ack
in automaton VariablesOnSignal and
CStartVal in automaton ValuesOnSignal.
Each of these signals should be issued only
once during the connection. Let us take the
Fig. V.6. The automaton
example of signal CProtVer. The signal
ProtVerOnConnect
once issued cannot be send again until one
of the three conditions occurs:
positive acknowledgement CPassOK,
negative acknowledgement CPassError (which closes the connection),
end of connection (state NotConnected in SocketSocket automaton).
The formulas that verifies this condition is:
AG (CProtVer
(AXProtVerOnConnect
A (( CProtVer ) UW (CProtVerOK + CProtVerError +
in SocketSocket.NotConnected))
)
)
The operator AXProtVerOnConnect is used because the state SendProtVer of automaton
ProtVerOnConnect may not be left immediately (see Fig. V.6).
The formulas that check similar conditions for the other outlined signals are:
AG (CPass
(AXPasswordOnSignal
A (( CPass ) UW (CPassOK + CPassError +
in SocketSocket.NotConnected))
)
)
AG (CGvar (AXVariablesOnSignal
A (( CGvar ) UW (CVarEnd +
in SocketSocket.NotConnected))
)
)
AG (CStartVal (AXValuesOnSignal
A (( CStartVal ) UW in SocketSocket.NotConnected)
)
)
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Fourth verification. Some new concepts of development of the SIG system concern
redundancy of servers and data channels. Reliability and performance of such a sytem were
tested by Macin Gruber and Marcin Sokołowski (B.Sc. students) under supervision of
Waldemar Grabski and the author of this thesis. Research was done using extended model
ECSM [Grub01], which makes use of additional variables (not modeled as automata),
signal attributes, real time constraints and probabilities of transitions. Before the research
on reliability and performance, the behavioral correctness of the system was checked in
TempoRG environment. The full state space consists of 107 states (a Cartesian product of
sets of states of component automata), from which 1879 are reachable (the size of RG―).
32 formulas were evaluated, confirming the correctness of the model. The evaluation of all
formulas took several minutes.
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V.4. OTHER CASE STUDIES
Production cell. The development of the COSMA environment is a basis for numerous
student research works in ICS WUT. An example is the behavioral analysis of the
Production Cell – a system consisting of Executor, Supplying Robot and Collecting Robot.
The research was performed by Jacek Matuszewicz as a M.Sc. thesis under supervision of
Jerzy Mieścicki [Matu01]. Two models were verified: synchronous (with direct
communication between actors of the model) and asynchronous (with queues separating
the actors). The former model has full state space of over 2500 states and the latter one
near to 106 states. 9 formulas were evaluated for each of the models. A deadlock was found
and removed.
Distributed brake controller [Dasz01b]. The distributed controller of train brakes
consists of autonomous controllers for every car, cooperating with one another. The force
applied to brakes depends on the distance to the station, emergency brake signal and the
force applied by neighboring controllers. The verification relied on 4 formulas answered
positively and one formula which showed an error: the brake controller works correctly
until the train stops, but the train cannot start running again.
Traffic Light Conntroller (TLC) [Dasz01a]. The TLC was designed as a set of CSM
automata and verified using TempoRG. The controller was verified in fair and unfair
environment. Although CSM systems are fair by definition, unfair environment may be
modeled as additional automata generating “environment” signals in unfair way. In this
case, unfairness was modeled as an external signal lasting forever.
Rules of compilation of CSM automata to VHDL code were elaborated. The resulting
controller was checked by simulation.

V.5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The program TempoRG showed its usefulness in many examples and case studies. It was
used for verification of real systems proving their correctness or finding serious errors.
The memory size of computers used for verification gives sufficient reserve to the future
verifications (the memory usage of the greatest state space, over 14000 states, was about
16MB). The stronger limitation may be the time consumption, as it grows proportionally to
the size of state space. Note that adding a single two-state component automaton p that is
not synchronized with other ones (its alphabets INP(p) and OUT(p) do not have a common
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part with alphabets of other automata) multiplies the number of states of RG by two. The
analyzed examples gave evaluation times less than an hour, but it was generally result of
early termination of the CBS algorithm. But it is not guaranteed that it will always be the
case.
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The algorithm may be accelerated by distribution of evaluation. As the evaluation of twoargument expressions (Boolean or temporal) is independent of each other, it may be
performed by separate processors having access to the common memory holding the state
space. Alternatively, the data structure representing the state space may be distributed
among computers in the network (sending an amount of data of about one gigabyte is not
a problem nowadays). It is a subject for further research.
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VI. STATE SPACE REDUCTION
Generally, the process of finding RG― for a set of
CSM automata leads to the explosion of RG― (which
is – in the worst case – a Cartesian product of state
spaces of component automata). To save the memory
space needed for state space representation, reduction
techniques are used. These methods reduce number of
states and arcs in the state space, but in such manner
that the result of the evaluation of a selected class of
temporal formulas is preserved. We may say that proper
reduction does not change “temporal consequences” in
the state space.

sk1
sj
si

sk2
sk3
sn
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Fig. VI.1 A fragment of

The main purpose of reduction is to make verification
RG― before reduction
of large systems possible. If the full state space does not
fit in memory, reduced state space possibly does.
The reduction of a system that fits in memory is problematic, because worst case time
complexity of reduction (see later in this section) exceeds worst case time complexity of
CBS algorithm. But if the ruduction is done for a “package” of temporal formulas, then all
of them are evaluated on reduced state space and the reduction may be reasonable.
In [Bast00, Gert99, Wolp93] the reduction of a state space is proposed for interleaved
systems. The reduction algorithm is based on the assumption that some independence
relation among arcs of component automata is known. Then, out of possible transitions
from a state, the algorithm chooses the ones that must remain in the resulting graph if the
evaluation of a formula has to remain unchanged. Other transitions may be removed from
the graph, because they do not influence evaluation of the formula. The algorithm is very
efficient since it saves time, not only memory space (not all possible arcs outgoing from
the given state must be analyzed). However, this approach not only exploits of the nature
of interleaved execution, but also requires that an independence relation for a system of
components is pre-determined. The independence relation states that the actions in the
system influence each other in other way than specified in the model under verification.
For the purpose of the abstract algorithm, the relation is arbitrary but known. In real case,
the independence relation must be calculated. Some other reduction methods proposed in
the literature (addressed to software verification): program slicing [Harm94, Corb00] and
data abstraction [Păsă01, Corb00] are based on construction of reduced state space using
the meaning of program instructions and data structures.
The concepts of reduction presented in [Bast00, Gert99, Wolp93] cannot be applied for
CSM. Concurrent State Machines admit coincident execution of actions (rather than the
„pure‟ interleaving). In system with interleaved execution, one of possible actions is chosen
every time. The reduction algorithm simply restricts the order in which actions may be
executed. This approach cannot be applied for CSM with coincidencies of actions. Instead,
we will try to skip some actions in RG―. In CSM, the interactions between component
automata are completely described by RG― and therefore no extra information on
independence of action should be provided.
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A new reduction algorithm is proposed below in which no additional information is
required except the RG― itself with the logical values (true-false) of atomic formulas
attributed to RG― states. The reduction consists in the replacement of a pair of arcs by
a single arc, provided that it does not change temporal consequences. For example, a pair
of arcs ((si,sj), (sj,sk1)) in Fig. VI.1 may be replaced (under certain conditions) by a single
arc (si,sk1). This possibly reduces the number of arcs in RG― by one. The arcs (sj,sk…)
will be effectively removed if the state sj will be removed from RG (see below). If the
reduction is applied to every pair: ((si,sj), (sj,sk1)), ((si,sj), (sj,sk2)), ((si,sj), (sj,sk3)) giving
new arcs (si,sk1), (si,sk2), (si,sk3), and the state sj has no predecessor other than si, then the
state sj itself and all arcs leading to its successors may be removed from the graph. This
way, the number of states in RG― is reduced by one (see Fig. VI.2). If the state sj is
preserved, than only the arc (si,sj) and the arcs leading from sj to its not preserved
successors may be removed.
The substitution may be applied if first arc in a sequence of two arcs is invisible.
Intuitively, the arc is invisible if it leads from a state to another state in which all atomic
formulas of a given temporal formula have the same values (a formal definition of
invisibility of arcs is given below). If an arc leading from si to sj (Fig. VI.1) is invisible,
then every sequence of two arcs: first leading from si to sj and second leading from sj to sk
(one of successors of sj: sk1, ..., skm are substituted by a single arc leading directly from si
to sk (Fig. VI.2).
As the evaluation of atomic formulas for considered states has to be known, the reduction
is made with respect to a temporal formula that is to be evaluated. For this reason no
reduction may be applied with respect to the formula including “next state” operator AX,
since it always distinguishes a state from its successors. For the same reason, usage of state
variables inside the scope of a quantifier distinguishes the actual value of the state
variables from other states.
The temporal logic without the AX operator is denoted with ―X index. The QsCTL logic
that does not include neither the X operator nor state variable used in the scope of a state
quantifier will be referred to as QsCTL―X. Formulas in QsCTL―X will be denoted ―X.

VI.1. THE REDUCTION ALGORITHM RCSM
Let us define the invisibility of an arc.
Definition VI.1 (invisibility of arcs)
Given a set of atomic propositions
, an arc leading from si to its
successor sj is invisible, if every
atomic proposition belonging to
has the same Boolean value in
both si and in sj ( is true in both
states or is false in both states):
(si)= (sj).
■
The principle of substitution for a single pair of arcs is
as follows:
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Reduction rule
In a given RG―, if the arc x leading from a state si to a state sj is
invisible according to a given set of atomic propositions , and the
state sj has a successor sk with an arc y leading from sj to sk, then the
RG― may be reduced by substitution of a sequence of arcs x, y with
a single arc z leading directly from si to sk. State sj will be called
skipped in the sequence.
■
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If a state sj has many successors sk1, sk2, …, skm then the
reduction may be applied to every pair of arcs ((si,sj),
(sj,sk1)), ((si,sj), (sj,sk2)), …, ((si,sj), (sj,skm)) giving
single arcs (si,sk1), (si,sk2), …, (si,skm). If the reduction is
applied for every sequence of arcs containing any
successor of sj (sk1, sk2, …, skm), the state sj may become
unreachable and then it should be removed from
RG―.
The reduction may be applied under certain restricting
conditions:

sk1
sj

sk2
sk3

si

Fig. VI.3 Illustration of
reduction restriction v

Reduction restrictions
i. if si=sj (an ear), the reduction cannot be applied;
ii. if sj=sk (an ear), the reduction cannot be applied;
iii. if sk=si, then the reduction cannot be applied (to prevent creating new
ear);
iv. if there is a subformula of a form s: ―X, where s=sj or s is a state
variable of a range containing sj but not si, then the reduction cannot be
applied;
v. there is an exception to restriction iv, when all the successors of si are
also successors of sj (Fig. VI.3): in this case reduction may be applied.■
Restrictions i and ii are obvious: for terminal state with an ear, reduction rule holds
naturally because the ear is always invisible (every atomic formula has the same value at
both ends of the ear). Restrictions i and ii cause that terminal states are not subject to
reduction. Restriction iii prevents creation of non-terminal ears (which are prohibited in
RG―, see Section III.1.2). If in a sequence of arcs ((si,sj), (sj,si)) the state sj is skipped,
a new ear is created (si,si). Restriction iv prevents skipping sj if any subformula is
expressed “from the perspective” of sj. Restriction v relaxes the restriction iv, if all
successors of si are also successors of sj. In such a case there is no distinction between si
and sj (the arc (si,sj) is invisible) and the reduction may be applied. All formulas sj: ―X
must be replaced by formulas si: ―X. If there is a subformula s S; s: ―X and sj S, then
si must be added do S.
A RG― in which a reduction is applied we will refer to as reduced reachability graph
(RRG―).
 Definition VI.2 (complete set of atomic Boolean propositions
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In a case of operator AXa, specific propositions must be added to a set
of atomic Boolean propositions to guarantee that all temporal
propositions over have the same Boolean value in both full RG―
and in RRG―. If the next-in-automaton operator AXa is used, then
a proposition in s|a must be added to for every state s of
automaton a. The set satisfying the above completeness conditions will
be called complete and denoted c.
■
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Theorem V.1
If in RG― there is a sequence of two arcs (x, y), x=(si, sj) and
y=(sj, sk), and the reduction rule holds for (x, y) over c, and reduction
restrictions do not have effect, then RG― with a reduction applied
(RRG―) may be used as well as RG― to evaluate any temporal
formula ―X over c.
■
To prove the theorem, let us first define the stuttering bisimulation [Gert99] between states
in RG― and in RRG―. Intuitively, stuttering simulation takes place if for every path
starting from the state in the first state space we can find a path starting form the
corresponding state in the second state space such that the order of atomic formulas that
are true is identical. For example, the sequence of satisfying two atomic formulas and
may be as follows: (none, only , and , only , none, only , etc.). Two paths in the
two state spaces may be like these in Fig. VI.4. Non-empty sequences with the same values
of all atomic formulas of the given formula are called partitions. They are separated by
dashed lines. First partition has two states in the upper path and one state in the lower one.
So is for the second partition. Third and fourth partitions in the upper path have one state
each and in the lower path they have two states each. Bisimulation occurs if for every path
in the first state space we may find a corresponding path in the second one and vice versa.

Fig. VI.4 Stuttering simulation
Definition VI.3 (stuttering simulation)
Two states s and s‟ in Kripke structures K and K‟, are in stuttering
simulation relation [Gert99], if for every path in K starting from s
there exists a path ‟ in K‟ starting from s‟, and each of these two paths
may be split into partitions (sequences of states) B1, B2, … in K, B1‟,
B2‟, … in K‟, such that for each h>0, Bh and Bh‟ are nonempty and
finite, and for every state sp in Bh and every state sp‟ in Bh‟
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(sp1)= (sp2‟). States s and s‟ will be called stuttering similar. Paths
and ‟ will be also called stuttering similar.
■
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Definition VI.4 (stuttering bisimulation)
Two states s and s‟ in Kripke structures K and K‟, are in stuttering
bisimulation relation [Gert99], if s is in stuttering simulation relation
with s‟, and s‟ is in stuttering simulation relation with s. States s and s‟
will be called stuttering bisimilar. Paths and ‟ will be called
stuttering similar if is stuttering similar to ‟ and ‟ is stuttering
similar to .
■
Proof of theorem V.1. As shown in [Gert99], for any pair of stuttering bisimilar
states s and s‟, K,s╞ ―X iff K‟,s‟╞ ―X. Indeed, every not skipped state sp in RG― and
in RRG― (K and K‟) is stuttering bisimilar, even if skipped state sj is in future of sp in
RG―:
For every path starting from sp, not going
through sj in RG―, the sequences of
...
states in K and in K‟ are identical
sp
(partitions contain simply single state, the
same state in both paths, Fig. VI.5).
B1
B2
B3
For every path starting from sp, going
B1‟
B2‟
B3‟
through sj in RG― (and therefore
...
through si):
sp‟
partitions from sp to the
predecessor of si in RG― and in
Fig. VI.5 Paths not going
RRG― contain single state;
through sj
partition Bh containing si consists
of si and sj (as (si)= (sj)), while
partition Bh‟ consists of si‟ only;
next partitions Bg and Bg‟, g>h, contain single state (Fig. VI.6).
Finding stuttering bisimilar paths going through sj is easy because for every path going
through si, sj and skl, l=1..m in RG― there is exactly one path going through si and skl in
RRG―.
■
State sj is not stuttering bisimilar with skipped
state si‟, because if we try to take sj in RG― (K)
and si‟ in RRG― (K‟) as stuttering bisimilar:
we will find a stuttering bisimilar path
in RRG― for every path in RG―
(partition B1 consists of sj only, while
partition B1‟ consists of si‟ only, next
partitions contain single state, the same
state in both paths),
we will not find a stuttering bisimilar
path in RG― for path in RRG― that
starts from si and has a successor of si
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other than sj and sk1, …, skm as second element (a path (si, sn, ...) in Fig. VI.2;
there is no arc from sj to sn in RG― !; this is the reason why if a formula
s: ―X appears, state s cannot be skipped - reduction restriction iv).
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The reduction restriction v is an exception from reduction restriction iv:
for every path in RG― starting from sj there exists a stuttering bisimilar path
in RRG― (partition B1 consists of sj only, while partition B1‟ consists of si‟
only, next partitions contain single state, the same state in both paths),
there are not any successors of si other than sj and sk1, …, skm, therefore the
previous case is the only one (see Fig. VI.3).
The reduction rule allows us to reduce fragments of
graphs having the form of “diamond with diagonal” to
the diagonal only (arc (si, sk) in Fig. VI.7). It is
important for the CSM model which is not based upon
interleaving: it allows for simultaneous execution of
transitions in component automata. Thus, such a shape
is rather typical if two actions may be executed in any
order: first, than second (upper two-arc sequence);
second, than first (lower two-arc sequence); and both
simultaneously (diagonal). In interleaving models, no
“diagonal” (si, sk) exists in cases like in Fig. VI.7 – the
subgraph consists of the two two-arc sequences only.
The reduced graph consists of a pair of arcs: either
((si,sj1), (sj1,sk)) or ((si,sj2), (sj2,sk)).

sj1

si

sk

sj2

sk

si
As the correspondence between states in RG― and
in RRG― is symmetric, the relation is stuttering
bisimulation. For every pair of stuttering bisimilar
Fig. VI.7 Reduction of
states s and s‟ it holds that RG―,s ╞ iff
“diamond with diagonal”
RRG―,s‟ ╞ (it was shown that s cannot be
skipped). The next-in-automaton operator (AXa) may
be used in formulas ―X, because the operators never refer to skipped states or their
predecessors (because of atomic formulas of type in s included in c prevent visibility of
arcs that should be preserved).
After single reduction, next invisible arcs may be reduced from RG―. A graph RRG―
is final if no further reduction can be applied. The final form of RRG― has not a unique
form – it may depend on the order in which candidates for reduction are taken.
The RCSM algorithm
Basing on the reduction rule presented above, original
algorithm of state space reduction is proposed. It is
denoted as RCSM, which comes from “Reduction in

CSM”. However, prior to the construction of the
effective algorithm the following problems should be
settled:
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Fig. VI.8 A cycle in RG―
subject to reduction
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a) problem of infinite reductions in the cycle. In a situation illustrated in Fig. VI.8,
attempts to apply the reduction may be done infinitely in a cycle in RG― (in
Figs. VI.8, VI.9 and VI.10 states sj1..sj4 are shown with various thickness of edges
for readability). First sj1 is skipped, then sj2, sj3, sj4 and sj1 again. The solution is to
finish attempts to skip the successors of si when a cycle is identified (a state sj1 is
tried to be skipped for the second time). As a result, sj4 will be chosen as
a successor of si (Fig. VI.9).
b) problem of non-effective reduction. In a similar
situation to the previous one (cycle like in
sj3
sj4
Fig. VI.8), searching for successors in a cycle
(using the reduction rule and the above
si
assumption (a)) will fall into a “trap”. First step is
skipping an invisible successor of si (sj1), and the
sj2
sj1
new successors resulting from consecutive
reductions until a loop is broken and the last
invisible successor found (sj4) becomes a new
Fig. VI.9 The result of
successor of si. Next, an invisible successor of sj4
reduction with a “trap”
is skipped (sj1), and the new successors as before,
until the skipping terminates. The termination
results from reduction restriction iii (preventing of creation of new ear), sj3 becomes
a new successor of sj4. These steps are repeated for sj3 and sj2. As the result, the
following arcs are taken to reduced graph: (sj4,sj3), (sj3,sj2), (sj2,sj1), (sj1,sj4).
Surprisingly, no reduction is achieved (although the graph has different shape –
the order of states in the loop differs from original graph). The result is illustrated
in Fig. VI.9. This weakness of the reduction can be solved by a principle that if
a state already taken to the resulting graph is tried to be skipped, the algorithm
stops searching for the next successors to skip. Using this assumption, a graph
shown in Fig. VI.10 will be obtained.
c) multi-pass reductions. A “one-pass” algorithm
sj3
sj4
does not guarantee that the reduced graph is its
final form. It is possible that starting from initial
state of reduced graph, new reductions are
si
possible. However, the assumption is made that
the “one-pass” reduction is sufficient.

Fig. VI.10 The result of

Two versions of reduction algorithm were constructed:
reduction without
on-line and off-line. The on-line version is for actual
a “trap”
purposes – it acts during the calculation of the state
space, supporting the process of constructing the smaller space saving the memory usage
needed for representation. In such a way more complicated systems may be verified.
The off-line version of the RCSM algorithm works on existing RG―, which has to be
computed in advance. Of course, the off-line version of the algorithm is „operationally‟
useless, since the full state space is just calculated and represented in memory, so the
reduction does not provide any real gain. The off-line algorithm was used mainly for
performance evaluation, allowing the designer to estimate the delivered reduction factor.
The procedure implementing the off-line RCSM algorithm follows.
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procedure reduce_offline;
var PRES,
{preserved states}
CHKD,
{checked states}
TEST,
{prevents seaching in loop}
SUC, SUCSUC, SUCs, SUCSUCs: set of state;
ARCS: set of (state, state); {a pair of states}
s,s1,s2: state;
s1_pres: boolean;
begin
◄ 1► PRES:=[sinit];
◄ 2► CHKD:= ;
◄ 3► while PRES-CHKD
do begin
◄ 4►
s:=any(PRES-CHKD);
◄ 5►
CHKD:=CHKD
[s];
◄ 6►
SUC:=nex(s);
◄ 7►
SUCs:=SUC;
◄ 8►
while SUC-PRES
do begin
◄ 9►
s1:=any(SUC-PRES);
◄10►
SUC:=SUC-[s1];
◄11►
if (s1 s) and ( (s1)= (s)) then begin
◄12►
SUCSUC:=nex(s1);
◄13►
SUCSUCs:=SUCSUC;
◄14►
TEST:=[s];
◄15►
s1_pres:=false;
◄16►
while (SUCSUC-TEST)
do begin
◄17►
s2:=any(SUCSUC-TEST);
◄18►
SUCSUC:=SUCSUC-[s2];
◄19►
if (s2=s1) or (s2=s) or
◄20►
(Is_Formula_In(s1) and (SUCs
◄21►
then s1_pres:=true
◄22►
else begin
◄23►
ARCS:=ARCS
[(s,s2)];
◄24►
SUC:=SUC
[s2];
◄25►
TEST:=TEST
[s2]
◄26►
end
◄27►
end;
◄28►
if s1_pres then PRES:=PRES
[s1]
◄29►
else begin
◄30►
ARCS:=ARCS - [(s,s1)]
◄31►
end
◄32►
end else PRES:=PRES
[s1]
◄33►
end
◄34► end;
◄35► TEST:=GS;
◄36► while TEST-PRES
do begin
◄37►
s:=any(TEST-PRES)
◄38►
SUC:=nex(s);
◄39►
while SUC
do begin
◄40►
s1:=any(SUC);
SUC:=SUC-[s1];
◄41►
◄42►
ARCS:=ARCS - [(s,s1)]
◄43►
end;
◄44►
TEST:=TEST - [s]
◄45► end
end.
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The gneral scheme of the procedure reduce_offline consists of two phases: in the
first phase ◄1-34► the candidates to reduction (invisible states) are searched for, and arcs
leading to found invisible states are removed. Seaching is performed just as it results from
reduction rule: two “layers” of successors are taken (successors and successors of
successors) anf the reduction rule ◄11► with reduction restrictions ◄19,20► is applied.
If a state gets new successor ◄23►, the algotithm tries to reduce it ◄24► but not
infinitely in a loop (TEST takes care ◄1-34►).
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The second phase consists in removing states that were never marked as
“preserved” ◄35-45►.
Detalied description: the arcs of RG― are stored in the set ARCS (calculated previously).
The procedure collects preserved states in PRES (in the beginning the initial state
sinit ◄1►). Among them are states that are already checked (set CHKD, initially
empty ◄2►). The procedure runs until PRES-CHKD
◄3►. Any not checked state s
is taken ◄4► and inserted to CHKD ◄5►. The loop runs through the successors
of s ◄6► that are not preserved ◄8►. Successors of s are stored in SUCs ◄7► for
testing the reduction restriction v. For any successor s1 ◄9,10► if it is invisible ◄11►
then it is a candidate for skipping. The set of “second level successors” SUCSUC is taken
(successors of s1, which is a succesor of s) ◄12► and stored in SUCSUCs ◄13► for
testing the reduction restriction v. The set TEST is used to prevent infite cyclic reductions:
it contains states already visited (initially s) ◄14►. State s1 is marked “not
preserved” ◄15►. For any “second level successor” s2 ◄16,17,18► if any reduction
restriction holds ◄19,20► then the state s1 is marked “preserved” ◄21► else s2 is
skipped ◄22-26►. If s1 is preserved then it is inserted into PRES ◄28►. Otherwise the
arc from s to s1 is removed ◄29-31►. If the state s1 is visible ◄11► then it is inserted
to PRES at once ◄32►. The algorithm is completed by removing all not preserved states
and arcs leading to their successors from the graph ◄36-45►.
The on-line version of the algorithm performs the reduction during the calculation of
RG―. To make a reduction, two “spheres” of states (distant from a given state by one arc
and by two arcs) are obtained and then reduction rules are applied.
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procedure reduce_online;
var PRES,
{preserved states}
CHKD,
{checked states}
CALC,
{calculated successors}
TEST,
{prevents seaching in loop}
SUC, SUCSUC, SUCs, SUCSUCs: set of state;
s,s1,s2: state;
s1_pres: boolean;
begin
◄ 1► PRES:=[sinit];
◄ 2► CALC:= ;
◄ 3► ARCS:= ;
◄ 4► CHKD:= ;
◄ 5► while PRES-CHKD
do begin
◄ 6►
s:=any(PRES-CHKD);
◄ 7►
CHKD:=CHKD
[s];
◄ 8►
if s in CALC then SUC:=nex(s)
◄ 9►
else begin
◄10►
SUC:=calculate_successors(s);
◄11►
CALC:=CALC
[s1]
◄12►
end;
◄13►
SUCs:=SUC;
◄14►
while SUC
do begin
◄15►
s1:=any(SUC);
◄16►
SUC:=SUC-[s1];
◄17►
if (s1 s) and ( (s1)= (s)) then begin
◄18►
if s1 in CALC then SUCSUC:=nex(s1)
◄19►
else begin
◄20►
SUCSUC:= calculate_successors(s1);
◄21►
CALC:=CALC
[s1]
◄22►
end;
◄23►
SUCSUCs:=SUCSUC;
◄24►
TEST:=[s];
◄25►
s1_pres:=false;
◄26►
while (SUCSUC-TEST)
do begin
◄27►
s2:=any(SUCSUC-TEST);
◄28►
SUCSUC:=SUCSUC-[s2];
◄29►
if (s2=s1) or (s2=s) or
◄30►
(Is_Formula_In(s1) and (SUCs
SUCSUCs))
◄31►
then begin
◄32►
s1_pres:=true;
◄33►
ARCS:=ARCS
[(s1,s2)]
◄34►
end else begin
◄35►
ARCS:=ARCS
[(s,s2)];
◄36►
SUC:=SUC
[s2];
◄37►
TEST:=TEST
[s2]
◄38►
end
◄39►
end;
◄40►
if s1_pres then begin
◄41►
PRES:=PRES
[s1];
◄42►
ARCS:=ARCS
[(s,s1)]
◄43►
end
◄44►
end else begin
◄45►
PRES:=PRES
[s1];
◄46►
ARCS:=ARCS
[(s,s1)]
◄47►
end
◄48►
end
◄49► end
end.
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The main defferences between the off-line and on-line procedures are:
the successors are calculated as needed,
there is no reason to mark states “preserved”: reduced states are simply not
taken into the state space, if they should be taken as successors of states other
than currently considered, it would be done later (during working over those
states).
The procedure reduce_online collects preserved states in PRES (in the beginning
PRES=[sinit] ◄1►). The states which have calculated successors are stored in
CALC ◄2►. The arcs of RG are stored in the set ARCS (initially empty ◄3►). Among
the preserved states are states that are already checked (set CHKD, initially empty◄4►).
The procedure runs until there are preserved and not checked states
(PRES-CHKD ) ◄5►. Any not checked state s is taken ◄6► and inserted to CHKD
◄7►. The set of successors of s is taken ◄8► or is calculated and stored for future use
◄9-11►. Successors of s are stored in SUCs ◄13► for testing the reduction restriction
v. For any successor s1 ◄14-16► if it is invisible ◄17►then it is a candidate for
skipping. The set of “second level successors” SUCSUC is taken (successors of s1, which
is a succesor of s) ◄18► or is calculated and stored for future use ◄19-22►. “Second
level successors” are stored in SUCSUCs ◄23► for testing the reduction restriction v.
The set TEST is used to prevent infinite cyclic reductions: it contains states already visited
(initially s) ◄24►. State s1 is marked “not preserved” ◄25►. For any “second level
successor” s2 ◄26-28► if any reduction restriction holds ◄29,30► then the state s1 is
marked “preserved” and the arc (s1,s2) is added to ARCS ◄31-33►. In the other case
s2 is skipped ◄34-38►. If s1 is preserved then it is inserted into PRES and the arc
(s,s1) is added to ARCS ◄40-43►. If the state s1 is visible then it is inserted to PRES
at once and the arc (s,s1) is added to ARCS ◄44-47►.
The time complexity of both versions of the algorithm is determined by the fact that for
every state possibly all arcs should be examined (the algorithm after successful reduction
tries to reduce new successors of a state). This leads to complexity O(N*M), where N is the
number of states and M is the number of arcs in RG―. However, the time complexity is
counted for the worst case. In some cases the substantial reduction in RCSM (see
Figs. VI.12 and VI.13) is achieved at the cost of more operations. In [Gert99] sometimes
not all successors of a state in a state space have to be calculated. Having found a specific
number of visible or invisible actions, other actions need not be checked. In RCSM
algorithm all successors of a state (and their successors) in RG― must be calculated
before a reduction may be applied.
The worst case occurs for large number of arcs in RG― (comparable to N*N– a clique,
where N is a number of states). Yet the reduction in such graphs may be substantial.
In a case of small number of arcs in RG― (comparable to N) the reduction factor is
smaller (generally, sequences of invisible arcs are skipped) and the time of reduction is
closer to N than to N*N.
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VI.2. EXAMPLE 7 – MONITOR

Producer
cp

Consumer
rp, qp

ep

rc, qc

MUTEX

cc

gc

gp
PROD

CONS
empty

put

ec

full
BUF

get
error
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Fig. VI.11 Structure of the monitor
To illustrate the use of the developed reduction algorithm let us consider CSM
implementation of Hoare‟s monitor [Hoar74]. The example is the implementation of
a monitor protecting a one-element buffer [Dasz93]. The model of the monitor consists of
the following automata (the structure is presented in Fig. VI.11):
MUTEX – mutual exclusion guard: it receives requests from the monitor
procedures (rp – request of the PROD procedure, rc – request of the CONS
procedure) to allocate the critical region of the monitor to a process invoking
a procedure. The automaton MUTEX allocates the critical region issuing the
signal gp (grant for PROD) or gc (grant for CONS). The procedures release
the critical region by issuing signals qp (quit of PROD) or qc (quit of CONS).
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BUF – the automaton modeling the buffer that stores data. The automaton
BUF receives put and get signals from PROD and CONS. The model of BUF
consists of states EMPTY, FULL and ERROR (the last one is entered after
putting to the full buffer, getting from the empty buffer, or putting and getting
at the same time). The outlined states produce the signals, respectively empty
(for PROD), full (for CONS) and error (to the environment).

Consumer
Delay Branch
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Main Loop

s

s

Producer
Delay Branch

s

s

Fig. VI.12 RG―
of a monitor

PROD – the automaton implementing the procedure of putting data into the
buffer. It request for access to the critical region of the monitor, tests the status
of the buffer (it should be empty, otherwise the process delays) and inserts the
data into the buffer issuing the put signal. Last, the procedure CONS is
resumed if it is delayed. The idle state of PROD is EP. The procedure is
invoked by the Producer process by signal cp (call of PROD). End of the
procedure is notified with signal ep (end of PROD).
CONS – the procedure getting data from the buffer. It acts symmetrically to
PROD. The idle state of CONS is EC. The procedure is invoked by the
Consumer process by signal cc (call of CONS). End of the procedure is
notified with signal ec (end of CONS).
Producer – the process producing data and invoking PROD.
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Consumer – the process invoking CONS and consuming data.

Main Loop
Consumer
Delay Branch
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Producer
Delay Branch

Fig. VI.13 Reduced
RG― of a monitor

A full RG― is shown in Fig. VI.12 (details like names of states, state outputs and
expressions on arcs are skipped for readability reason). The state space consists of 76
reachable states (out of 735 states in full Cartesian product of sets of states of component
automata) and 124 arcs. The main loop in the center is a typical situation in which the
Producer stores data into the empty BUF and then Consumer retrieves data from the
full BUF. The cycle has double edges: the inner one is followed if the procedure (PROD
or CONS) occupies the critical region and the other one is idle. If the other procedure
requests the critical region, the outer cycle is entered. If the procedure CONS tries to get
from the full BUF, then the Consumer delay branch is entered. The procedure CONS is
delayed in this branch. The reason of the “double edge” of the branch is similar to the main
loop: on of the edges is entered if the PROD procedure requests the critical region. The
cycle in the end of the Consumer delay branch is executed as the sequence of actions:
PROD puts the data into BUF,
PROD resumes CONS
CONS gets the data from BUF,
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CONS invoked again, delays.
If the CONS is not invoked again then the control goes back to the main loop. The
situation in the Producer delay branch is symmetric.
The verification of the model consists of four checks:
If the PROD procedure is idle, the operation put on the buffer must occur in the
future (assuming the call of the procedure will occur, basing on the fairness
condition, Section II.2).
If the CONS procedure is idle, the operation get on the buffer must occur in the
future.
If the BUF is FULL, no put operation may occur until get is performed.
If the BUF is EMPTY, no get operation may occur until put is performed.
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These requirements expressed in terms of temporal formulas referring to the component
automata as temporal formulas are as follows:
AG in PROD.EP (AF put)
AG in CONS.EC (AG get)
AG in BUF.FULL (A( ( put) Uw get))
AG in BUF.EMPTY (A( ( get) Uw put))
■
Fig. VI.13 shows RG― after reduction (using TempoRG program) relative to the set of
all the atomic expressions included in the above formulas:
= c={in PROD.EP, in CONS.EC, in BUF.FULL, in BUF.EMPTY, put, get} ■
The reduced graph contains 45 states and 84 arcs. The reduction factor is of about 1/3.
The reduction would be graeter if it is done for individual formulas rather than for a set of
all four formulas at once (the less atomic Boolean expressions the more invisible arcs are
present).

VI.3. EXAMPLE 8 – THE SIG PROTOCOL
The reduction algorithm was tested on a large RG― of the SIG protocol (see Section
V.3). Several formulas were prepared, every one containing more atomic Boolean formulas
than the previous one (path quantifiers are skipped as in the input of the TempoRG
program):
a) G ( SetPassOkFlg => (F CGVar) )
b) G (( CPass) Uw
((( CPass) * ( (in SocketSocket.notConnected))) Uw SetProtVerOkFlg))
c) G ((( CPass) Uw
((( CPass) * ( (in SocketSocket.notConnected))) Uw SetProtVerOkFlg)) +
(SetPassOkFlg => (F CGVar)))
d) G ((( CPass) Uw
((( CPass) * ( (in SocketSocket.notConnected))) Uw SetProtVerOkFlg)) +
(SetPassOkFlg => (F CStartVal)))

The result of reduction is presented in the table below. For every RRG― related to the
given formula (a-d) the reduction factor is calculated.
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RG―
RRG―
RRG―
RRG―
RRG―

a)
b)
c)
d)
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Number of
Number of states Reduction factor
atomic formulas
(states)
14294
2
6873
2,08
3
6882
2,08
4
7473
1,91
5
7644
1,87

Number of arcs
32618
9888
9195
12201
12389

Reduction factor
(arcs)

3,30
3,55
2,67
2,63
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The reduction cannot change the category of the problem of the size of state space from NP
to P, i.e. there are cases in which reduction possibilities are low. For instance if two-state
oscillating automaton is used and one of its states is comprised in an atomic formula, then
no arc lead to an invisible state and hence nothing may be reduced. Yet the examples
above show that in practical cases the algorithm is quite effective and it can help to verify
systems having large state spaces.
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VII. RESULT ANALYSIS: CRITICAL TREE
The advantage of temporal model checking is that the result of any evaluation is
guaranteed to be calculated in a finite time. Yet the result – if it is false – is not sufficient
to localize errors in the project. The output of the temporal verifier should support the
process of design improvement. The main weapon offered by the temporal verifiers against
design errors is the ability to generate counterexample in a case of negative result of
evaluation.
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Counterexamples are handy for many kinds of reasoning on concurrent systems. The
simplest way is the redesign of the system that has been found to be erroneous. Other
approach is automatic test generation for verified system [Amma98]. Counterexamples are
also used to test the feasibility of errors found during model checking of abstract models of
a system [Păsă01].
We will show the manner of finding counterexamples in “classical” evaluation algorithms
(finding a fixed point of some functional and automaton-based evaluation). Then the rules
of critical tree construction in the CBS algorithm will be described. An example of the
critical tree constructed by the TempoRG program for example formula will be analyzed.
It will be explained why the critical tree should be constructed over full state space rather
than on reduced one.

VII.1.CRITICAL SEQUENCE AND CRITICAL SUBGRAPH IN
“CLASSICAL” EVALUATION ALGORITHMS
In the first group of “classical” methods of evaluation (based on finding a fixed point of
some functional), a special algorithm [Clar99] is used for finding:
a witness (a state in which a nested formula or formulas hold) when existential
modality is used (AF, AUs) and the result is true,
a counterexample (a state in which a nested formula or formulas do not hold)
when general modality is used (AG, AUw, AX, AXa) and the result is false.
In order to provide a better insight into the verified system‟s behavior, for every individual
operator, a sequence of states should be found from the starting state of evaluation to:
AF - a state in which holds (witness),
A( Us ) - a state in which holds (witness), and is satisfied from starting
state to the predecessor of the witness,
AG - a state in which does not hold (counterexample),
A( Uw ) - a state in which neither nor holds (counterexample), and is
satisfied from starting state to the predecessor of the counterexample,
AX - a successor of starting state in which does not hold (counterexample),
AXa - a state having projection onto a successor of starting state in
automaton a, in which does not hold (counterexample).
The algorithm is described to find a sequence of states from the starting state to the witness
or counterexample [Clar99]. It will be referred to as a critical sequence. The disadvantage
is that counterexamples are not defined for existential modality. Also, even for general
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modality if the result is true, then counterexample is not defined (yet the formula may be
negated and the positive result may be negative in fact).
Other evaluation methods (tableau [Jans98, McMi92, Vard96, Holz97]) are based on the
product of the specific automaton (representing the negation of desired feature) with the
state space of the system. If the product is not empty, it is simply the image of all improper
behaviors (following the “wrong behavior” automaton). It is the critical graph rather than
a critical sequence. The advantage of this method is that the critical graph is obtained as
a “side effect” of the evaluation [Clar99]. The disadvantage is that the size of the critical
graph may be very large and hard to analyze (for example, if AG is evaluated and only
a few states actually hold , the critical graph contains almost all the state space).
Moreover, it is hard to extract the parts of critical tree responsible for given subformulas.
The size of the counterexample may be reduced by choosing a single path in the critical
graph arbitrarily.
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VII.2.CRITICAL TREE IN CBS ALGORITHM
A special attention was paid to the construction of counterexample in CBS evaluation
method. It cannot be obtained as easy as in tableau method. The second difficulty comes
from optimizations: the state in which it is decided that the formula is false need not be
exactly the state not satisfying the nested formula.
The assumptions made for finding the critical subgraph are the following:
only false result of verification gives the critical tree;
subgraphs responsible for all subformulas influencing the total false result have
to be found (regardless of type of modalities and with negations possible);
only one sequence for every element of the formula (atomic Boolean formula
or an operator) is presented to the designer;
the tree begins in the starting state s0;
the state finishing the sequence for embracing formula starts the sequence for
nested formula (sequences must “stick”);
for two-argument operators (AUw, =>, * etc.), if both arguments influence the
result, sequences for both are presented (for example in a case of =>
formula negatively evaluated – it should be explained why the left argument
is true and why is false).
The above requirements assure that the critical subgraph has the form of the critical tree
10)
. For every operator and every desired result: false or true (opposite to the actual result)
the construction of the sequence and rules for the arguments are defined. The rules are
collected in the table below.

10)

The result may not be a „regular‟ tree in fact (a state may occur in more than one sequence). But it is
really the tree if we take as elements of the tree the sequences responsible for individual subformulas,
indexed by identifiers of these subformulas (see Fig. VII.2).
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State finishing the
sequence

Desired result for
arguments in the state
finishing the sequence

starting state s0
starting state s0
starting state s0

true
false
false if it is true
false if it is true
true
true
false
false
true if it is false
true if it is false
opposite to the actual
result
opposite to the actual
result
false
true
opposite to the actual
result
opposite to the actual
result
opposite to the actual
result
opposite to the actual
result
false
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(opposite to the
actual result)

1
2
3

+

false
true
false

4

+

true

starting state s0

5

*

false

starting state s0

6

*

true

starting state s0

7

=>

false

starting state s0

8

=>

true

starting state s0

9

<=>

false

starting state s0

10

<=>

true

starting state s0

11 AX

false

12 AX

true

13 AXa

false

14 AXa

true

15 AF
16 AF

false
true

any successor of s0
holding
any successor of s0 not
holding
any successor of s0
in automaton a, holding
any successor of s0
in automaton a, not
holding
any state holding
any member of strongly
connected subgraph in
which is not satisfied
starting state s0
any state not holding
any state holding and
or a state holding ,
last in a cycle (before s0)

17 AG
false
18 AG
true
19 A( Uw ) false
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false
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false
true

false
true
false
false if it is true
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20 A( Uw ) true
21 s0:
22 s0:
23
s S;
24
s S;

false
true
false
true

25
26

false
true

s S;
s S;
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any state holding neither
nor
the state s0
the state s0
any state of S satisfying
any state of S
not satisfying
any state of S satisfying
any state of S
not satisfying

true
true
false
true
false
true
false
true

The program TempoRG that evaluates temporal formulas, constructs also the critical tree.
To do this, the evaluation is performed for the second time with the optimizations disabled:
The sequence must begin in the specific state: the state finishing the sequence
for embracing operator. Therefore the evaluation must not be performed for
many states simultaneously.
The sequence must end in a state appointed by the rules for the given operator
(see the table). But the optimization that prevents evaluation of a subformula
for a given states many times collecting the results of evaluation for future
usage. For example, during the evaluation of s0:AF it may be stored in the
data structures that the formula AF is false in the whole future of the state s0
and the evaluation terminates. But the rules of building the sequence say that
a state belonging to a strongly connected subgraph must be found, and s0 may
not be the member. Therefore, this optimization should be turned off.
The critical tree must explain why the subformula gives the erroneous result.
In normal evaluation, if the factor is false then the other factor of the
conjunction need not be evaluated. But during the construction of the critical
tree it must be checked if both factors give false result, and if so, why. This
leads to the conclusion that lazy evaluation should not be applied.
Having the starting state of the sequence s specified and the ending state s‟ found, the
sequence of states between them should be calculated. It is done in two steps:
1. Using CBS rule, the sequence of spheres is constructed from s:
cond1=s‟ in sphere; cond1res does not care
cond2=true; cond2res does not care
2. Having found the sphere SPHn(s); the backtracking is performed: any
predecessor in the sphere SPHi-1(s) of the chosen state in the sphere SPHi(s) is
taken. For the sphere SPHn(s) the state s‟ is chosen. The sequence of chosen
states in spheres from SPH0(s) to SPHn(s) is just the searched sequence from s
to s‟.

VII.3.EXAMPLE 9 – THE SIG PROTOCOL
The tests of COSMA environment [Cwww] were performed on the model of SIG [Grab99]
protocol used in the plant monitoring system. The model consists of 25 automata and it
contains over 14 000 states and over 32 000 arcs. The following formula was evaluated
(general path quantifiers A are skipped as in the input of TempoRG program, because the
quantifier E is not used in QsCTL, see Section III.2.4):
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{SocketSocket.notConnected};
(X CGVar) Uw
((( CStartVal) * ( (in SocketSocket.notConnected))) Uw SetVarsOkFlg)

■

The meaning of the formula is irrelevant; the only important feature is that the formula is
quite complicated and contains several two-argument operators (Uw, *, Uw)
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The parsing tree of the formula is
presented in Fig. VII.1. Nodes of
the tree are numbered following the
left order. From now on, every
feature related to given subformula
will be marked with its number.

1

The result of evaluation is false, and
according to the rules presented in
the table, a critical tree is
constructed. Sequences for nodes
8 and 9 are not constructed since
the values of these subformulas are
just as desired or do not influence
the result.
As the sequences must “stick” in
the tree, the tree may be presented
as in Fig. VII.2. The sequences are
represented as edges of the tree.
A node of the tree corresponds to
the state that finishes the preceding
sequence shown above it (except for
the root) and starts the sequences
below it (except for the leaves).
The following rules were used
during the construction of the
critical tree (numbers refer to the
table of rules):
Node
1

Uw
2

X

Uw
3

6

SetVars
OkFlg

*
4

7

CGVar
5

8

Cstart
Val

10

in …
9

11

Fig. VII.1. Example parsing tree

Rule

Desired result of Desired result of
left argument
right argument

24

2

true
2

20

Uw
3

12

12

3

6

true

true
4

X

true
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2

5

false
5

CGVar
6

20

Uw
7

6

*

7

12

true

true

8

10

true (and is)
8

9

CstartVal
10

not constructed
(value as
desired)
not constructed
(not reached by
the algorithm)
2

true

11

false
11
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in SocketSocket.NotConnected
12

SetVarsOkFlg
Because there are many single-state sequences consisting of the same state in the tree
(for example four sequences consists of the state s4), the tree may be compressed.
Fig. VII.3 shows the compressed tree. Multi-state sequences (for temporal operators) are
represented as edges of the tree. Single-state sequences are contained in nodes.
The critical tree generated by the TempoRG program has one of four possible views:
states,
states in automata,
signals,
XML [Bray98].
The picture of the views is presented below. In the first three views, the program outputs
the parsing tree in an indent form (every level of the tree increments indentation). A
sequence for an operator is listed below it. All states in the sequence are marked “OK”
except the last one marked “ERROR”.
“States” view (Fig. VII.4) shows states of the state space as the elements of the sequence.
“States in automata” view (Fig. VII.5) shows columns representing individual automata.
Names of automata are shown in the header. In every column, the state in the automaton is
shown only if it changes in comparison to the previous global state.
“Signals” view (Fig. VII.6) is similar to states in automata view, but names of local states
are replaced by names of signals generated in states. Names of automata “listening” to the
signal follow the name of signal. The automaton listens to the signal if the signal is present
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in a formula on a label of any arc outgoing from the current state. As before, the header
contains the names of automata.
The last output form is “XML” view
(Fig. VII.7). It is the synthesis of the three
previous forms: global states, states in
automata and signals generated and observed
are shown. The output is organized in XML
format. Fig. VII.7 contains the structure of the
XML view and the fragment of example
critical tree.

s1
1

s1
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2

In the TempoRG program, a critical tree is
calculated automatically after the negative
result of evaluation is achieved. The designer
decides on the view of the tree. Basing on the
contents of the critical tree, the designer may
follow the sequence and identify the reason of
the error found. It is the most important
practical support for the designer, which
allows her/him to redesign the system fixing
the incorrect behavior.

s2
3

6

s3

s4
7
4

12

s3

s4

s4
10

5

s4

s3

11

s4

Fig. VII.2. Critical tree

1
2

3

6
7 10

4

5

11 12

Fig. VII.3. Compressed
critical tree
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1 A
2

(false):

result

node in
parsing
tree
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4
5
6

11
12

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
ERROR

PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:Pro
PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:Pro
PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:Pro
PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:Pro
name of
PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:Pro
PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:OnConnectAck:idle:idle:PasswordSendFl
state
PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:Pro
PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:Pro
PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:Pro
PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:Pro
PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:Pro
PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:Pro
PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:Pro
PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:Pro
PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:Pro
PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:SetPassOkFlg:idle:PasswordSendFl
PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:signal:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:ProtVe
PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:signal:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:ProtVe
PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:signal:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:ProtVe
PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:signal:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:ProtVe
PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:signal:OnSignalAck:PasswordSendFlgOff
PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:signal:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:ProtVe

OK
ERROR

PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:signal:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:ProtVe …
PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:signal:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:ProtVe …

ERROR

PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:signal:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:ProtVe …

ERROR

PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:signal:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:ProtVe …

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
ERROR

PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:signal:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:ProtVe
PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:signal:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:ProtVe
PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:signal:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:ProtVe
PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:signal:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:ProtVe
PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:signal:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:ProtVe
PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:signal:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:ProtVe
PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:OnRecAck:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:Prot
PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:ProtVerO
PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:ProtVerO
PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:ProtVerO
PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:idle:OnSignalAck:PasswordSendFlgOff:P
PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:ProtVerO
PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:ProtVerO
PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:idle:OnSignalAck:PasswordSendFlgOff:P
PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:ProtVerO
PassOkFlgOn:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:ProtVerO
PassOkFlgOn:COnClose2Ack:idle:idle:OnSignalAck:PasswordSend
PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:Pro
PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:Pro
PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:OnSignalAck:PasswordSendFlg
PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:Pro
PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:Pro
PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:OnSignalAck:PasswordSendFlg

ERROR

PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:OnSignalAck:PasswordSendFlg …

…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…

! (false):
CGVar (true):
U (false):

erroneous
state

8
10

PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:idle:PasswordSendFlgOff:Pro …

N (false):

states in
sequence

7

ERROR

U (false):

operator

3
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…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…

* (false):
!: OK or void
! (false):
ERROR
PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:OnSignalAck:PasswordSendFlg …
in SocketSocket.notConnected (true):
ERROR
PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:OnSignalAck:PasswordSendFlg …
SetVarsOkFlg (false):
ERROR
PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:OnSignalAck:PasswordSendFlg …

Fig. VII.4. „States” view
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PasswordOkFlag

1 A
2

ERROR PasswordOkFlgOff|idle

result

node in
parsing
tree
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4
5
6

11
12

…

OK
PasswordOkFlgOff|idle
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
name of
OK
|
OK
|
state in
OK
|
automaton
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
OK
PassOkFlgOn
|
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
ERROR
|

|idle
|idle
|
name of ||
|
automaton|
|
|
|
|OnConnectAck
|
|idle
|
|
|
|
|
|
state in|
|
|
automaton
|
|
|
does not|
|
change||
|
|
|SetPassOkF
|
|signal
| state in
|
|automaton
|
|
|
| changes
|
|
|

…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…

OK
PassOkFlgOn
ERROR

|idle
|

|idle
|

|signal
|

…
…

ERROR PassOkFlgOn

|idle

|idle

|signal

…

ERROR PassOkFlgOn

|idle

|idle

|signal

…

OK
PassOkFlgOn
|idle
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|COnClose2Ack
OK
PasswordOkFlgOff|idle
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
OK
|
ERROR
|

|idle
|
|
|
|
|
separator
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|signal
|
|
|
|
|
|OnRecAck
|idle
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…

ERROR PasswordOkFlgOff|idle

|idle

|idle

…

ERROR PasswordOkFlgOff|idle
in SocketSocket.notConnected (true):
ERROR PasswordOkFlgOff|idle
SetVarsOkFlg (false):
ERROR PasswordOkFlgOff|idle

|idle

|idle

…

|idle

|idle

…

|idle

|idle

…

! (false):
CGVar (true):
U (false):

erroneous
state

8
10

|idle

N (false):

states in
sequence

7

|idle

U (false):

operator

3

|PasswordOnClose|PasswordOnConnect|PasswordOn …

(false):

* (false):
!: OK or void
! (false):

Fig. VII.5. „States in automata” view
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PasswordOkFlag

1 A
2

result

node in
parsing
tree
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4
5
6

11
12

|

…

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
ERROR

|
|
|
|
|
addressee
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
->VariablesOnReceiv|
->VariablesOnReceiv|
->VariablesOnReceiv|
->VariablesOnReceiv|
->VariablesOnReceiv|
->VariablesOnReceiv|

name of
signal

PassOkFlg
PassOkFlg
PassOkFlg
PassOkFlg
PassOkFlg
PassOkFlg

name of
automaton

…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…

OK
PassOkFlg ->VariablesOnReceiv|
ERROR PassOkFlg ->VariablesOnReceiv|

…
…

ERROR PassOkFlg ->VariablesOnReceiv|

…

ERROR PassOkFlg ->VariablesOnReceiv|

…

! (false):
CGVar (true):
U (false):

erroneous
state

8
10

ERROR

N (false):

states in
sequence

7

…

U (false):

operator

3

|PasswordOnClose

(false):

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
ERROR

* (false):
ERROR
!: OK or void
! (false):

PassOkFlg
PassOkFlg
PassOkFlg
PassOkFlg
PassOkFlg
PassOkFlg
PassOkFlg
PassOkFlg
PassOkFlg
PassOkFlg
PassOkFlg
PassOkFlg
PassOkFlg
PassOkFlg
PassOkFlg
PassOkFlg
PassOkFlg

->VariablesOnReceiv|
…
->VariablesOnReceiv|
…
->VariablesOnReceiv|
…
->VariablesOnReceiv|
…
->VariablesOnReceiv|
…
->VariablesOnReceiv|
…
->VariablesOnReceiv|
…
separator
->VariablesOnSignal|
…
->VariablesOnReceiv|
…
->VariablesOnReceiv|
…
->VariablesOnReceiv|
…
->VariablesOnReceiv|
…
->VariablesOnReceiv|
…
->VariablesOnReceiv|
…
->VariablesOnReceiv|
…
->VariablesOnReceiv|
…
->VariablesOnReceiv|COnClose2Ack ->SocketSocket, Cl …
|
…
|
…
|
…
|
…
|
…
|
…

no signal
generated

ERROR
in SocketSocket.notConnected (true):
ERROR
SetVarsOkFlg (false):
ERROR

|

…

|

…

|

…

|

…

Fig. VII.6. „Signals” view
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<TREE_ELEM LEVEL=”level in the parsing tree” PHRASE=”operator in the node”>
<STATE STATUS=”OK/ERROR” NAME=”state name”>
<AUTOMATON NAME=”automaton name” LOCAL_STAE=”name”>
<SIGNAL NAME=”signal name”>
sequence
<TO AUTOMATON=”automaton name”/>
<TO AUTOMATON=”automaton name”/>
<TO AUTOMATON=”automaton name”/>
</SIGNAL>
OK or
<SIGNAL NAME=”signal name”>
ERROR
<TO AUTOMATON=”automaton name”/>
<TO AUTOMATON=”automaton name”/>
</SIGNAL>
automaton </AUTOMATON>
<AUTOMATON NAME=”automaton name” LOCAL_STAE=”name”>
<SIGNAL NAME=”signal name”>
<TO AUTOMATON=”automaton name”/>
</SIGNAL>
</AUTOMATON>
</STATE>
<STATE STATUS=”OK/ERROR” NAME=”state name”>
<AUTOMATON NAME=”automaton name” LOCAL_STAE=”name”>
<SIGNAL NAME=”signal name”>
<TO AUTOMATON=”automaton name”/>
</SIGNAL>
</AUTOMATON>
</STATE>
</TREE_ELEM>
<TREE_ELEM LEVEL=”level in the parsing tree” PHRASE=”operator in the node”>
<STATE STATUS=”OK/ERROR” NAME=”state name”>
<AUTOMATON NAME=”automaton name” LOCAL_STAE=”name”>
<SIGNAL NAME=”signal name”>
<TO AUTOMATON=”automaton name”/>
etc.

EXAMPLE 10 :
<TREE_ELEM LEVEL="4" PHRASE="!">
<STATE STATUS="OK" NAME="PasswordOkFlgOff:idle:idle:idle:OnSignalAc…">
<AUTOMATON NAME="PasswordOkFlag" LOCAL_STATE="PasswordOkFlgOff">
</AUTOMATON>
<AUTOMATON NAME="PasswordOnClose" LOCAL_STATE="idle">
</AUTOMATON>
<AUTOMATON NAME="PasswordOnConnect" LOCAL_STATE="idle">
</AUTOMATON>
<AUTOMATON NAME="PasswordOnReceive" LOCAL_STATE="idle">
</AUTOMATON>
<AUTOMATON NAME="PasswordOnSignal" LOCAL_STATE="OnSignalAck">
<SIGNAL NAME="COnSignal2Ack">
<TO AUTOMATON="SocketSignal"/>
</SIGNAL>
</AUTOMATON>
<AUTOMATON NAME="PasswordSendFlag" LOCAL_STATE="PasswordSendFl…">
</AUTOMATON>
<AUTOMATON NAME="ProtVerOkFlg" LOCAL_STATE="ProtVerOkFlgOff">
</AUTOMATON>
<AUTOMATON NAME="ProtVerOnClose" LOCAL_STATE="idle">
</AUTOMATON>
…

Fig. VII.7. „XML” view
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Fig. VII.8. Sequence diagram

ValuesOnSignal

2

VII.4.SEQUENCE DIAGRAMS
To facilitate the further analysis of evaluation results, the XML form may be easily
processed by external programs that make further analysis of results of evaluation.
For example, UML [OMG99] sequence diagrams may be easily constructed directly from
XML output (similar form of presentation is used in SPIN [Holz97]). The sequences for
subformulas 2 and 6 are presented in the form of sequence diagrams in Figs. VII.8 and
VII.10 (Fig. VII.8 contains also a table translating names of automata to codes for
simplifications of the next figures; Fig. VII.9 contains the explanation of the elements of
a sequence diagram contained in the circle on the left of Fig VII.8). Names of signals are
not shown for readability. In the sequences, many signals are generated in the same state,
so it may be difficult to observe which signals belong to the specific state. To simplify this
task, short segments on the left separate distinct states.
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8

ValuesSendFlag

ProtVerOnConnect

7

ValuesOnReceive
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6
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Fig. VII.9 Explanation of elements of sequence diagrams
(on the example of Fig. VII.8)
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Fig. VII.10. Sequence diagram

6

In the sequences in which signals are generated continuously state by state, they may be
presented as wide arrows like in Fig. VII.11.
6

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

Fig. VII.11. Other presentation of sequence diagram

6

VII.5.CRITICAL TREE VERSUS STATE SPACE REDUCTION
State space reduction (Chapter VI) should not be used in combination with searching for
a critical tree. The reduction of state space skips the states which give the same value of
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atomic Boolean formulas and the sequences of states in which given signals are not
generated – are compressed to a single state. This makes the critical tree rather useless. To
illustrate this observation, the following formula was evaluated over reduced state space:
s

{SocketSocket.notConnected};
( CGVar) Uw
((( CStartVal) * ( (in SocketSocket.notConnected))) Uw SetVarsOkFlg)

Numbers of nodes in the parsing tree are preserved from the previous example (the node
does not exist in the present example). A sequence in critical tree may be presented as
a sequence diagram (like the ones in Figs. VII.8 and VII.10), where the signals passed
between component automata clearly explain the reason of improper system behavior.
For example, a sequence of signals obtained from the state sequence 2 is listed below.

■
3

In the sequence, states are numbered from 1. If no signal is passed between automata in the
state, only the number of the state is present (as in the case of states 1, 3, 11, …). If many
signals are passed, they are listed one under another (as in the case of states 17, 18, 19, …).
Every signal passed between automata is presented as:
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source_automaton --{ name_of_signal }--> destination_automaton

■

The sequence is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

SocketSocket -–{ COnConnect1 }--> ProtVerOnConnect
ProtVerOnConnect –-{ COnConnect1Ack }--> SocketSocket
SocketSocket –-{ COnConnect2 }--> PasswordOnConnect
PasswordOnConnect –-{ COnConnect2Ack }--> SocketSocket
SocketSocket –-{ COnConnect3 }--> VariablesOnConnect
VariablesOnConnect –-{ COnConnect3Ack }--> SocketSocket
SocketSocket –-{ COnConnect4 }--> ValuesOnConnect
ValuesOnConnect –-{ COnConnect4Ack }--> SocketSocket
SocketSocket –-{ COnRec1 }--> ProtVerOnReceive
ProtVerOnReceive –-{ COnRec1Ack }--> SocketSocket
SocketSocket –-{ COnRec2 }--> PasswordOnReceive
PasswordOnReceive –-{ SetPassOkFlg }--> PasswordOkFlag
PasswordOkFlag –-{ PassOkFlg }--> VariablesOnReceive
PasswordOnReceive –-{ Signal2 }--> SocketSignal
PasswordOkFlag –-{ PassOkFlg }--> VariablesOnReceive
SocketSignal –-{ COnSignal1 }--> ProtVerOnSignal
PasswordOkFlag –-{ PassOkFlg }--> VariablesOnReceive
ProtVerOnSignal –-{ COnSignal1Ack }--> SocketSignal
PasswordOkFlag –-{ PassOkFlg }--> VariablesOnReceive
SocketSignal –-{ COnSignal2 }--> PasswordOnSignal
PasswordOkFlag –-{ PassOkFlg }--> VariablesOnReceive
PasswordOnSignal –-{ COnSignal2Ack }--> SocketSignal
PasswordOkFlag –-{ PassOkFlg }--> VariablesOnReceive
SocketSignal –-{ COnSignal3 }--> VariablesOnSignal
PasswordOkFlag –-{ PassOkFlg }--> VariablesOnReceive
SocketSignal –-{ SetSigFlg }--> SocketSignalFlag
VariablesOnSignal –-{ SetVarsSendFlg }--> VariablesSendFlag
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From the sequence one can easily observe how the automaton SocketSocket operates
groups of other automata responsible for given phases of establishing the connection
(ProtVer, Password, Variables, Values) and how the automaton SocketSignal
takes over this role from state 18. However, the reduction of state space skips the states
which give the same value of atomic Boolean formulas and the sequences of states in
which given signals are not generated are compressed to a single state. In our example,
the sequence 2 in reduced state space is presented in Fig. VII.12.
2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

Fig. VII.12. Sequence diagram

2

in reduced state space
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The signals passed between automata in the sequence are:
1.
2.
23.

SocketSocket -–{ COnConnect1 }--> ProtVerOnConnect
PasswordOkFlag –-{ PassOkFlg }--> VariablesOnReceive
SocketSignal –-{ SetSigFlg }--> SocketSignalFlag
VariablesOnSignal –-{ SetVarsSendFlg }--> VariablesSendFlag

Three states are preserved in reduced state spave out of original 23 states, because:
the subformula in SocketSocket.notConnected is true in state 1, and false in
states 2-23 of the original sequence;
the subformula CGVar is true in state 23 and false in states 1-22;
all other atomic formulas do not change value along the original sequence.
The new sequence says nothing interesting about the actions that lead to the erroneous state
at the end of the sequence. Therefore, after negative evaluation of the formula over reduced
state space, it should be evaluated once again over original state space (and without
optimizations) to find a critical tree.

VII.6.CONCLUDING REMARKS
Generation of couterexamples decides of the strength of model checking methods.
The designer is informed not only on the existence of fault, but she/he is also precisely
informed of the sequence of actions that leads to the erroneous state. The TempoRG
program outputs the counterexample in a form that may be easily converted to the
graphical form of sequence diagram [OMG99] or simulated dynamically as state changes
in a fragment of RG. Such a result analyzer is planned in the COSMA environment.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The main goal of this research was to construct formalism for efficient model checking
over CSM automata, and to construct the model checker in the COSMA 2.0 environment.
This goal was successfully achieved by resolving many problems formulated in the thesis.
The original contribution of the author is as follows (listed in the “logical” order, as some
of them depend on other ones):
Definition of Kripke structure over Reachability Graph (RG) of concurrent
automata CSM, specific in the fact that the model is based on coincidences
(well addressed to modeling hardware and communication protocols) rather
than on interleaving. The Reachability Graph is almost a “ready to use” Kripke
structure. As the definition of atomic Boolean expressions was restricted to
expressions coming directly from the definition of CSM automata (staying in
a state or generating a signal), RG may be used to construct a temporal logic
over it. As a result, a construction of state space for temporal logic may be
skipped, which is not so easy in some systems (nodes and arcs in state space
must be defined), for example in model checking of programs.
Definition of temporal logic with state quantifiers (QsCTL). In classical CTL
approach, state quantification is not allowed. The top-down evaluation
algorithm makes it possible to use state quantifiers (even nested and/or having
dynamically evaluated set of states as a range). Examples of state quantification
are presented in checking of alternating bit protocol (Section V.2).
Introduction of new operator “next in automaton” (AXa) which simplifies
expressing some temporal dependences in terms of component automata rather
than in terms of full reachability graph.
Introduction of characteristic sets, covering past and future of a state. The
notion of characteristic sets is useful for construction of the algorithm CBS for
temporal formula evaluation and help reasoning on the shape of RG. Some
questions on the behavior of the system under verification may be asked even
without using temporal operators, basing only on characteristic sets and set
algebra.
The algorithm of temporal formula evaluation based on “Checking By Spheres”
rule is the main part of the thesis. The new feature of the algorithm is that it
breaks the evaluation as soon as possible, potentially in very early step of the
evaluation. Some sub-formulas need not be evaluated at all! Also the top-down
evaluation of temporal formulas permits to use state quantification in QsCTL
logic. The time complexity is equal to the “traditional” algorithms.
The program TempoRG was developed by the author of this thesis. It showed
its usefulness in many cases, including verification of real industrial protocol
[Grab99, Gron99, Grub01]. The program is under continuous development,
as new ideas arise during the verifications.
The original state space reduction algorithm was worked out, which gives very
high saving in representation of reachability graph. The correctness of reduction
is proved and time complexity analyzed.
To facilitate improvement (redesign) of the verified systems, the method of
automatic building of a critical tree (the tree of sequences leading to erroneous
states) is proposed. The method is deployed in TempoRG program and a critical
tree is generated always after getting negative result.
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The most important contribution was introduction of new logic QsCTL and development
of effective evaluation algorithm CBS. The proposed ideas have been implemented in
temporal verifier TempoRG and incorporated into COSMA design environment.
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The disadvantage of the model checking methodology is the state explosion problem
(the problem of representation of the state space). The temporal model checking is
preceded by calculating RG―. The problem of obtaining a state space is NP, but it is
a problem of any finite state verification method. Generally, the complexity of calculations
may be reduced by:
usage of efficient and concise representation of data structures (ROBDD) and
effective procedures and tools for ROBDD,
hierarchical methods of representation and checking of concurrent systems,
compositional model checking,
state space reduction techniques,
combined methodology: finite state approach plus theorem proving.
The usefulness of the TempoRG has been proved and allowed evaluation of quite complex
systems. The program was used in real projects for the verification of communication
protocols [Dasz98c, Grab99, Gron99, Grub01]. The analysis gave practical results:
important features were proved (as rejection of some timeouts) and errors were identified
(a deadlock in SIG protocol). Other verification made was an analysis of correctness of
Traffic Lights Controller (TLC) benchmark [Dasz01b].
It should be mentioned that for some complex problems the analysis may not be practically
handled because of RG large size (even using ROBDD representation and reduction).
For such systems, hierarchical automata should be used. An algorithm for temporal
formula evaluation in hierarchical systems is under development.
The final version of TempoRG will collaborate with the Result Analyzer. Result Analyzer
will allow a designer to graphically observe the reasons of faults in system under
verification:
environment (predecessors and successors) of states not fulfilling the formula,
a critical tree leading from starting state of verification (usually the initial state
of the system) to states responsible for the false evaluation of the formula.
A combination of data modeling, theorem proving and temporal model checking are
planned to be included in the next version of COSMA environment (3.0). Other subject of
the future research concern:
verification of real-time systems [Camp95],
reduction using abstractions [Harm94, Păsă01]
using state space reduction algorithm for reasoning on systems with
parameterized size (induction-like technique).
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Appendix A: THE COSMA ENVIRONMENT
COSMA is a research project in the Institute of Computer Science, Warsaw University of
Technology, in the field of formal methods in concurrent systems design. The research is
focused on methods and methodologies that support the design of correct communication,
synchronization and cooperation among concurrent components. These issues play a vital
role in the design of a broad class of systems, e.g.:
Reactive software systems (e.g. distributed control and data acquisition),
Embedded Hardware/Software systems,
Multi-level communication protocols etc.
The main goals of the project include:
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A contribution to formal methods that support the design of correct
communication and cooperation among concurrent components,
A contribution to the design methodology involving the use of formal methods,
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Fig. A.1. The structure of the COSMA design environment
Maintaining the bridge between these formal methods and today's practice of
systems‟ development,
Implementation of an original software environment COSMA for the purposes
of practically usable systems specification, verification and design.
In construction of COSMA 2.0, the experience from design and development of real
industrial systems and some theoretical work were applied.
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1. COSMA conceptual framework
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The conceptual framework of COSMA is built upon the two related formal models:
Concurrent State Machines (CSM) and Extended CSM (ECSM [Mieś99]). CSM formalism
allows for the specification of finite-state behavioural models of system components.
However, in contrast to known models of concurrency based on the use of conventional
Finite State Machines (FSM [Abdu98]), CSM support in an original and direct way two
aspects of concurrency:
Concurrent (co-incident) occurrence of many input symbols coming from
different partners (instead of sequentially ordered strings of input symbols),
Simultaneous transitions between states in concurrent components (instead of
e.g. interleaved behavior).
Behavioural models specified in terms of CSM resemble (to an extent) UML‟s State
Diagrams or other, similar finite-state models. However, while they are intuitive and easy
to learn, they are also formal enough to provide the algorithm for the computation of
system‟s reachability graph. Then, once the reachability graph of a system is available,
one way for the analysis of system‟s behavior is temporal model checking. These features
are just incorporated in the present version of COSMA environment (COSMA 2.0, see
below). Generally, CSM (like other finite state models) are best suited to the specification
and verification of control-dominated systems. CSM has a strict formal definition but it
may be used without the knowledge on formal model. The students of ICS WUT use CSM
model as a specification tool just after a short, four-hour lecture (on intuitive level).
Extensions introduced to a CSM model (that make it an ECSM) allow for the use of:
Local variables (of arbitrary type) attributed to individual machines,
Actions (upon these local variables) attributed to states or transitions of
individual machines,
Attributes of output symbols produced by machines,
Conditions dependent on the current values of variables (that can enable or
disable the indicated CSM transitions),
Constant or random times assigned to machine‟s states,
Probabilities that control the non-deterministic choices which can occur in
CSM.
Extended CSM [Mieś99] (with their variables and actions that can actually be whole
programs or functions called whenever the particular state or transition is visited) can be
a reasonably realistic models of software system components. Of course, Extended CSM
are no longer finite state models. Therefore, systems of Extended CSM are analyzed,
tested, evaluated etc. basically by simulation. On the other hand, given an ECSM,
its underlying CSM makes its „control and communication skeleton‟. Thus, one can hope
that these two types of models, incorporated into one conceptual framework and
implemented in the same software tool can provide a substantial insight into different
(while complementary) aspects of systems behavior.

2. Functions of COSMA modules
The structure of the COSMA environment is described in Fig. A.1 (modules with gray
shadow are under development). Below the functions supported by individual modules are
listed.
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Grapher [Cwww]:
User interface for graphical specification/edition of systems of CSM and
ECSM models.
Product Engine [Mieś92b]:
Conversion of CSM models of system components from CXL to BDD data
structures.
Computing the system‟s reachability graph RG.
Conversion of indicated subgraphs of RG into CXL.
U2C (UML-to-COSMA) [Matu01]:
Import of state diagrams developed with Rational Rose and Select Enterprise
into COSMA‟s CXL format.
Conversion of sequence diagrams into temporal requirements to be modelchecked in COSMA.
TempoRG (developed by the author of this thesis):
Evaluation of requirements (expressed as temporal formulas in QsCTL,
a version of CTL) in the Reachability Graph of a system.
Generation of couterexamples in the form of Critical Trees.
Result Analyzer:
Graphical presentation of results of temporal model checking.
ECSM Simulator [Krys01a]:
Simulation of execution of systems of ECSM,
Collecting data for performance evaluation,
Code generator [Dasz98a, Dasz98b, Krys01b]:
Generation of an executable C or Java code from ECSM machines,
Code analyzer:
Support for the development of ECSM models from C source code.
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